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PREFACE 
The writer feels that an intensive study of the subject of this 
thesis my be highly- important to a"!f3' young man or woman .majoring in 
the field of a ccountancy. Government, through various commissions, 
has influenced accounting practices considerably, especially after 
the passage of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Ex-
change Act of 19.34. The influence of governmental authority has 
been felt to such an extent that some colleges and universities have 
deemed it neceasar,r to offer specialized courses dealing with ac-
count ing methodology- or practice as promulgated under Commission 
requirements . Regardless of certain inherent defects arising from 
the diver sity of subject matter within the s cope of this thes is , 
it is felt that the reader will gain valuable knowledge as to the 
tunctionE., of the Securities and Exchange Commission and will also 
proi'lt by &. review of the sound accomiting principles and auditing 
procedures presented herein as pertaining to inventories and fixed 
assets . 
Grateful recognition and sincere appreciation is extended to 
Professors B. F. Harrison and G. B. McCo~n for their constructive 
criticisms and suggestions made to the writer during the preparation 
of this thesis . 
J .S.H. 
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PURPOSE AND JUSTIFICATION OF SUBJECT 
Acy- wide awake young man seeking to make a place for himself in a 
irrodern, complex world by entering a profession, such as public accountancy-. 
cioes not need an over-supply of mental acumen to realize tha.t governmental 
forces are constantly- limiting and directing individual a.nd economic forcea 
for the good of all. HistorJ and · economic texts definitely show the 
trends away from the Laissez Faire of the nineteenth century to regulation 
~md supervision by the State for the general. welfare.. It is not tho 
imrp.ose of this writing to argue the pro and cons oi such trends 11 but to 
:iccept such as fact a.nd to relato such trends to the field or fields in 
'.llthich they apply. 
The pa.st evolution of accounting practice and thool'1 has been a slow 
.ewd laborious process" relative~ free from legal restraints. Such evolu-i 
tion has not been an exact science subject to mathematiea.1 for.mu.la and 
preciseness, nor has it been as unyielding and unchanging a.s the laws of 
physics or chemistry. Since our economic relationships have become so 
J.arge and interwoven, accounting principles and practices have necessarily' 
C:hanged and are ever enlarging in scope to meet the heeds of' changing con-
titions. From the last half of the nin-cteenth century up to the present 
time ma.n;y laws have been passed ~,hich have directl.3' or i.T1d.irectl:;r prescribud 
(>r controlled the acts of so-called 'Big Business'. A review of history-
ttlll easily- sho11 ·the need of some form of: control over the shad;v:, under-
?mnded aets of large corporations which thrived on the pµhlic 1 s eagerness 
to 1get rich quick 1 by investing their savings i.r:t aey form. of promotio.nal 
sche!IW presented to th!.,m. In am:wmr to ·t.hc~ losses of .millions by public 
:ilwostors, l/'JG have had Geveral important pieces of Federal. legislation 
passed, t.unong which are the Federal Security Act of 1933 and Amendments of' 
1934. We o.re particulo.rly i..rrterested i."1 those la:wn because they relate 
to 'the field of accounting and to -tho central topic in this thesis. 
~Sr. J. N. Franl~, the first. chairntrtn of the Security :mxchange Corn.-
31,dssion Ythich was croated by tho Act of 1931~, has said in part, when h:i 
~::.tternpted. to outline the fu.nctions of the Co;-;11uission: 
110ne of th.l!:l most important functions of 'this commission 
is to maintain and improve th;;-, standards of accounting prac-




Accounting is the l&"lguaze in which t,he corporation 
to its existing stockholders and to prospectiv,0 i.11.vost-
tie want to be sure that the public never h;.1s reason t.o 
faith in the reports of public accountants. 
To this end the independence of the public accountant 
must be preserved and strengthened and standards of thorough-
ness and accuracy protected. I understand that certain 
groups in the profession are moving ahead in good ti'tride. 
1'hey 1rlll get all the help we can give them so long as they 
conscientiously attempt to clean houce. But if Vff:: find tho:t 
they are m11rd11ing or unable because of' the influence of 
their clients 'to do thE} job thoroughly, we 11Jon1t hesita:to to 
step in, to thc1 full extent of our statutoxy :r,0wers.nl 
There i.s no quei;tion as to tho sincerity and utter e,;;1,rnestness with 
1vhich Itrr. I•'rank sixiko. The Cor.:mission wa.G to be a positiv(~ force i'or the 
eorrect DJ:1d. proper disclosuro of nll f(J}J.tcriul :facts relating to corpora-
t,ions a:nd thoir securitien. There v,.';;,S to be no po.s:Jivity on the part of 
the Commission; this has been borne cut by the hundreds of stop-orders 
1 Press Conference statement after his election as Chairnt-3.!l of' 
the Securities and Exchange Co:,mssion. (June 1934). 
placed against corporations trying t.o issue securities without full dis-
closure of material facts to prospective investors. 
'Thus public accountants riho lTI.tlke an-ti. certify statements of corpora-
tions issui..1.g securities in interstate comm.erce must have these .staterne.n:l:,;t, 
examined by the Commission. Under such circumstances it is imperative 
that accoux1ta.11ts be well versed in the decisions of' this body. 
To students and_ teachers of accounting, it can be pointed out that 
through the power of the Security Exchange Com,tlssion, corporations can 
be restricted in the salG of their securities unless the financial state-
nwnts included in the prospectuses of said corporations are prepared in 
accordance with 11 recognized and generally accepted accounting pr:i.nciples. n 
In effect the Com..rnission can sLy that a principle is or is not •recognized 
and generally accepted. i 
Cine can easily see, because of the Conmlission1 s power over accounting 
practice and procedure, that teachers and students must give serious con-
sidert'ttion to all declarations and rulings of this body. 'I'here is lit.tle 
doubt that accounting st.a.ndards are much higher than previous. Such 
standards shall (·Jventually be higher ano. more precise, and they will be 
deternl.ined in a largo measure by the Commission working ir.1. conjunction 
with the professional oocie:ties and professional schools in accountancy. 
It can there.fore be high~ recommended '!:.hat, p:i:•o.f'essors and students of 
accounting give ·Careful and critical analysis to preparation of financial 
statements as desired by t.he s.E. c. 
In partial fulfillment of requi:comonts for the Master of Science 
Degree in Corr1.merce this thesis titled, HTho Influence of the Authority of 
the Security Exchange Cosr:mission on the Determin"1,tion an.d Pr,i)sentation of 
Inventor.r and I<'ixed Asset Valuations and the Auditor's fiesponsibilities 
f'or such Values, n is presented. Because of the extensive work done by 
the Corr,ndssion, this vrriting is limited to an analysis oi' cases and 
decisions concerning the balance sheet itmz:s of inventories, fi..xed assets 
and reLs.ted topics, 'Nhich are, in most instances, t,he largest, asset itcr,.15 
on corporation balance ah::iets. 
Before proceeding to the central topics of" trds thesis, G genere.l 
discussion o.f the histor<J, purpose, and scope of the federal laws giving 
rise t,o this administrative body_, the Securities and :&.xchange Commission., 
will be presented and the internal operatJ.ons of the Corn.mission which 
:relate to this subject will be given. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTOiiY AND SCOPE OF S. E. A. OF 1933 AND 1934 
"The Seeuri ties Act of 19.3.3 1nas launched by too Sevent;v-
third Congress in an era in which disclosure in financial 
<:irclea had shaken public confidence to its very foundations., 
and in -which a consider.able number of issuers wel;'e found to have 
grossly misrepresented values and concealed essential facts-
often fraudulent or criminal transactions. It was actuated by 
the brQad purpose of protecting investors an:l by a desire to 
restore public eont'idence to the investing public by a rigid 
surveillance both o.£ instruments offered to them in new financ-
ing and of the m:athods by mich existing seeurites were sold. 
It part,icu1a.rly sought to insiire ethical practice to the end 
that each issue of new securites sold in interstate eommerce 
should be acco.m.panied by full publicity and information and 
that :no important element concerning the issue should be eon-
eealed from the buying public. nl 
Thus the above paragraph gives a general picture of conditions 
preceding the year 19.33 and presents the purpose of the connnission to 
eradicate the evils and give full protection to t.he public investors. 
History bears out the fact that state laws, Blue-sky laws by nama, had 
,failed to curb the distribution of u.nsou..."ld, fraudulent securities which 
ha.d .fleeced an unwary yet eager public. So1rra states had no protective 
security legislation; in others the laws were very inadequate with no 
se.mblance of uniformity as between the various states. In many in-
,istances victims of fraudulent proreotional schemes were often unwilling 
to push ·t,heir case or were willing to accept a compromise settlement 0£ 
the f'raudulent act. which had be.en practiced on them. 'l'hus it happened 
after a prosecutine; attorney had prepared a satisfactory case, tbs pro-
secuting witnes~ ,muld accept a refund or out of court settlement and 
drop the ease. 
1 J. K .. La.sser and J. A. Gerardi, Federal Securities !2! ProeedUft,., 
P.P• l-2. 
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Jfaey states , because of their desire to attract capital and promote 
industrial development , were particularly lax in enforcing laws which might 
11ave defeated this purpose . 
The weakness of state regulation became more apparent . No matter how 
efficient or how extensive the laws of a state were in the protection of 
the investing public, there was a large field of needed regulation to which 
the state laws could not reach; that is, more and more securities were sold 
in interstate commerce beyond the reach of governments hampered by state 
boundaries . Such needed regulation could be supplied only through some. 
kind of a federal law giving broad and discretionary powers to a co 
President Roosevelt I s "Letter to Congress II aptly described the need of 
$uch legislation: 
"I recommend to Congress legislation for federal super-
vision of traffic in investment securites in interstate 
commerce . 
In spite of many state statutes the public in the past 
has sustained severe losses through practices neither ethical 
nor honest on the part of maey persons and corporations sell-
ing securites • 
. Of course , the Federal Government cannot and should not 
take any action which might be construed as approving or 
guaranteeing that newly issued securities are sound in the 
sense that their value will be maintained or that the 
properties which they represent will earn a profit . 
There is, however, an obligation upon us to insist that 
every issue of new securities to be sold in interstate COii 
merce shall be accomplished by full publicity and information, 
and that no essentially important element attending the issue 
shall be concealed from the buying public . 
This proposal adds t o the ancient rule of caveat emptor, 
the further doctrine , "let the seller also beware . " 
It puts the burden of telling the whole truth on the 
seller. It should give petus to honest dealings and 
thereby bring back public confidence . 
The purpose of the legislation I suggest is to protect 
tho public td.t the lea.st possible interference to honest 
ssion: 
business. ~rh.is is but one st-ep in our brqad, fJUrJ)OS() 
protecting investors and depositors. 
It should be followed by lcgisL:ri:.ion rGlating to the 
better supervision of the purchase and. sale of a.11 property 
dealt in on exch'.inges., and by lcgisla:tion to cos:·rect un-
ethical and unsafe practices on the part of officers and 
directors oi' banks und. other corporations .. 
li11at VJ"e see.l-: is a., r~et t11~n to D~ clear01'"<} understa.:nd.irig of~ 
the truth that ·those who manage banks~ corporations, and 
other agencies handling or u~ing other people I s .money are 
trustees acting for others • 11 .,:; 
The aims of such a proposal Aro clearly set forth: (1) ever"J issue 
of nev1 f!lecurities t.o be sold in inte1"state colru:1erce shal_l be accompanied 
by full publicity ,and iruornw,tion and 'that no materio.1 fact should be 
concealed from the bu;yine public, {2) the Federal go,rernment does not 
approve or guara.ntetJ that, newly issued securities are sound in the sense 
that their value will be ruaintained and incrcasf..id by operations of tho 
issuing compar~v, (3) it holds up to agencies, using other peoples' J.11oney, 
their position of trusteeship. 
When the Seventy--1'hird Ccnp'ess .finally p,:1.ssod a securit;r l&.,'J, the 
introduction read as follows: 
UJh1 Act to p:covide full and fair disclosure of tl1e 
chara.cter of securities sold in interstate and foreign com-
merce and through the mails, and t.o prevent, fraud in the sale 
thereof, and for other· purposes. 113 
Comrzd.ssion was to partially concern itself with re5-ulating saJ .. e o:f 
new security is~;uos to bo sold in interDtat.o and foreign c0Em1erce and 
through the mails to the public. It did. not concern itself with those 
2 Franklin D. Roosevelt, Lotter!:.£ C.5mgress, (March 1933), p. 3. 
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3 'The Congress of th0 U. S., Securities~ of 1933,. as amended, p. l .. 
.securities already in the hands o:f the public a.nd thooo which were being 
actively" traded-in on the various exchanges and over-the-counter markets. 
Certain types of securites were e.xeiilpted from registration by the Act and 
by the discretionary powers granted to the Conmd.ssion because the risk 
involved to the bu;p.ng public was vor-J small. A discussion of the types 
of exempted securities will follow in a succeedin.g chapter. 
Section 7, Schedule A of the Act states cert.a.in requirements of which 
full disclosure must be made before any person or compar.JJr has the right to 
sell seouritief? .. to the public.. This schedule requires that financial as 
well as non-financial da.t!;,,. concerning the co:mpany or corporation d.esirinc; 
to sell securities, be compil~d in the form of a. report known D.s a regis-
tration statement and presented to the C01mrd.ssion for examination 2..nd 
subsequent approval before an;r securities are sold. 
The framers of the Act realizing that rigid re.,iuirements were too 
inflexible to apply to the maey forms of business organizations, vested 
the Coril..'tlission vdth broad, discretionary power -to prescribe by various 
regulations and rules the form.,. content, and method of presentation of 
~hese data, both financial and non-financial, b;r the registrant. As a 
result of various needs the Comrlission has adopted trv0 basic forms of 
registration statements: (1) For!l A-1 which new corporations without any 
history as to operations and earnings must use; (2) Form A-2 v;hich is 
appropriate for seasoned c!orporations which have been operating for a 
period of time. Both of these forms, accoffipanied by instruction books, 
have specific requirements concern:Ll'lg the accounting data and financial 
statements to be submitted. 
The 1934 Act was passed to correct certain defects in the Act of 
19.33 and to take the ad..l'fl.inistration of the Security Acts away from the 
control of the Federal Trade Commission to the supervision of a nevi 
regulation body called the Securities and Exchange Commission. Many 
business .men were definitely opposed to the old law in that it. was 
supposedly 1~etarding and strangling recov'Cry from depression by making 
security flotations difficult. Unwillinr,1ess on the pa.rt of directors, 
controllers, and accountants to accept the responsibilities imposed under 
the old act was en:phatically stated. Under this law certain clarifying 
definitions of terms were made, additional exer;iptions of securities from 
registration were listed, and the liability of accountants, undervrriters, 
experts, and officers of corpcrations i;;i-as decreased. slightly. 
The Act of 1934 also erJ.arged the field of regulation for the newly 
created Commission. Heretofore only those companies issuing :new 
securities were required to file a registration statement at the ti.me of 
the public offering; under the now a.ct all companies whieh h.s.d their 
stock listed on any exchange must file a report asking perm.:Lssion to keep 
their ~tock listed. Such a report was to constitute a registration state-
ment which would adequately disclose all m.-:i.terial facts and acquaint the 
investor with the current business conditions of the company. Discretion.-,. 
ary power vras al.:,o vested in the Commission to require periodic reports 
from companies as often as the Com .. -nission deemed necessary. 
In December of 1934, the CorrJnission prepared Form 10 which is to be 
used by those corporations applying for permission to per.mane:ntly register 
their securities on an exchange. Form 10-K was prepared by the Com.missio~ 
a.s an annual report form to bring up to date the information given in 
For:m. 10. These forms n.nd their accompanying instruction books require 
adequate disclosure of data, fina..11cia.l and x1on-financial, concerning the 
registrant's business. Here, as in the matter of the accounting require-
menta under the Act 0£ 1933, certain of the accounting acquirements 
,concerning the financial statements ore definite v1hile others are 
.flexible and are left to tte discretion of the administrative body or 
Co.!Illld.ssion. 
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After a discussion of the historical facts, a reswne of.' the Com.-
w.ssionts procedure in analyzing and exa.uiining the required registration: 
statements is of interest. The description of this auditing procedure 
:follo.vs in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
COMMISSION PROCEDURE IN THE EXAI\UNATIO!J OF REGISTRATI0f1 STATEMENTS 
The Registration Division is charged with the examination of the 
,financial and non-financial data presented in the various forms of regis-
tration statements required of' companies vdshing to issue new securities 
or list their outstanding securities on a security market. This division 
-~-- . 
:examines all for.ma filed with thee Co.rrmtlssion under the Securities Act of: 
1933 and the Securities EK.change Aet of 1934 to deterrrd..ne whether full 
compliance has been made with those sections of the Acts and supplemental 
3:-ules and· regulations which govern registration. At the head of this 
dl.ivision is a "Director11 assisted by three n Asaistant Directors, u vmo are 
l11 charge .of the examination of registration statements filed under the 
J~ct of 1933 and two other "Assistant Direcrtors 11 charged with the examin-
;Jttion of statements presented under the Act of 1934. 
One of the "Assistant Directors11 in each group is charged with the 
interpretation of the rules and regulations and the dissemination of ~ 
information relating to registration when requested by members 0£ the 
Commission, registrants, and arry other interested persons. The other 
uAssista.nt Directors 11 supervise the work of the examining groups which are 
,composed of a senior a.naqst, an accountant, an attorney, and five to six 
general examiners. 
When a registration statement is received it is stamped with the 
date when received and then turned over to the proper examining group. 
This statement is then subjected to a close scrutiny by the accounting and 
l2 
legal examiners of the group . One accountant checks the history , 
organization, and .management of the corporation along with the description 
of the security, purpose of the issue, and general legal and accounting 
data disclosed in the registration form. The attorney in charge devotes 
time to a stuczy- of the legal aspects of the proposed issue . The contents 
and provisions of the various agreements , options, and contracts with 
underwriters and promoters, are closely examined as to their legality 
bearing on the proposed issue. other examiners or accountants are 
charged with the detailed examination of the financial statements pre-
sented along with the registration form. These statements must be sub-
mitted in the proper form. The assets, liabilities, and capital items 
must be properly presented and classified so as to conform to generally 
recognized and accepted accounting principles and practices . Profit and 
loss items are examined, accompanying schedules and footnote3 to the 
f inancial statements are analyzed, and the fonn, content, and adequacy 
of the independent certifying accountant ' s certificate are carefully 
checked. 
During the examination of the registration statement by the various 
group examiners, notations are made of any omissions , misstatements , or 
irregularities . After these deficiency memos have been prepared by the 
various group examiners , they are presented to the senior analyst in 
charge of that particular group for careful examinati on. If the deficien• 
cies are determined to be material , a "Deficiency Letter" is prepared. 
This letter is then submitted to an "Assistant Director" for a complete 
review and for an appraisal of the various deficiencies . This procedure 
assures uniformity in the work of the examining group and permits uni-
formity and coordination of procedures among the various groups . 
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¥hen a particular accounting point is raised in one of these 
examinations , for whi ch no precedent has been established by the Com-
mission., the 11 Supervising ccounting 11 of the Division is called upon for 
an expression of his opinion. This supervising accountant coordinate 
the work of the accountants in the various groups , and promotes uniformit1 
and consistency concerning principles , methods ., and procedures to be 
folio ed. ' hen disagreement occurs bet een the group accountants and 
supervising accountant ., the point in question is referred to the Chief 
Accountant or final settlement . The Chief Accountant and his staff 
serve as advisors to the various di visions of the Commission and h ve 
final say in all matters of accountancy. 
Under ordina:ry circumstances a registration statement becomes 
effective 20 days after the date when received . After the passing of the 
,20 days , the registrant is free to sell new securities or engage in 
.active trading on an exchange, depending on the purpose of his registra-
tion. When a 11Deficiency Letter11 is mailed to the registrant requiring 
him to amend his statements or produce added information., the effective 
date is moved ahead 20 days from the filin of the last amendment . 
ihen corr ected registration statements or amendments are received, 
they are subjected to the same close examina.tion that the original 
registration statement received . If all. the deficiencies previously cited 
have been satisfactorily corrected, a 11 Clearance Memo 11 is prepared by the 
group examiners . This emo along ith the registration state ent is 
finally turned over to the Director of the Registration Division ho , 
after examination., turns it over to the General Commissioners . The Com-
missioners then issue the order pennitting the registration to go into 
effect . 
Section 8(d) of the Act of 1933 provides that if, at an:y time after 
the registration statement becomes effective, the Commission finds un-
true or omitted statements of material fact concerning full and adequate 
disclosure in the registration statement, it may call for a fonnaJ. hear-
ing from the registrant to review and discuss the discovered deficiencies~ 
If the regi strant refuses to corre-ct the deficiencies cited, the Com-
mission will issue a 0 stop-order11 which suspends the effectiveness of the 
registration statement, makes illegal the sale of ~eeurities through the 
mails or interstate com.T{lerce , and prohibits trading in said security on 
aey excmnge . 
CHAPI'ER IV 
SECURITIBS EXEMPTED FROM REGISI'RATION 
In order to close this particular section and to thwart any im-
preasion from the foregoing discussion that all security issues must be 
registered with the Commission, a brief discussion now ensues of the 
various security issues exempted from registration procedures . One 
should realize by this time that the security Acts are intended to be 
remedial and protective in nature . Those securities and security trans-
actions in which there is little danger of material and fraudulent mis-
representations are not considered as falling within the scope of the 
Act . Some security issues are controlled by pre-existing governmental 
agencies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission; so it has been un-
,. 
necessary for the Commission to supervise the securities of such issuers 
already regulated . The Commission is delegated broad and discretionary 
powers by the Act of 1933 and 1934 so that security control in the inter-
est of the public investor is flexible . Following is a list of the 
various types of securities which have been declared exempt by the 
original l aw or by the discretionary powers vested in the Commission: 
(1) Securities offered .2£ sold prior to 2!. within sixty days after 
passage of !:h!::, .!221 ~~The Commission does not require registration of 
those securities actually offered for sale within sixty days after 
pas age of the Law~ Any securities which were really offered for sale 
might be sold lililIV months subsequent to the passage of the act just as 
long as the securities so offered were a part of the block advertised for 
lt 
sale in the sixty day period. The Commission holds that new offerings 
of past authorized. stock must be registered. If the offering of securiti, 
is a part of the original block which was offered \'fl.thin the sixty day 
period, but at different terms than the original offer, a registration 
statement must be prepared by the issuer. 
(2) Governmental Issue~ guarantee 2f.. seeurities~ Governmental 
issues are not subject to the risks attendant to many private issues of 
securities . The constitutional inhibition against burdening of State 
instrumentalities by the federal government provides a sound basis for 
the ~emption of such securities . Securities issued or guaranteed by 
the United States, any State, Territory, the District of Columbia , or by 
a political subdivision of a State or Territory are exempt . The exemp-
tion granted to governmental securities does not include those issued by 
foreign governments . 
(J) Securities issued 2.!: guaranteed !?z. public instrumentalities of 
States and Territories--Security exemption from registration are afforded 
to some instrumentalities which are not engaged in exclusive governmental 
functions . For example , state or territorial owned public utilities are 
not required to file a statement with the Commission since the risk in-
volved is slight . 
(4) Corporations acting~ instruments 2!:_ agents of the United 
States Governrnent--When corporations such as the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation and Federal Depositors Insurance Corporation, which are 
indirectly controlled by the government , issue securities, no registra-
tion statement is necessary. 
(5 ) Exemption of~ securi ties~ Bank securities are free from 
registration re ire ents when: (1 ) issued or guaranteed by any National 
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Bank, (2) issued by a banking institution organized under the laws of 
any State, Territory, or District of Columbia, provided that its business 
is substantially confined to banking and is supervised by some form of 
banking commission, (3) issued by a Federal Reserve Bank and represents 
an interest in or an obligat.ion of such bank such as stocks and bonds . 
(6) Short- term commercial paper--The law provides that any note, 
draf't , bill of exchange , or banker 's acceptance which arises out of a 
current transaction or the proceeds of which have been or are to be used 
for current transactions , and which has a m!lturity at the time of issuanc 
of not exceeding nine months , need not be registered . The term 11current 
transaction" means the use of commercial paper to finance ordinary oper-
ations of a business over a relative short period of time as contrasted 
with long- term funding such as the issuance of stocks and bonds to provide 
capital. 
(7) Securities.£! Non-profit organizations~Institutions which meet 
the following four tests need not file a registration statement : (1) be 
fully organized and operating at the time of issuance, (2) be operated 
exclusively for religious , benevolent , fraternal , charitable , or reform-
atory purposes , (3) operate without expectation of profit and, (4) be 
non-remunerative t o the special benefit of any person, private stock-
holder or individual . 
(8) Exchange of securities~ present security holders--Securities 
may be exchanged directly with existing security holders of the corpor-
ation without r egistration provided that no commission or other remuner-
ation is g iven for soliciting the exchange . Payments to bankers or to 
other underwriters in effecting the transaction makes registration with 
the Commiss ion necessary . The term "commission or other remuneration" 
is not applied to payments for advertising or for the services of 
accountants , engineers , attorneys , or similar activities necessary for 
such transfers • 
In such cases of reorganization, the only exempt exchange is that in 
which the issuer exchanges directly its own securities for some other 
securitd..es issued by it . The new security issued does not necessarily 
have to be like the old security retired, but stock may be issued for 
bonds , preferred stock for common stock and etc . 
Stock dividends or stock split- ups c:1.re exempt from registration, 
unless such is in effect a 11sal.e . 11 
(9) Securities exchanged !?z official permission~ Section 3, 10-A of 
the Security Act of 1934 reads as follows: 
"Any security which is i ssued in exchange for one or more 
bona- fide outstanding securities , claims or property i nterests, 
or partly in such exchange and partly for cash, where the 
terms and conditions of such issuance and exchange are ap-
proved, after a hearing upon the fairness of such terms and 
conditions at which all per sons to whom it is proposed to 
issue securities in such exchange shall have the right to ap-
pear , by aey court , or by any official or agency- of the 
United States Government , or by any State or Territorial 
banking or insurance commission or other governmental 
authorit y expressly authorized by law to grant such approv-
al does not need to be registered . nl 
According to the Act , registration may be waived provided that 
securit y holders who are directly affected shall have the right to be 
heard at hearings , after which the approval of any court , or authority 
authorized to grant such approval is given. 
(10) Securities sold intrastate- Exemption from registration is af-
.forded to corporations who are residents in the state in which the 
1 The Congress of the U. s . , Security Act of ill!t, p . 23 . 
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securities are offered for sale . The very fact that a corporation sells 
1,ecurities to state residents does not prohibit them (residents) from sell ... 
ing the shares to non- residents later. The initial sale must be made to 
residents, and as long as there is independence in fact between buyer and 
seller, the exemption applies . The Security Act holds that : 
"Sales cannot be ma.de by the corporation to residents 
with a view to their distribution in other jurisdictions . If 
later, however, the purchaser resells outside of the state, 
the corporation will not be liable as has been indicated and 
the purchaser will not violate the act in view of the exemp-
tion pr ovided~. u2 
An exempted issuer advertising in a newspaper, circulating beyond 
state borders is still free from registration requirements; however, ~ 
advertis ements in interstate newspapers or periodicals should be so worded 
that the prospective investor would know that the offer was being made 
only to those persons residing in the corporation ' s home state. 
In summary, the Act of 1934, Section 3(b) gives the Commission the 
express power to exempt other classes of ~ocurities which it feels that 
the public interest does not require protection by law because of the small 
amount involved or the limited character of the public offering. The Com.-
mission ' s power of exemption is limited to those issues which in the 
aggregate is $100, 000 or less . Section 3(b) states : 
"The Conunission may from time to time by its rules and 
regulations , and subject to such terms and conditions as 
prescribed therein, add any class of securities to the 
securities exempted as provided in this section, if it finds 
that the enforcement of the title with respect to such 
securities is not necessary i n the public interest and for 
the protection of investors by reason of the small amount 
involved or the limited character of the public offerings ; 
but no issue of securities shall be exempted under this 
2 ~ -, p . 2.4. 
subsection where the aggregate amount at which such issue is 
offered to the public exceeds 100, 000. «3 
2( 
The author feels that the volume of writing introduced here has been 
desirable in order to present a general background for the sections on the 
determination and presentation of inventory and fixed asset values and 
related auditing procedures that immediately follow . 
J Ibid. , P• 26. -
INVENTORIE.5 
CHAPTER V 
INVENTORY ON THE BALANCE SHEET 
The exact wording and the extent of detail to be shown on the balanc$ 
sheet in describing and presenting the inventory as required by the Com-
mission in its various registration forms, must depend largely upon the 
purpose for which the statement is prepared, the character of the 
business , and other attendant circumstances . The single word 11inventory 11 
is indicative of the general nature of the asset , but in maey cases re-
veals nothing descriptive and informative of the materials and products 
comprising it , or their basis of valuation. In many past cases of 
published statements , the amounts of various elements of the inventory 
have not been shown, but only indicated in one lump sum. Along this line 
the Commission has demanded an~ obtained full and adequate disclosures 
concerning inventories on statements presented to it by various regis-
trants . 
Regulation S-X of the Securities and Exchange Commission, which 
sets forth the accounting requirements applying to the majority of the 
Commission's registration and report forms tn1der the Securities Aet of 
1933 and 1934, provides for the sho ing of inventories as follows: 
(a) State separately in the balance sheet, or in a note 
therein referred to , major classes of inventory such as (1) 
finished goods ; (2) work in process ; (3) raw materials ; and (4) 
supplies . Any other classification that is reasonably informa-
tive may be used. 
(b) The basis of determining the amounts shown in the 
balance sheet shall be stated. If a basis such as "cost", 
"market 11 , or "cost or market whichever is lo er" is given, there 
shall also be given, to the extent practicable , a gener al in-
dication of the method of determining the "cost II or "market 11 : 
e . g., "average costn , or Ufirst-in, first-out 11 . l 
The Commission as yet has adopted no exact rules on inventory valu-
ation other than to require a statement of the method of valuation 
adopted by the company. William \ erntz , Chief Accountant for the s . E. C. , 
reports that practically all of the generally recognized methods of in-
ventory valuatidh have been used by one company or another in the state-
ments filed , and that the Commission seldom had found occasion to obj ect 
to the use of any particular system. 
In view of the fact that the method of inventory valuation is im-
port.ant in the analysis of current credit positions and i n the determin-
ation of income, full disclosure of information as to inventories is of 
material benefit to the investor-analyst . In view of the important 
differences in the statement of income resulting from the adoption of 
one method rather than the other, an investor cannot give the same 
weights to profits of companies i n the same business without kno · ing 
whether the profits to which their calculations are applied have been 
computed on the same basis or how great the effect of a difference of 
method might be . Few investors seem to realize this fact . A "cost" of 
an individual item in the inventory seems a simple matter to determine , 
bltt so simple a word turns out to be the most comprehensive of concepts ., 
and its estimation leads to moot questions which must be decided by the 
accountant • 
There is no question as to whether the mere designation of the 
method or basis followed as II cost or market 11 , for example , constitutes 
1 Security and Exchange Commission, Regulation S- X--~ ~ Content 
£!. Financial ~ atements, p . 18. 
sufficient disclosure . The apparent solution is to call for more detail , 
but the problem is not so easily disposed of . As Jerntz reports: 
"When a requirement was proposed calling for a clear indica-
tion of what was meant by "cost or market 11 , numerous corrunenta-
tors made the point that if the operations of a company were at 
all complex, several pages of explanation would be required by 
reason of the use of diverse methods . Others indicated that 
not much less than a text on cost accounting would suffice to 
fully disclose the costing system. 112 
Perhaps consistency in the application of a particular method from 
- year to year and a clear indication in the company ' s accounting statements 
of any changes in method may provide more protection to the investor than 
attempts at detailed description of the method of valuation employed. In-
vestors are interested in a method of inventorying which reflects most 
fairly the income for the particular year since they may decide to buy or 
sell on the basis of the income statement for that particular year . 
furthermore , they are interested in a greater unifonnity of inventory 
methods from corporation to like corporation and ~ore detailed disclosure 
of the methods followed so that a basis of comparison of current position 
emd operating results of various corporations is available . 
In view of the requirements stated in the above S-X regulation, it 
1,ould be proper to consider cases in which the Commission held that the 
lnventory values disclosed in the financial statements were deficient as 
-to classification and evidence or information relating to their basis of 
valuation. 
The Murray Ohio lfanufacturing Company in its original balance sheet , 
2 Security and 
J> • 2. 
change Commission, Accounting Series Release!!£• 11, 
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3 B .. B ma.rd Greidinge.t', nts 
presented its major classes of inventory as follows : 
Raw .Materials and Supplies ••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••• xxxxx 
Finished Goods and In Process ••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxx:x 
In Transit .. ............ . ............ . ................. JCXXJCC 
Total $ xxxxx 
Although three separate valuations were given, an analysis of the 
title designations shows that there are really five separate classes of 
items. The above presentation failed to meet the Commission ' s require-
ments ; so on the amended statement , the Inventories were presented as 
follows : Raw Materi als , In Process , Finished, Factory Supplies , and 
Goods in Transit with corresponding dollar amounts • 
. CASE 1f 
The above rule requires that where a registrant f i nds it impossible 
or impracticable to state the major classes of inventory separately, the 
reason or full explanation for such a condition must be given. No doubt 
the Commission realized that under certain circumstances in various types 
of industries i t would be exceedingly difficult if not impossible for 
the registr ant to fulfill this requirement . This inability to present 
separate amounts may be due to a number of reasons . One of the most 
prominent being that the company ' s accounting system is so set up that 
inventory costs are all thrown together into one account . Where such a 
condition exists , the Commission allows the registrant to fulfill the 
requirement by "any other classification which is reasonably infonnative. 11 
Where inventories are not stated separately, the needed explanation 
may be stated in a footnote . This method was followed in the amended 
balance sheet of the E. G. Budd Manufacturing Compa.ey. In its original 
4 ~ . , pp. 138- 139 . 
statement the inventories were presented as follows : 
Inventories (certified by responsible officials as to quanti-
ties and conditions at cost not in excess of market ) 
Finished Stock, Raw .Materials , Work in Process ••••••••••••• xxx:x:x. 
The reason for classifying the inventories into one figure was not 
disclosed ; so the statement was held to be deficient . 
In the amended statement Bua:l.Compaey re-submitted the original 
presentation with an asterisk placed before the words "Finished Stock" 
which refers the reader to an appended footnote reading: 
"Under the company ' s system of cost accounting and 
perpetual inventories , separate accounts are not maintained 
for r aw materials,work in process, and finished goods 
respectively . " 
Such was acceptable to the Commission. 
The basis used in determining inventory value must be disclosed. 
An explanation stating that book value , cost , market , cost or market 
·hichever is lo er as a basis , is not acceptable unless accompanied by a 
clear statement as to the method employed in determining such basis . 
The essenger Corporation in its original balance sheet stated that 
its Inventories were at "book value" in one l ump sum. Since the com-
position of the inventory account was not disclosed nor an explanation 
given as to the meaning of "book value" , the Commission required additi-
tional disclosure . 
In the amended statement t he total amount was not changed but the 
major classes of Inventor i €s y,ere described as : "Inventor ies- Raw 
Materials , vork in Process , and Finished Goods at Cost 11 • "Cost " was 
stated as a basis instead of "book value11 , and the method followed as 
5 .Ibid. , PP• 139-140. 
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a basis for cost was stated in a footnote as follows: 
"Physical Inventories were computed by the company' s cost 
department by costing all sales since January 31, 1936, as no 
physical inventories have been taken since that date . " 
CASE rv6 --
If the gener 1 basis used is "cost or market whichever is lowertt , 
and part of the inventory valued at cost is in excess of market, the 
condition should be clearly presented. The Budd Ua.nufacturing Company, 
previously mentioned, stated that its inventories as being,. 11 certified 
by responsible offici als as to quantities and condition at cost not in 
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excess of market . " Concerning the work in process, a footnote was appended 
to the statement stating that: 
"the company has not deemed it practicable to fore cast 
the net result of completion (certain contracts) and has 
not provided reserves in the accounts as at April 30 in 
respect of estimated los ses of from $45, 000 to $60,000 upon 
completion. The inventory of such work in process has ac-
cording],y been stated at approximate cost in the accompany-
ing balance sheet . n 
Inventories according to the statement are valued at or below cost; 
7et the footnote discloses that a loss of · 45,000 to 60, 000 will probably 
result and the inventory of these materials are stated at approximate cost . 
ln the amended statement the footnote was unchanged, but the clause 
following the word "Inventories" was changed to read, ttcertified by 
responsible officials as to quantities and condition of a basis of cost 
not in excess of market except as mentioned in footnote 2 . n The wording 
now used puts the reader immediately on notice that some part of the 
inventory is great er than market value. 
6 
~ . , PP• 140-141. 
CHAPTER VI 
INVENTORY VALU TION METHODS 
Appropriate at this time would be a discussion of the various bases 
used in inventory valuation which are genera..lly acceptable to the Com-
.mission and practicing auditors and accountants . There are numerous 
methods used: cost, replacement cost, cost or :m;3.rket whichever is lower, 
base stock, selling price, retail method, and others . The same corpor-
ation may and frequently does employ a dif ferent basis for distinct items 
in the inventory. 
~ Stock Method 
' ithin the l st several years a marked revival of interest in the 
base stock method of inventory valuation has developed. It is acknowledgo 
by writers on the subject of valuation that the s cheme is by no means new 
io the accounting profession, since the erican Smelting Company and the 
National Lead Company have used it for over 30 years . In actual practice 
the method i s limited to those types of industries having: (1) a relative-
l y large investment in inventories consisting of a few basic mat erials , 
a d (2) a relatively constant spread between raw mterial and fini hed 
good prices during the fluctuations of the business cycle . This method 
is found to be most suitable for manufacturers , fabricators, and con-
~erters producing oil, rubber, leather, chemical and various textile 
goods . 
This method is predicated on the assumption that a large or sub-
stantial part of the inventory is of similar character to fixed assets . 
(f course items of inventory are constantly changing ; yet it can be sai d 
that a certain amoung of inventory remains in the business regardless of 
seasonal and cyclical fluctuations . In the past it has bee considered 
permissible to understate assets as a conservative policy ; thus having 
usserted that a portion of inventory i s similar to fixed assets, it is 
easy to adopt a policy of undervaluation for the base uantity inventory . 
The adoption of the method requires that the "normal" inventory be 
reduced to a permanent base quantity and unit price . Nickerson has sug-
cested that 11t he upper l imit of the base quantity should be an average of 
the low points for inventory quantities ( seasonal lows ) computed over a 
1 1,eriod of years . 11 other writers more general in thei r method of deter-
n ·nation suggest that the base value should be so fixed that future price 
fluctutations would not affect the book values of the basic quantities . 
Jt base- stock procedure follows : 
The XYZ Tin Can Comparzy- desires to shift to the base- stock 
method for its stock of tin. Through investigation of past 
records it decides that a normal base quantity of tin on 
hand at all times would be 200, 000 pounds at a base unit price 
of 20 cents per pound. The amount of t i n actually on hand 
represents 250 , 0CX) pounds purchased at 25 cents per pound. To 
carry the method into effect, an adjustment is ma.de valuing 
200,000 pounds of met al at the price of 20 cents; the remain-
ing 50, 000 pounds excess over the base quantity may be valued 
by some other costing method-say f irst- in, first-out hich 
would be 25 cents per pound. Thus the beginning inventory so 
valued is now worth ~52,500 bringing about a ~0, 000 reduction 
in book value of the tin. Now let us suppose that during the 
year 150 , 000 pounds of tin was purchased at 30 cents per 
pound. Total monetary value of the tin stock now equals 
t 52 ,500 plus 45 , 000 (150, 000 ' . JO) or 97,500. Assume that 
the endi ng inventory consisted of 220, 0CX) pounds ; thus the base 
quantit at 20 cents would be 40, 000 plus 6, 000 (20, 000 . JO) 
or 46,000 leaving a cost of sales for the period of $51,500. 
1 Clarence B. Nickerson, "Inventory Reserves as an Element of Inven-
tory Poli ", TI!!, Accounting Review, XII (December 1937), p . 346. 
The method has appeal in various ways. The application of such a 
method is simple; as far as the base stock is concerned, the company need 
not worry arr:, about 11 eost or ma.rketn every time an inventory is taken. 
The inventories a.re stated ultra-conservatively on the balance sheet, and 
through elimination of so-called inventory profits and losses, the method 
tends to reduce the showing of net income in periods of rising prices and 
to increase reported income in periods of falling prices; thus giving a 
greater degree of stability to earnings over cyclical periods. 
In respect to the profit and loss statement, income determination is 
3l:l.ade in consideration of the long-run possibilities o:f profit. Thus short-
run gains and losf'Jes are eliminated as far a.s the base quantity is con-
cerned. Once the base stock .method is established and fully l.l!'lderstood by 
investors and management, proponents believe better business expansion and. 
:investment decisions will result. Heretofore profit and loss has been 
considered as a. short-term phenomenon. True profit cannot be accurately 
determined until an enterprise ceases to function and is liquidated. 
Perhaps one of the most prevalent criticisms its proponents have to 
lteet is that such inventories so valued are understated considerably on 
the balance sheet. li'rom the balance sheet viewpoint, substantial under-
> 
.statement of an asset, if adequately disclosed and explained, can not be 
regarded as being too serious. Another criticism is that imrestors, com-
;paring income statements of various industries, ma.y erroneously conclude 
that some business subject to widely nuctua.ting cycles has the same earn-
ing stability as some other industry which by its very nature has relative ... 
J,y stable earnings regardless of the method of inventory valuation. 
Regardless of criticism. or approval, the base stock method has been 
approved for certain industries . The Commission has no objection to the 
method as long as all conditions are explained so that a prospective buyer 
or seller of the registrant ' s security is amply infonned as to the pre-
vailing conditions . 
~ - In, Firat -2£1 
The last- in, first - out method is a version of the preceding base-
stock method; however, it has a wider range of application. It is based 
on the theory that it is desirable in certain circumstances to determine 
cost of sales by matching current or most recent purchases against recent 
or concurrent sales. In effect it works similar to the base- stock ethod. 
in that a certain degree of stabilization is given to earnings during the 
Qyclical swings . 
Prior to the passage of the 1939 Income Tax Law, certain tax in-
justices and inequities existed in businesses with unstable profits . 
This method found favor in that it tended to reduce profits on the up-
swings and increase profits on the downswings . By reducing the fluctua-
tions of earnings from one year to the next, the taxable income would not 
be so likely to reach the higher surtax brackets . 
While the base stock method as previously noted should be restricted 
to those situations where the conditions incident to operation make the 
maintenance of a large stock mandatory and to which fluctuations in value 
should not affect the income account, the last-in, first-out method is 
more applicable in varied situations. Since last - in, first-out is primari~ 
a basis of determining costs , it may be used in any circumstance in which 
first - in, first - out, or average cost methods could be used. For example , 
the last- in, first-out ma.y be used in costing finished goods inventories; 
.re the bii.se-stock method would meet witl:. ~ '1it!icw.ties. 
Davis, commented on the application of the method in the following 
words: 
"In closing your books at any time you simply back up on 
your purchases, starting with the most recent and cost a 
quantity equivalent to sales , that is your cost of sales. 
However, it is not nearly so simple as that if the 1true1 
results are to be obtained. You either have to take your 
opening inventory and use it forever after as a reserve from 
which, at the unit values existing when you started, you 
borrow and to which you pay back differences in quantities 
between current sales and purchases ; or you have to figure 
the first period and then the first and second together as a 
single period, and then the first , second and third together, 
and so on interminably with the differences between these suc-
cessive totals giving the results for individual periods. "2 
If at any time the resulting inventory is less than cost according 
to book figures , it should be so shown on the balance sheet by an en-
closure in parenthesis. 
Cost or Market Whichever Is Lower -- _ ....... ___ 
First and foremost in importance among the valuation methods is the 
one referred to as "cost or market whichever is lower" . This rule or 
method has been so completely accepted in modern accounting practice that 
the great majority of all published balance sheets display inventories so 
valued . Nearly all authorities recommend this rule . It has been approved 
bf such groups as the American Institute of Accountants , the Security 
change Commission, and the u. S. Treasury Department . It is also highly 
.favored and regarded by credit men and investors. 
In the National Industrial Conference Board Report entitled, "Prevail~ 
ing Practice in Inventory Valuation", 63% of 833 companies valued raw 
materials on this basis , 38% so valued goods in process , and 40% valued 
2 Albion R. Davis, "Inventory Valuation and Business Profits--The Case 
tor a stabilized Basis.,u N. A. C.A. Bulletin (December 1937), p . 386. 
finished goods a.t the lower .of cost or market. 
Actual application of the cost or market rule is relatively simple 
in theory although not always so in practice. In taking a.· periodic in-
vent.ory the qp.a.ptities involved are inspected and enumerated on inventory' 
sheets. After the quantities are recorded, inspection of purchase in-
voices permits valuation of the inventory on a cost basis. The next. step1 
is to determine the current or replacement price of each of the individual 
items in the inventory and extend to a third column the cost or market 
price whichever is lower. The summation of the last colwm then gives 
the ending inventory for the perio.d. 
In applying this rule something must be said of the tem. ''market 11 • 
J!.arket value as defined by the Treasury Department and acceptable to the 
Security Exchange Commission means nthe current bid price prevailing at 
the date of the inventory for the particular merchandise in volume in 
,,hich usually purchased by the taxpayer. n 
In concluding our discussion of this method., we quote H. A. Finney:' 
·"The cost or market ru.le conforms with the general ac-, 
counting principle of providing i'or all losses and of 
antieipating no profit. Ii' market values for purchases decline, 
selling prices will presumably decline with them. Reducing the 
inventory to market purchase price takes up the loss in the 
period during which the price declined, and transfers the goods 
to the next period at a. price which they can presumably be sold 
at a pro.f'it. 113 
ietail Invento2" Method 
'l'he so-called nRetail Inventory Method II is quite limited in applicatio?l 
$ince it can be used only in the retail and wholesale class of concerns 
'lrhere selling prices can be estimated at the time purchases are rnade. It 
3 H. A. Finney, Principles !?.£. Accounting, Intermediate, P• 182. 
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properly applied and correctly computed, the inventory is acceptable by 
the accounting profession since it is computed on the basis of 11cost or 
market whichever is lower. " On a. r1.sin.g market the value will be ap-
proximate cost ; on a falline market, the lower of cost or :ma.rket will 
prevail. 
In applying this method the individual items of the beginning in-
ventory are valued at cost and also at selling price. Purchases made 
during the period are entered in the purchase record c.t cost antI at a 
predetermined selling price. The purchases at bot,h cost and selling 
prices a:re <;).dded to the corresponding values oi' cost a.nd selling price 
totals of t.he beginning inventory a:f'ter adjustments for returns, allow-
ances, and inl:.erd0partmental t.ra.nsfers have been made. Freight-in is 
added to t.he cost price of: the goods purchased. 
In.deterrrlning the m,,'J.rk-on or pereentage of gross profit which is 
the dif f erenee 1:c,tween th:! accumulated costs and corresponding selling 
priees ,. :tlet mark-ups of original, selling prices arre added before deter-
mining the gross-profit ratio. This procedure tends ·e,o 1.ralu.e the in-
trentory conservatively, and on a rising rnarket tends to state "t,he 
;i.nYentory· at an 11average11 cost. Net, mark-dorms of original selling 
;prices are not used in computing the gross profit ratio, but are deducted 
from the total accumulated selling price along vdth invencocy sho:r-tage 
imd. net sales of merchandise thus le,wing a figure :ropresenti.¥tg the end-
ing inventory priced at retail selling pri.ce. The gross profit percentage 
:ts applied to this ending amount, thus giving the amoung of profit dollars 
11rhich when subtracted from the ending retail figure leaves the inventory 
stated at 11the lower of cost or market • 11 Perhapo .:ln example w--t 11 make t,he 
matheniatics of the method understaridable: 
Be:ginning Inventor., 





Average Gross-Profit Ratio 
Net Sales for Period 
Net Mark-downs 
Inventory Shortage 
Total ded.ueti.ons at retail 









Ending Inventory at Cost : 
$13,300-(.3708 X $1.3,300) • $8,368.36 
Retail 1lark-on 







Under this method it is assumed that variations int.he original 
selling price, nameJ,y mark-ups arid mark-downs, are brought about because 
of changes in current market or replacement prices. As net mark-ups 
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(mark-ups minus .mark-up cancellations) affect the gross profit percentago1 
they must be carefully distinguished from net mark-downs (mark-downs 
minus mark-down cancellations). To deduct net mark-dovms f ro:m the ae-
cumulated retail selling price before determining the mark-on would tend 
'to state the inventory at rtaveragett cost; deducting them from the ac-
cumulated retail figure after the mark-on percentage has been computed 
tends to value the inventoey more conservatively at ncost or market 
whichever is lower. 11 
The use of this method :t'aeilitates the preparation of the financial 
$tatements, since the time-eonsurning process of :inventorying and costing 
the mereha.ndise is eliminated. Ba.lance sheets may be prepared. as often as 
desired by using the book inventories. It is wise, however, to reconcile 
the book inventory with· a periodic physical count then make :adju.stmeat for-
a~ loss or shrinY...age. 
It is well to keep in rrdnd that an average costing ratio is applied 
to the selling price of the ending inventoey. . Where the percentage of 
tri.ark-on varies greatly with diff'erent items of merchandise, it is better 
to departmc:nta.1:1.ie those iterr.s havl ne approximately the same margin of 
gross profit. Attention must# also be paid to special sales of merchandise1 
.since low rat.ee of mark-up may distort. greatly the mark-on average for the 
entire b1Jsiness. 
In concluding the discussion of this partieular method, it must be 
stated that no cases or form.al rulings on this m9thod by the Gom.l'!dssion 
could 'be f ou.ud.. However, si11ce the Bureau of Internal Revenue and account-
ing soeietisR recognize this m0thod when and wbcre it is suitable and 
correctly handled, there is no reason to doubt that it would be acceptable 
to the Commission if full disclosure is made concerning its application. 
lnvento:g: At·~ Selling Prices 
The valuation 0£ finished goods or merchandise at net selling price 
as a general rule is considered inconsistent w1:t.h acceptable accounting 
procedure. To do so would break the cardinal· rule of 11:no anticipation of 
Jrofit.s. 11 It is not considered .sound and conservat}va to take credit for 
profits: which are not fully earnect. Orders may be cancelled and goods may 
be refused for ma,ny reasons; therefore, it vrould indeed be 'l:Ul.Wise to con-
fdder profit ma.de when title to the goods had not passed to a vendee. 
Particular industries have deviated from the above rule. This devia-
tion has consisted of valuing invent.cries or parts of inventories at sell-
ing prices less cost of ca.Cl",Ying and dcliYery charges. .Th:ts procedure 
ta!ces place in s:uch businesses as those carr,r7ing on mining. sugar and oil 
production. Such companies operate under conditions differ:i.ng from the 
general run of enterprises since in these concerns there :ts generall.7 (1) 
a continuous demand for their products; (2) contractual agreements between 
vendors and vendees thus creating a log,.~l obligation., a.nd (3) a relative 
small percentage of sal8s cancellation. 
Mining a.nd sugL'l.r-pr.oducing companies often valuo inventories or 
"sold m.etals~t and "raw sugar" on the basis of net selling price. In an 
ex...v.iination of 23 financial stater.1ents presented to the Commission by 
sueh companies, principally gold mining companies; fifteen, or more than 
50%, showed inventories at market value or net selling price. Tile rema.inr-
ing oompantes used a different method or a combinati;:m of methods. In 
general this small sample of mining reports, seems to indicate a pre-
i'erenee £or the net selling price .method. Evidentl;ir the procedure is 
.regarded as logical by mine managers and by many who have written on the 
subject of a.ceounting for 14 raw metalu inventer-ies. 
In speaking pa.rt.icularly of the gold mining :industry there is no 
other business in which the pricing of inventory at net selling price is 
justifiable to such a degree. Surely., it can be argued, an iruento:ey of 
:1;old can be considered the equivalent of ca.sh since the govermnent is 
'bound to purchase all quantities at the established .mirrr. price. However:11 
tho same line of reasoning, by analogy, may be carried into other lines 
cf business; when this occurs, t.be method becomes questionable. From a 
Jiracticable viewpoint it cannot be a matter of extreme importance how a. 
S'm&.11 hand.full of gold mining companies Yalue their products, bt.'t it 15 
l.mportant to deten.ine the limits in which the net selling price basis is 
or ia not proper v.~hen extended to other fields. 
The position t1:oken by the Commission is that th.t) disclosu1-oe in 
tinancial statements that they (valuat-ion methods} h.<:.ve bs~n foD.owed ae-
<lording to certain accounting principles for which there: is no s:ubstantial 
support is not sufficient. If the conditions are material; the financial 
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statements may, in spite of disclosure be :misleading. v:men the cir-
cu.mstances are such that pricing an inventory at net selling price, or by 
any other trsethod, :is misleading or inappropriate under the circumstances, 
a statement.. disclosing such a. condition does not of itself convert a mis-
leading balance sheet into a fair presentation of t.he current posit.ion of 
the eompan:1,". 4 
Montgomery gives the opinion: 
"•• ... that accepted accmmting practice in certain indus-
tries at pretJent per.mits inventories represented by firm orders 
fr-om solvent and honorable bu,,yers, verified by actual exper-
ience (at lea.st in part) after the date of the bahmce sheet, 
to be priced at net sales prices; when no one is deceived and 
when good business judgmant sanctions the pI'act,ice as_ fairly 
reflecting the results of operaticns for a specified period; 
always assuming_ that the accounts ar3 so stated that, the facts 
are clear to all who read the balance sheets, that the prac-
tice is optional, and that it ic designed onl;;t to present, 
fairly the financial condition.::; 
There :is little doubt but what the Cor.tl"'Jission i:.1dll, in the future, 
{Jlecide the propriety of the !fcothod on the relevant circw:11stances existing 




DEFINITIOi'Y AND DF.SCRIPTION 
In connection with the valuation of fixed assets, as in the preced-
ing section on inventories, the Commission, through its formal decisions 
and stop-order proceedings, has approved some and disapproved other 
accounting principles and procedures followed by the different regis-
trants. It has cited certain of the principles applied as definitely 
untrue and misleading and suggested the accounting principles which, in 
its opinion, should have been applied. 
Any discussion of fixed assets necessarily calls for a definition. 
According to H. A. Finney, a Fixed assets are assets of a relati'lely 
permanent nature used in. the operation of the business and not intended 
for SB,le. 111 The generally accepted rule exists tbat assets held or 
used for more than one year are given a fixed or long-term clas.sifica-
tion on the balance sheet. Thus a heavy machine is a. fixed asset 
because it conf'orm.s to the three elements of our definition: (1) it is 
relatively permanent property which may la.st an indefinite number of 
yea.rs, (2) it is not intended for sale as is the merchandise which it 
helps produce, (3) and production of goods would be hindered if it were 
not used in the operations of the business. When such property no 
longer is useful but still has junk or scrap value of considerable 
amount; the acceptable accounting procedure is to write off the book 
value of the machine from the fix:od asset a ccou.nt to an nother asset 11 
classification pending final disposal of it • Likewii:ie, the value of a 
building or piece of land no lonr;er used in normal operations of a 
business should be moired from a fixed o.sset. to an 11 other asset II account,. 
Any discussion of fixed assets lends itself to development under 
t,wo general groupings, tangible and intangible fixed asset;s. '11he term 
'tangible means having bodily substance. Tangible fixed assets include 
land, buildings, machinery, tools, patterns, delivery equipment, furni-
ture ru-ad fixtures, and other similar property having physical substance. 
Intangible assets are reserved for discussion in another chapter since 
the Commission requires that they must be separated from tangible fixed 
a,sset,s on the balance sheet • 
The Cor:arrlssion is highly critical of classifications and methods 
~sed in the valuation of tangible fixed assets. This read:il;y under-
ita.ndable since the nature of the problems underlying the valuation of 
pla"lt, property, and equipment lends itself to gross misrepresentations 
of fact and dubious values. For the purpose of illustrating in detail 
the exact information required, the instructions for filling out the 
general registration form, .A-1, regarding fixed assets reads as folloir.rs: 
Instructions For Property, Plant, and !¥ij_uipment 
A. Submit a schedule indicating the major classification 
of the plant, property, and equipment account. In ease it is 
not practicable to furnish the detailed infol"lllation called for 
in this instruction for the organization of the issuer, furnish 
tho data beginning with January 1, 1942, segregated as follows: 
(a) Leq;er values 
(b) Cost of Issuer 
( c) Profits to affiliated interests included therein 
if an::,t. If profits of this nature are included 
in fixed assets, give full details thereof in-





name of the affiliated interests from whom ac-
quired and the cost of propcrt:y· to such affili-
ated interests • 
. (d) Unrealized appreciation or vvrito-down resulting 
from revaluations, reorganizations, mergers, or 
otherwise. If any such appreciation or w:rite-
down is·included or excluded in fixed assets, a 
statement should be submitted showing the nature 
of the transaction giving rise to them, includ-
ing, (1) in case of appraisals; dates of ap-
praisals, the basis thereof, the naine of the 
appraiser and a comparison of the previous led-
ger value and tho appraised value of the proper-
ty; and, (2) in case of mergers, consolidations, 
reorganizations, etc •. , a comparison of the re-
corded values on the books of the respective 
vendors and vendees. 
{ e) Bond Discotmt, commissions, and expense ( if any) 
included. therein, other than previously al-
locable thereto tor the construction period. 
(f) stock discount, com.,ussions and e:h'])ense if 
included. 
This schedule should not include intangible items 
franchises, pa.tents and trademarks, goodwill, orga...'tl-
expense, etc., included separately in the balance 
C. If any important item of the issuer has been defi-
nitely abandoned and not v.-ritten off, state the amount there-
of; estimated if not known. 
D. Issuers owning, mining, oil and similar businesses 
which incurred expenditures in development, stripping, drill-
ing, 1::md costs of a similar nature, and included same in cost 
of property plant and equipment, should set forth in a. separate 
schedule and nature and ai-nr;>u~s thereof and. the ba.sis of tho 
extinguishment of such costs.¥ 
A discussion of some of the problems arising from. the Commissions 
accounting requirements for proper valuation and fill disclosure in 
related schedules will ensue in the succeeding chapters. 
2 Form A-1, Instructions Pertaining to Ba.lance Sheet of Issuer, 
p .. 29. 
CHAPl.'ER VIII 
REVALUATIOlJ OF PROPERTY 
One of the most perplexing problems that the accountant has to face 
deals with the revaluation (appraisal) of fixed assets. This controver-
sial question o! appraisal has been argued and debated by ex.perts .for 
years without reaching conclusions which are acceptable in entirity unde~ 
varied circumstances. It may never-the-less be stated that a majority 
ot acooum,ants favor the valuation of fixed. assets at original or actual 
cost; however, in maJ\r instances to truly show the tacts as they exist 
a revaluation would not only be acceptable but a necessity. 
According to Fedde,, plant, propert.7, and equipment valuations may 
be made for the following purposes: 
(1) Ascertaining insurable values and proving losses. 
(2) Restatement of asset accounts where they have been im-
properly kept. 
(3) Determining a basis for sale ot property. 
(4) Determining values in connection with borrowing and 
other financing. __ 
(5) Establishing a. capital surplus credit (writl-up). 
(6) Decreasing subsequent depreciation charges (write-down). 
(7) Revision of operating costs in connection with pricing 
of products.I 
Corporations may have an appraisal made of their property for the 
purpose of determining the adequacy' of the insurance carried. Because 
losses, due to efficient fire protection and fireproof construction, are 
l . . . A. s. Fedde, Proceedings ~ Fourth International Cone:ess 2!. 
Accounting, p. 21. 
often only partial, there is a. tendency to insure for only a small pa.rt 
of the value or worth of the property. To combat this tendency of the 
insured to cover his estimated possible loss., the insurance compazw may 
place a co-insurance clause in their poliCT. I.11 this clause the insured 
consents to carry insurance in an amount equal to a percentage of the 
sound value of the property0 If' the insured refuses to carry the required 
amount, aey payment of loss by the insurer will be sea.led down in propro-, 
tion that the insurance carried bears to tho percentage of sound value o:t 
the property. In case ct an increasing price level many struetures nJa¥ 
be under-valued; thus for adequate protection more inourance would be 
required. Such an appraisal does not necessarily find its way into the 
account. s. 
N'arq items of property have been handed down from one corporation 
to another over a period or years. Records of original and actual costs 
of betterments and retirements 'II'IJ.y have been lost in the maze of trans-
actions; so that a:n:g- value assigned to such propert.y would tend to be a 
hodgepodge of doubtful a.mounts. In cases like this an appraisal would 
almost be a necessity in order to arrive at a. proper valuation. Pa.rticu-
larl.7 in the field of public utilities have appraisals been required. 
In the determination of a basis of' purchase and sale, appraisals 
are often required. Book valuations in many instances are not a.eceptable1 
between bUTer and seller due to differences in opinion as to the adequacy 
or inadequacy of depreciation reserves and to the methods of handling 
betterments and retirements in the accounts. Probably the most important 
reason for a valuation would be a desire by the interested parties to 
check the cm-rent reproductive prices of' assets with their book values; 
thus giving due regard to changing price levels. 
Companies undergoing refinancing or reorganizing often have their 
property appraised before the issuance of new stocks or bonds. Often 
the methods ased in such upward revaluation bas been criticized se:verly 
by the Commission on the grounds that they were unscientific and based oltt. 
no real appreciation in valu.e. Holivever. if a proper appraisal is made, 
there is little question that write-ups of assets would be a valuable 
aid in the securing of future security flotations. 
Fedde 1s last two reasons for revaluation of assets pertain to the 
write-dawn of such items to lessen subsequent depreciation charges, thus 
bringing about a revision of operating costs in relation to proper 
managerial and pricing policies. Many reva.luatiom, downward took place 
in the t.hirties.. The main purpose of such reductions was to e,et rid of 
all fixed charges possible during the worst years o:f the depression 
thereby tthowing more favorable income statements. This close relation-
ship of write-ups and write-downs to move1:nent of the business cycle can 
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Writing down assets because of a declining price level is, to be su:i:~., 
highly questionable. Where corporations have fairly accurate records basr;fl 
on cost, the a.et of substituting f:i.gUres ba.sed on estimc-'ltes of l"~plii.ce-
ment when there is .no intention of replacing the asset with one exactly 
like it, smacks of imprudent judgment. 1'he reduction. of a depreciation 
charges throught valuation downward of assets will improve the income 
statement appearance admittedly, and at the same time please yet deceive 
the unthinking investor, since such a procedure has no direct effect on 
the ability of an organization to stand the stress of the times. ProbablJ 
many of the .valuations downward during the depression were made with the 
thought that the price level would never reach the 1:1eighth that it did in 
the twenties. Percha.nee there would be grounds for ?evaluation if the 
2 Issued by the Cornmittee on Accounti."'lg Procedure, Ame:rice.n Iristitutt} 
of Accountants, Accounting Research Bulletin!£. 2., p. 45. 
price level changed and henceforth was stable, but who is there to hazza1"G\ 
a guess as to the permanency of afW price. 
Regardless of whether one is a cost or present valu.e advocate as to 
the proper basis of fixed asset valuation; 'tho practicing accountant and 
the Commission must decide to t.heir om1 satisfaction the follovdng 
,questions: 
(l) i\>a1lat is t.he proper basis of asset valuation for ac-
count i:ng pu:rposes--tc what extent should a.ppra.isaJ. data be re-
corded in the accounts? 
(2) If appraisal values are recognized should the dep:re-
eiation that is subsequentJ,y deducted from revenues be based on 
original costs or on appraised values'? 
(.3) How shoulcl the items nunrealized11 and 11 :realized.'1 ap-
preciation ( or declination) be interpreted? 
(li) appraisal values e,re rf:lcogn.i..zed, how should the 
necessary changes be recorded in tho account e and exhibited 
the fir1ancial stxtements? 
In seeking an answer to the first of thes,;;1 queries, one is forced to 
J,d.rr!it that no defin.it.0 answer can be found. 'fhe arguments put .forth by 
the actual cost ~tdvocat,as run 8.s follows: (1) accounting as such is 
atesigned to record onl:y- the actual or real transaction which is subj(~ct to 
'tlerlfieation, and (2) re1raluations after all are based on individual 
judgments a.nd contim:tous recognition of such valm';)s uould lead to thG 
:necessity of repeated. adjustments in tbe a.ceounts, and (3) replacement 
value is a cruestionable concept since obsolescense caused by technological 
improvements will prevent the replacement of worn-out assets by !:lew, 
identiee.l ones. Carinin.g in his U:il:ecnomics of Accoun:ta.ncyn states: 
"Accountants are properly skeptical of valuations bases on 
other t:ban originr'll cost • So, t.oo, will replacement cost become 
a. real thing when it is incurred. But because prices of equip-
ment fluctuate, because there are always mallj,r alternative ways 
of getting service and because the amount and kind o.f service 
needed in an enterprise change with its selling opportunities-
because of all these extremely elusive w.atters it. requires a 
good deal of positive evidence to show on which side of exper-
ienced cost per unit ot servie a future unit cost is likely to 
lie . Adequately to consider possible future sub titutions is as 
diff icult and ex~nsiv a task as a redes.1gning of all plant and 
fixed equipment • ,r4 
Just as e.rdent in their belief a.re the repl cement- coat theorist 
whose arguments are premised on: (1) the need for showing pre ent conom1c 
position and progress of an entel"prise, and (2) propriety of m'lintaining 
capital investment - Their reasoning states that .fixed assets acquired 
during a period of low prieea and eontrib\lting to costs throught deprecia-
tion charges in the ensuing years bile the sales price of the product 
rises with increasing general price levels, tends to be misleading to both 
manage nt. and investors . Thus if the higher co ts of replacement are not, 
:recognized in the calculation of cost, one may come to the unwarranted 
conclusion that good will or superior management exists because of abnormal 
ly large profits . In supporting point two of their argument , they say 
tha.t the maintenance of c pital in not necessarily the preservation of its 
dollar value, but the replacement of the physical asset regardless of 
whether the value of the dollar bas increased or decreased. Thus . hen 
replacement cost of assets increase, the co t of the product !!Wlufa.ctured 
should be increased by additional depreciation eharges in order to recover 
present value increment along with actual cost . 
The Commission has gene on record as favoring actual. cost where as-
eertainable . Ho: e er, it sets fort.h the tac.ta to be disclosed in its 
Form A- 1 when a proper appr. is.al has been de . This rule reads as follows 
Unrealized appreciation or writ -down resulting from re-
valuations, reorganizations, rgers,. or othervd.se . If aey such 
app eciation or write-down i included or excluded in fixed as ets , 
a statement should be submitted sbo i.ng the nature of the trans-
actions giving rise to them, including (1) in case of appraisals: 
date of a.ppraisa.Ls , the basis thereof, the e of the appraiser 
a.nd a comparison of previous ledger value and ppraised. value of 
the property, and (2) in case of rgers,, consolidations, re-
4 
organizations, etc., a comparison of the .recorded values on the 
books of :respective vendors and vendees.5 
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Especially hae the Commission -been critical of appraisals or reva.ls"" 
it,ions when an industrial con-.pan;y in its promotional stage with no record 
,of possible earning ea.pa.city attempts to use replacement value on its 
:books. In one of the releases on accounting procedure, the following is 
i$tated: 
11In connection with a registration statem~nt, an industr:I.al 
compa-v in its promotional stages with no record of business or 
ea.ming capacity·; filed a ha.lance sheet in which property, pla.'lt • 
and eq,'.l:lipinent aequired in arms-length transactions at a cost 0£ 
$200.,00.0 was carried at ~720,042.81 which represented its •sound 
value t dezrlved from independent ap:praisal of' the estimated 're-
placement value new les$ (observed) doprociation .. r The balance 
sheet· figure exceeded cost by $520,042.81 which.excess wa.s car-
ried as 'surplus e.rid:Ug from revall1D,tion of property} 
In the appraisal report filed th0 term tsound Value• 1ra.s 
qualified by the appraiser as being •the value for use by a 
going concern havi!"..g prospects for profi:table nse,, at norw.al 
plant capacity of the property appraised. 2 
The registrant was requiref to a.mend its balance sheet and 
show its fixed assets at cost,. 11 
The Commission ha5 not given a direct answer to ·t.he- ::;econd of the 
$.hove queries concerning depreciation charges on appreciated values which 
have been written into the P.ccccunts.. S&veral methods are used by a.ccowt-
ante, in preparation of fillancial state.ments. The question of whether to 
e~rge depreciation on appraised: value or only on cost to operations is 
still tar 1'rom a decided solution. Some aecounta:nts prefer to dispose ot 
4!ppreeia.tion by the so-called balance sheet method. By this method 0!14r 
accounts appearing on the balance sheet are affected by the recognitio~ ot 
5 Instruction Book for Form A-1, P• 29. 
increased asset values. In this manner depreciation on original cost is 
still charged against operations while the depreciation charge agains't 
the excess appraisal increase is debited against the revaluation surplus 
which had arisen from the appraisal . Thus there will be a periodic credit 
charge over t he remaining life of t he asset to the appraisal increase ac-
count offset by a debit to the surplus which arose by the revaluation. 
This ethod. in ettect is little better than the method of some accountants 
who desire to confine accounting recognition of appraisal to footnot es 
o~. 
Since the American Institute of Accountants and the Security Ex.change 
Commission have worked hand in hand in recognizing and presenting general .... 
ly accepted accounting principles , it be proper to present the a.ttitu<l~ 
ef the Committee on Accounting Procedure of the A. I . A. In the Committee •a 
Accounting Research Bulletin No . 5 the general statement is made that ac-
¢ounting for fixed a ssets should normally be based on cost and any attempt 
to make property accounts in general reflect current values is impractical 
l!tnd inexpedient . However the problem of depreciation charges must be 
faced when appreciation has already been recorded on the books . 
To answer t his question the following statement wa~ formulated : 
nThe Committee is of the opinion that when such appreci a-
tion has been entered in the books, income should be charged 
with depreciation computed on the newer and higher values. A 
corpor ation should not at the same time claim larger property 
values in its statement of assets, and provide for the 
amortization of only smaller property sums in its statement of 
income . 
This conclusion does not rest upon any basis of na raw 
logic or precise classification: it is -derived from consider-
ation of equity and public policy of the broadest character. 
These include an application of something analgous to the legal 
doctrine of estoppel, v.hich asserts that one who baa made cer-
t in epre Rt ti. aa j,~ th r~b7 p;eeluded fl!Oill atter.ff.J'd 
avering anything ineons,istent with them •••• In t.he present ease 
thie would mean. that a eo.mpaey which has inade representations 
as to an increase of value of plant cannot aften-rard aceou,."lt 
for depreciation and income as if it. had never .made such 
representations in its balance sheGt as to an increased value 
of ite properties and others have bought its secu.rities upon 
those repre.sentations; it is not unreasonable to interpret the 
formal adoption of the large amount for plant as implying an 
intention on the part of the company to maintain that larger 
amount of invested capital intact by proper charges against 
income. To implement such intention it is necessary that 
the company charge income v,ith depreciation on the larger 
vali1es :represented. n7 
In effect the Co:umrl.ttee is saying if securities are issued on t.he 
Jbasis o.f a. registration statement or prospectus in which higher values ar@ 
,claimed by· the registrant, there would be logic and consistency in chars-
ing dep~eciation on the enhanced value in arriving at the profits avail-
ttble for clistributicn to atoekholdel"s. It may reasonably be argued that 
new investors in securit,ies purchase them on the ground thfi,t higher 
1raluos already exist and have been given recognition in the accour.i:ts, and 
11hen ·they blJW a shal.~ of stock they feel that they are buying a part of' 
this enhanced value. Theref'ore to charge depreciation onl:, on cost would 
be misleading if dividends a.re paid out of future earnings,, Such dividende 
in .effect would be a return of' part of their original investment. 
:Mr. Carmen G. Blough, .former Chief Accountant of the Securities · 
liXehange Commission and active member of the Gormnittee, vigorously :upheld 
this statement of principle. He believed that, !!!. all cases, depreciatior1 
~m appreciation should 'be charged to operations. Regardle.ss o:f' whether 01" 
not there has been au.ch a case on the point in qu.eation before the Com-
7 Committee on Aceount:lng Procedure, American Institute of Aceotmta:uto, 
~,<.:counting Research Bulletin, !i£. • .i, p. ,38. 
mission, the probability is that the Committee' a opinion would be upheld 
in full . 
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Some accountants still prefer a third method of showing depreciation 
,on appreciation. In this method appreciation is absorbed in operational 
charges for the purpose of showing the effect of higher replacement costs 
in departmental expenses; then this · additional charge on appreciation is 
offset in earned surplus by a charge to the B"urplus which arose b7 re-
valuation and a credit to earned surplus. In effect the final net addi-
tion to surplus is based on original or actual cost. Thus the effect of 
the appraisal is shown in the operational statement while the earned 
surplus change (net) is the same a s if depreciation were on original cost 
e>nl7. Such a method necessitates two property accounts: one for the 
actual or original cost and the other for the appraisal increase . The 
handling of such accounts will be demonstrated later. 
The third query deals with the interpretation and classification of 
the surplus arising from appreciation~ This •unrealized surplus' arising 
because of increased.price levels differs from •r~alized surplus' in that 
the property value increase has not been validated b7 a sale of the 
property at a figure in excess of original cost less depreciation, nor has 
the amount of the write-up been included in operational charges thus 
ll>eing recovered through the sale of the product. The general rule handed 
clown by the Commission i s that surplus should be classified into three 
groups when determinable: (1) paid-in surplus, (2) surpl us arising from 
revaluations and, (3) earned surplus. In case a registrant does not 
segregate surplus, he must defend his position for not doing so. Not 
only must surplus arising from revaluations be so desi ated but it must 
,5) 
be amply supported by statements of proof issued by competent appraisers 
who have carried out all investigations which will enable them to support 
the enhanced valuation. Several cases have come before the Commission 
which shows their attitude on the revaluation question: 
CASE I :8 
The original registration statement of t he World Digest Association 
c,howed all surplus as being included under one heading. A large portion 
ct such surplus had ari sen from rev·aluation of as sets. The amount of 
surplus was given as $23,438 . 72 with a note appended stating that such 
surplus was not available for dividends because it represented a donation 
e>f a copyright to the association by a Mr. Brecht , who had stated that tha 
value of the copyright was $25,000. 00 which represented expenditures and 
services contributed by himself . In the amended statement the surplus 
and intangible was presented as follows : 
Intangibles- Copyright •••••• •••• •••••• •••• ••••••••••• $25,000. 00 
Surplus Section: 
Unrealized appreciation arising from revalua-
tion of capital assets • •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 




$25, 541. 70 
In explanation of the Unrealized Appreciation it was stated: 
Assets: 
At the inception of the corporation (Dee . 7, 1935) 
the excess of liabilities assumed over assets 
transferred f rom the predecessor partnership was 
charged to good will at ••• •• • •.•••.•••••••••••••• $ 2,619.82 
By a~ement with former stockholders 
and officers from whom their interests 
were purchased in April , 1936 loans pay-
able due them were cancelled amounting 
to • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $2,000. 00 
8 B. B. Greidinger,. Accounting Requirements £!. the S. E. C., pp. 290-291. 
Additional adjustments with respect 
to this transfer amounted to....... . 200. 00 
This total was used to reduce the value 
of good will previously established • • • ••••••• ••••• 
The remaining balance was trans.ferred to surplus •• 
Credit to surplus from donat ion of Copywright ••••• 
Net balance to credit of Surplus arising fro 
appreciation and re-;aluation of Capital Assets •••• 
EARNED SURPLUS: 
Ba.lance beginning • .• ..••.•. ....•.•...• .•.•. . .• •.• 
Net income as above ................•...• . •.. ..• .• 
Total ............... . ....... ....... ............ . .. . 
Dividends paid on common stock •• •• ••••••••• . •••• • 










Thus the Commission considered the surplus section of the balance 
sheet adequate~ explained. 
CASE II :9 
In the_case of Breeze Corporations, Inc ., the point in question was 
not ~ h<;; propriety of including unrealized appreciation on the balance 
eheet , but the evidence on which the amount used in the surplus account 
was based. According to the Commission any surplus arising from re-
valuation must meet two general tests: first , it must be based on 
scientific method; second, there must be a fair and accurate application 
of the methods purported to be followed in ascertaining values . 
The registrant 's balanc sheet of September 30, 1936 showed in-
tangible assets as follows: 
PATENTS, PATENT APPLICATIONS AND TRADEMARKS: 
Acquired for stock • ••.••• . • ••. ••• 1 ,-213,295.41 
Cash expenditures...... .. ....... . 41,761.78 
$1,255,057.19 
Less: .Amortization thereon...... 820,810. 90 
Net . . • • • • • • . • . . • • . • . • . • . • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • $4.34 ,246.29 
Appreciation resulting from 
appraisal ( see note 1 below) ••••• $1,708,620. 68 
Less: . amortization thereon. . .... 2n,100.86 
9 Securities and Exchange Commission, Decisions and Reports, 3, 
709-736. 
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~Jet •••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••.•.••••••• ·~ 1,430,21t.s2 
· ~~ 1,865,16 .11 
Gooti. will ............................. ..,, ... <>' •.•• , • • .. .. • • 1. 00 
$1,865,167.11 
The Surplus section was e.s follows : 
Surplus from approcia.tion of patents ............ $ 1,430,919.82 
Surplus arising from reduct ion of stated 
value or no-par stocl::: •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total ...•... * ......... 'If ...... "' •••• ,. .............. . 
753,839.4; 
$ 2.,1s4,7;9.2; 
Note No. l referred to in the balance sheet stated that the a.ppreeia-
tiorn. of .book ,..ralu.e of these intangibles resulted fr,om an appre.isal by a 
Mr. Couains on ,June ,30,. 1933., and that the figures we1»e based on pa.st and 
estim9.ted :prospective sales and estimated prospective earnings of Breeze 
Company, L,e. Cousins as patent attorney for th@ company' appea.J;'ed to 
have, by his testimony, a general acquaintance with the affairs of the 
company and vdth th0 trend of business i..l'l. v1hich the company was engaged. 
·fhiB infor.rniition seemingly was based upon his visits to the plant and 
his conversations with its officers and enginee1"s. !fa testified that he 
as to the volu.'!le o:t:, goods riede and sold under each. In qi,ddit:.l.on had 
i'orrtlall;r requesti$d the company to furnish him its gross aonui;:.l sales of 
Jiroduct.s sold under its patents;' its estimated future grosc sales annual-· 
ly en these products, based upon contractrJ and probable markets; the 
average net profit based upo~ such sales expre$sed in gross and in per-
¢entages; copies of instruments showing titles or licenses to patents or 
iia.tent a.pplicf.i.tione; and such other informat:ton which would be useful in 
1'ormulat ing a proper appraisal .. 
Cousin deter.mined the appraisal value of the pa.tents in 1933 by 
estiruating the compan;;;r's net profits for their remaining life, a.t 
~13.,;00,000 .. 00, Fi.gurin&~ that a J.ar~e pa..1;'1. ot thi~ w:a$ pro~;pecitive value, 
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he arb:J.trarily deducted ~~1,500,000.00 and added to the difference 
$200,00.00 at which he valued the trademarks; thereby reaching an appraisoo 
valuation of $2,400,000.00. The examiner for the Commission contended 
the.t the statement: "'It is our opinion that we will average for the next 
ten yea.rs {}240,000.00 net profit per year when we have completed. our 
developments,n by the president of Breeze, Inc., had an undue influence 
on Cousin's appraisal. Ten years times (~240,000.00 amounts to $2,400,000. 
which is th('j value determined by Cousin. 
In the concluding words of the examiner one sees that. no appraisal 
values and surplus arising therefrom can be shov;n or presented in a 
registration statement when haphazzard and arbitrary methods of appraisal 
a:re used. In his sW!ln'lary of the case the examiner stated: 
"Cousins was not a qualified appraiser. His valuation 
was not based on independent :imrestigation. His only informa-
tion as to future prospects and as to costs was the estimates 
given him by the company and its executives. His valuat"i.on 
was not based on a. consideration of all relevant data. which 
could, or should, have been available. In making the ap-
praisal he examined none of th0 companies records. He 
testified not only that he had no ~110-wledge as to the profits 
and losses that the enterprise had incurred in the years pre-
ceding his report,. but that he was never interested in their 
financial condition. By his own admission therefore, he did 
not know that, according to information contained in the 
eompany•s federal income-tax returns, it has had an operat-
ing loss, before·a.mortization of pa.tents for every year since 
1926 exe.ept 1931, when it showed a small profit of $:3962.29 
and for every year since 1926 after amort,ization of patents. 
In sum, tlle valuation, based upon methods which without 
question were incompetent and arbitrary, was not an appraisal. 
Clearly misleading therefore, was a representation in the 
registrant's financial statements, based on this appraisal., 
that in 1933 there had been an appreciation of ~~l., 708,620.28 
in the value of the registrant's intangibles. 
If an appraisal,: or a representation of val. ue purportedly 
based thereon is not to be misleading the appraisal must meet 
two tests. In the .first place., as we have observed in a 
previous opinion, nan appraisal purports to be more tha.n an 
arbitrary determination of value. It seeks to attach va.luo 
to i:l:,s objects as a consequence of m.ethod. 11 In other words, 
it is misleading to represent as an appraisal a valuation which 
is not based solely on scient ii'ie method, but which rests in 
whole, or even in part, upon f ou.l'l.dations whieh a.re arbitrary and 
capricious. In the second place, there must be a fair and 
accurate application of the m.sithods perported to be followed. 
Thus valuations contained in en appraisal purporting to follow 
certain nornt:;1, even thou.gh in the final analysis they represent 
merely informed judpent, nevertheless are representations that 
these norms have been accurately and fairly .followed. If the 
norms purported to be .followed are not fairly observed., the 
valuations finally arrived at are in essence misrepresentations 
of fact because they untruthfully describe the basis upon which 
judgment bas been exercised. The fa.ct that valuations a1"e in 
the final analysis expressions of judgment does not warrant a 
departure from these standards. 
It is clear upon consideration of the reeord that, .measured 
by the foregoing tests, t.he Cousin's va.lua.tion;in 19:33 canr1ot 
appropriately be designated as an appra.isa.1. 1110 
As stated previously, neither the accountants of the Security E!:chang, 
,Cornrdssion nor the Conimittee on Accounting Procedure of tho American 
lnstitute of Accountants havi;, been wUling to uphold any one method as to 
the dis1::;;ositio:n of unrealized appreciation. The Committee states L11 
~esearch Bulletin !fo. 5 that several methods are followed by practicing 
taccountants: (l) transfer to capital stock by :meoos of a st,ock dividend., 
(2) regular periodic charges from the appredsal credit account to earned 
iu.rplus, of amounts equal to depreciation on the appreoiation recorded, 
Qnd (3) transfer to earned surplus, only when appraised units r),re retired, 
IJ)f the amount of appraisal credit which has been realized w.ith respeet to 
eueh retired tmits" 
Certain other difficulties present them.selves. It is not possible to 
make a. general stat,~mem. as to the legal :,tatus of appraisal figures. Thi$ 
~aries in different juria.dietions, and for different purpose$. Usually ap ..... 
preeiation :tnerements have no recognition fo1· income tax ptu.--poaes; however, 
10 ·. · 
Ibid., p. 719. 
an appraisal rra:y be accepted as of' March 1 1 1913 as a basic value of 
prope.rty. Some state statutes recognize unrealized appreciation ;9,s a 
basis of asset values and for certain types of dividends. Th~re is little 
doubt but what cost is the basis of valuation favored by tha Corr,rrJ.ssion, 
but appraisals ar~ and have been recognized and judged as to their fair-
ness and reasonableness; this depending .on the circumstances oJ the ease 
in questio:u. 
In answering the last of our basic queries, 11If a.ppraisale are 
irecognized, how should the neeessa.r~;r changes be recorded in the accounts 
and ex.hibited in the fiP..ancial st<J.tements? 11 , one ctm find only the general 
statement. concerning facts to be disclosed in t.ha instruction book for 
.tiJ.ling out form J~-1 of the :registration statement. The reg:istrant must 
stat0 the d . at,:.: of th® appraisal, the basis thereof, the name of the a.p-
praiser and a comparison of previous ledge:r value and appraised value of 
the property. 
L"l making a comparison of previous ledger value and appraised value, 
!I. A. Fi..l'lneyll s.uggests a m'l.intenance of a clear distinction between 
actual costs and appraisal write-ups by: (1) the openiag of a separate 
iciroperty a.eeount which will be charged with the excess of reproduction 
cost new over original or actual cost; and ( 2) the opening of a:nothel" de-
;precia:l:,ion reserve account in which the excess of depreciation 011 repro-
duetion cost over the depreciation on actual cost is credited to this 
~ccount. A problem is now presented to illustrate Finney•s method: 
On January l., 1935 the XY Company constructed a building 
for i100,ooo.oo with the eXpeeted life of 25 years .. On 
,January l, 1940 the Blank Appraisal Company valued the building 
at reproduction cost new at $150,000.00 less ~~371 500.,00 aecru-ad 
depreciatio:n. The XY Coupa.ny der,irea to record the a.ppraisal 
011 the books in prepart;tion to ne,;; necw'ity flotations. Pre-
sent the efftries necmssm .. y to disf;lose a.11 pe:ctinc~nt fr,ctn. 




0 ct t· ., t.; ...1i::o·,·ooo 1~epor UC l.Of.i COo t:. nelJ ,r ,; 
Original cost, per books 
Excess 
DEPRECIATION: 
Hep:roduction cost 37., 500 
Origiiw.1 cost per books 
!DEPBEGIA1'ED V'i'.\.IlJES: 
Sound w;1,lue per apprais-
al 112.,500 













1'5·0 oor \i'· ., .. •v 
.37,500 
Entries to give effect to tlye appraisal (c~c::.~.:. .~nd related reserve 
are ttlready s.hoY,ii in the aecoun ts) : 
Building Apprai.sal Increase.......... $50.,000 
He serve for Depr. Appro.isal Increase 
Reserve for Unrealized Increment, 
Wow the accounts contai.ru 
Building (original cost) ............ .. 
Building Appraisal lncre,Stse .......... . 
aeserve for Dep:r. OU Coot ............ . 
Reserve of Dep1~. {A:ppro.isal Increase). 






It is noted in the illm:rtration following that accrued de-
preciation baJ>ed. 011 cost :is not the so.me as that estimated by 
the appraisal co2:1pany: 
·Gross valtte •..• Iii!· fil Cl' • $ ~. '!'ll-~ ... 4 •• 












Because the s:..1-1:praisal shom:. 2.5% c.ccrued depreciation, it 
is seen that m adjustrrt:Jnt should be to the Reserve for 
*Correct deprecic'\tion on original cost on 'the basis oi' appraisal 
percentage. 
Depreciation on Cost Account so that the sai:ae percentage of 
depreciation v,ill be reflected on the original GJI1ount. 'l'his 
correctio1:1 may be made by the .f'ollowiri.g entry: 
Ea.rned Su.rJ)lus ... ~ .... , .•.•.•• {j. g.. ..... Cf .•••• (;5,000 
Reserve for Depr •. --Building •••••••.• $5.,000 
In this .manner depreciation provid.ecl in past years is eor-
rected.. Hov,ever, n.ot ulv:ays should surplus and. the depreciation 
reserve based on cost be o.djusted.. Depreciation is determined 
on a theoretical basis vihich does not, in most instances, 
parallel act'r.1nl physical deterior.:,tion year o.:rter year.. I.f de-
preciation 8.ppraisal is :msant to reflect thio actual physi-
cal deterioration; then ther(a is little point adjust,ing the 
depreciation reserve on cost. 
Since the Committee on Accounting Procedure has gone on 
reco:rd for charging depreciation on .:ippreciation to operrition, 
the annual Emtires to carry out such procedures f'ollm:;( assum-
ing that t.v:en:ty ye!:lrs of life :i.s all that remains in the 
structure ) : 
Depreciation (to operations) ••••••••••• $5,625 
Reserve for Dep:r .--Building Cost ....... . 
Reserve for Depr .--Appr3.isal Increase •• 
Reserve 
.Appraisal 
Unrealized Increment-...... ~ .........•..•.....•. ~~l,875 
l~3,750 
$1,875 
6,1· . 1ei7r 'w .,o ,. 
Depreciation on appraisal increase is charged to cost of 
goods manufactured by the above rrethod a:n.d is presumably 
•realized 1 through sale o:t the products. Therefore a .Portion 
of the Unrealized Increm.mt may be credited to Earned Surplus 
since :realization. hus takei1 place. 
This roothod of lwndling depreciation ('.l:n appreciation v1as presented, 
not as the ouly ViaJ, but as the procedure condoned by the American 
r,:etbod. '£he other facts concerni11.g .full disclorn..1.re of the ap1xraisal rPay 
be p:eesented. in a footnote to tl"i:e balance sheet or referred to in the 
auditor's certificate. 
VALUA'l'IOl~ OP WAS1'UJG ASSETS 
ltccordin.g to Paton. there are three p:cincipal types of tiasting 
aesetra: · (1) mineral deposits., (2.) oil gt,:J :resources, (3) timber 
tracts. One outstandir:ig; feature of such assets ,Jhich distinguishes 
theru from other types of fixed ta."'lgible assets is that they cannot or 
nill not he replaced for practical reasons quite obvious. Coal when 
once mined from. a particular deposit is incapable of replace.rr..,ent. Oil 
a.nd gas when brought t.o the eo.rth I s surface can no lo:nger be replaced 
VJhen it is used and it therefor,& represents a wasting asset. The valua-
tion of such assets represents one of the h,ardest problems that the ac-
countant has to face. In many instances stock is offered as a purchase 
pr-ice !or a mine. In all probability this zauie stock has never been 
sold for caJ>h so tlu t a fa:Lr 1rnrket value for' t~ stock could be 
determined. The question then arises as to · tre valuation to be placed 
on the asset since the par value of the stock exchanged may have little 
relation to the value of' the asset acquired.. •rransactions like this> 
the Commission thoroughly mm1yzes to see if 1:iaterial m:i.srepresentations 
have been Ilxl.de or significant facts omitted. 
The Commission must decide whether the value as given in tl1e regis-
tration statement :iB a fair reasonable amount to be presented to 
prospective investors. Theirs is a great responsibility since cash., 
itself',. is not al·tm.ys pa:icl for a wasting asset, an:-J. the lat-is of many 
mining swte,a ;c2re lax and pe:r-.mit alfoost- atiy valuation to be placed on t1 
proparty., 'rhe Co.mn:i.ssion must trr,ce through several sales of the 
property in question to see if arms- length bargaining has been carried on 
between vendor ani vendee ; thus attempting to fer re t out actual costs or 
a basis to judge the value claimed by the registrant . Several pertinent 
and informative decisions have been handed down as to the pro er procedurE 
for v astmg asse t, valuations . The Commission ' s attitude is shown in the 
following cases which were tried before it: 
C,,SE I l 
In t he matter of Comstock- Dexter , es , Inc . , the accounting 
principle in question was tre basis on which tre val ue of the ore body 
was carried. In respe ct to the r egis t r ation s tatement , t re f acts as 
s tated were misleading in r egard to the ·engineer ' s report ani related 
balance sheet amounts . The repor t pr epared by E. L. Huff, mining 
engineer, contained an estimate of 4000 tons of pr obable or e averaging 
10 per ton in gold and s ilver, and 60CX> to 8000 tons of pr obable ore 
averaging about 15 per ton in gold and silver . Tithout Huff' s partici-
pation or knowledge, these estimates of probable ore were t ransmit ted 
into an i t ern on t re asset s:irl e of t re regis trant I s balance sheet as 
follows : 
Prospective val ue (unrealized appreciation of 
exposed ore body based on price for gold of 
20.67 and silver at 6 . 26 per ounce •••••• • ••••• • • •• • 159, 072 
All pros ctuses fi led and issued in connection with the r egistra-
tion statement include reference to this item. The Registrant ' s counsel 
and accountant baaed their computation on the maximum tonnages of 
probable ore in Huff 's estimates: 
1 Securities an:i Exchange Commission, Decisions~ Repgr ts , 10, 
358- 370. 
4000 tons at 
8000 tons at 
10 • •.••. • • • • • • •••••. • •••••••••••••••••• 
15 ..... ... .. .. .............. ......... .. 
Total 
6: 
No explanation is offer ed as to by the round f igure so obtained was 
reduced to $159, 072. A permissible inference :is that the odd f igure was 
made up and used m:rely because i t would look like a preci se valuation 
rather than a rough estimate . It is of course an inflationary i tem 
against which most of the re gis tr ant I s stock as i ssued . 
In any event the value assigned to t he probable ore r epresented a 
gross value. No allowance was de in the balance shee t for the cost of 
extracting or milli the ore , nor as the dollar amount di scounted to 
allo. for the t ime that would necessarily elapse before cny return could 
be realized by operations . The promoter testified t hat the cost of 
milling BI1d extr acting ore might be as high as 50 percent. Hu.ff estimated 
that, nmining and milling costs, on a scale of 0P3rations from 50 to 100 
tons per day should approxi.na te $5 to $6 per ton". This of course leaves 
out numerous other f actors such as cost of transporting ore to the smelter 
smelter char ges, and general overhead up t o the ti.me of ultimate s ale. 
There is lit tle doubt that accepted accounti ng procedures had not 
been follo 'ed. The probable ore had been valred at gross value. A 
mining authority s tates : 
Probable ore as qistinguished from proved ore is a 
t echnical term connoting degree of s eculation or risk as to 
t m continuity of an ore body. I t differs from proved ore in 
that there is virtually no risk of failure in continuity 
bet een the faces sampled, or if a block is so extensively 
surrounded by s~_mpled faces that ris~ is r educed to a minimum., 
the ore may be designated as proved. 
The valuation of such ore as proved ore without de ueting the 
2 . . T. J . Hoover , ~ Economics .21. Mining , 1933, pp. 109-llO. 
cost factors of extracting and. milling could. not be accepted by the 
Commission., and since this 'prospective value• item represented 63.% of 
the registrant's total assets, there is 1itt,le wonder that a stop-order 
was isaued pending., .amendment. 
CASl&. ll 3 --
In the ease of La Luz )tining Corporatior1, tbs Commission took tvm 
exceptions to the registrant's statemeut rega:rding the valuation o! its 
property. The Co.r,.imisoion asserted that, (1) the valuation of property 
had been based on false appraisal,. and (2) that present ·worth over t:00 
eiitine. ted life of the m.im had not been considered in determining the 
balance sheet figure. 
The appraisal amount had been based on a figure of 700,000 tons 
of potential ore available. ?his esti:r."ate of the ore available had been 
made frow. only tlU'ee s&u'lPlings; whereas according to good. engineering 
practice, there should have been ut least a thousand samplings of ore 
taken to justify such an est:i.e.ation. From tl"B gross value of 700.,.000 
ton£l_,of ore having a gold ,,content of $12.50 per ton, an amount o! i2.50 
per ton was subtracted o.s a close estina tion of mining cost. On the 
basis of $10 net per. ton times the tonnage of ore available, a figure of 
$7.,000,D(K) was presented in the statement as the valuation of the mine. 
Concurrent to this transaction, stock of a par value of $1,42$,,000 was 
issued to the pro.meters by the registrant. 'I'he di.:f'ferenee betvreen tte 
asset value and the capital stock was credited to capital surplus. 
Tb.a attitude of the Ccmmi ssion examiner is Sl.ll1llilBd up in the follo-vl-
ing sta tem.e nt : 
Because of the .manner in which the appraisal report and 
estim te were prepared, a:s already. pointed out, they are un-
reliable and do not afford a. valid basis f<:1r the figures at 
which property, plant, an:i equipment, an.i capital surplus 
appear in the balance sheet. It follows that tm se figures 
are misleading.. Furthermore, assumil1g the engineerts 
estimate of tonnage and value are reliable, the $7,000,000 
figure represents not the present value whieh would be re-
covered not ir.amediately but over the entire lite ot tbe 
property which, upon the registrant• s plan for production 
would be about 17 ~ars.. Its present v,orth would be muc.h 
less than $7,.00o,ooo. Had the registrant honored this 
elementary principle of V'c1.luation mi accounting, the 
property account and capital surplus would liave been 
gJ;"eatly diridnished. 4 
CASE III., .5 --
In the case of Mani tor Gold mining Compauy a gross value of ore 
reserves lad been pla.ee:d on the registration statement at il,6$7 ,ooo. 
As heretofore stated, the Commission holas that valuations of m:inillg 
properties based on future returns over a period of yeara must be 
reduced to their present value. The .Monitqr Company had attempted to 
carry thia rul.e into et.feet; however, the question arose as to the 
percent to use. in finding present worth which would be adequately 
expressive and informative as to the risk involved .. 
A present wlue formula odvoeated in ucost of l:iii,nirig," by 
J .. R. Finlay was u.sed .. This formula deducted from the average yea:rJ.T 
return over costs of production t..be amount whieb, when deposited each 
year at a compound interest rate., would return th9 present value to the 
investor on the final exhaustion of the ore body. The interest rate 
considered by tbe company to be an estimation of the risk involved was 
7 percent. 
4 ~-- p. 223. 
5 Seeuriti:e.s and Exchange Commission., .9.E. Cit .. , !, . .347-.355. 
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Commission investigation found that t he risk as expressed by 7 
percent was very low thereby making the present worth of the mire over-
valued . The conmission based their decision on t he dieclosure that the 
ore body under consideration was 11possible" ore which connotes a very higl: 
degree of risk. In addition the engineer ' s reports on the es ti ted ore 
body ere more t han 20 years old . In concluding too hearing, the Co 
mission ex.amirer stated: 
" ·e find the risk rate of 7% far too low as a basi s for 
determining the present value of the registrant ' s property. 
The figure 1, 687, 000 representing the present value of the 
registrant ' s properties is thus excessive . In this r espect, 
therefore, the engineer's report , the schedule to the balance 
sheet , and the prospectuses are materially misleading
6 
On 
the basis of these findings a stop-order ill issue . " 
6 ~-, p. 350. 
CHAPT RX 
COST OF PROPERTY--DISCOUNTS, COMMISSIONS AND MISCEL-
LANEOUS EXPENSE 
The Corr · ssion has upheld t he generally accepted accounting 
principle of ex.eludi ng all s tock or debt discount from any fixed asset 
classifications on the balance sheet and show~ the said items se parate-
ly. Especially in the case of mining properties ha ve blocks of stock 
been issued at par for a mine or group of mine s whe n , by a concurrent 
s ale, the fair marke t value of such stock was far belo par. From such 
an example only one conclusion can be drawn- in ef feet the stock was 
issued at a discount and therefore the value of the pro rty is not that 
of par . Property or fixed assets so acquired should be value d at the 
f air marke t value of the stock so exchanged . 
A pertinent question often arises hen an entire block of stock is 
issued in exchange for property . In all probability there has been 
little or no opportunity for a f air marke t value to be established; so 
the asset will in all probability be valued at the par of the stock. In 
such ins tances creditors ra ve a very difficult time in provi~ t hat the 
stock was actually issued at a discount . Courts , as a rule , ha ve been 
reticent to question a board of directors ' estimation of an asset va lue 
-v:hen the re is no evidence of fraud . .• 
The Co ssion holds that t he inclusion i n cost of proper ty of par 
value of shares isstBd there fore an:i ccncurrently "donated back" to the 
issuer is misleading to prospec t ive inves tors as to the true va lue. 
Such a method is often called the Treasury Stock Subt erfuge which is an 
66 
ill-concealed attempt to rai e working capital by a cash sale of the 
stock donated back to tre corporation. By such a method, promoters hope 
to relieve the stock of its discount liab1J.ity; thus king the donated 
shares easie r to sell . The cases following mve come before the Com-
mission in which accepted accounting procedure has been upheld . 
CASE I 1 
In the case of Bering Straits Tin Mines, Inc . , Peterson, president 
of the registrant company, conveyed six mining claims mich he ovmed to 
the corporation in exchange for its entire capital stock , hich at the 
time represented 750, 000 shares of 10¢ par value stock . Immediately 
after the receipt of this stock, Peterson gave back to the concern more 
than half of the shares vhich he received . Right a fter this transaction 
he (Pe terson) gave to the corporation without consideration 28 of the 
other mining claims hich he owned at the time . This incorporation took 
place in .May 1935; since that time and up to the time of t he ooaring 
before the Commission in 1937 the capitalization of the firm had been 
changed twice. 
-hen the registrant company submitted a balance sheet and registra-
tion statement in preparation for new am additional financing, Donated 
Surplus of 16, 826 was included which represented the stock donated 
back by Peterson in 1935. The cost to the registrant corporation of 
six mining cl ims ~as sho n at the ar value of t he 750, 000 shares 
originally i ssued and t~ proceeds f:n>m the sale of the shares con-
currently donated back ,. as credited to donated surplw • In criticizing 
this point the trial examiner stated: 
1 Security and Exchange Commission, Dec isions and Reports , .l, 486-500 
rtV/e (Commission) h{.'l.ve had several occasions to condemn 
this practice as misleading and untrue. The cost of such 
claims to the :registrant clearly cannot include the par 
value of shares returned to the treasury as a part of the 
same transaction whereby the claims were acquired. 'I'his 
being the ea<cie, it necessarily follmrn that there is no 
basis whatsoever for setting up a capital surplus account 
in connection with the transaction. On the basis of the 
above finding a stop-order 11all issue suspen,ng the 
effectiveness of the registration statement. 1 
CASE II 3 
The ease of Vir.ginnia City Gold Mining Company ia an interesting 
ey..ru~ple of improper valuation condemned by the Comi1lission. The regis-
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trant., a Washington Corporation, vms organized in 1932 vdth a capitaliza-. 
tion of 2,000,000 shares of common stock with a 10~ par value. At this 
time in 1937 th.a capital stock aui:Jaorized has been, iroreased to 
31500.,000 shares with the same par value.. 'fhe registrar1 made applicatio1ia 
with the CoTJmission to sell the new shares authorized. 
During the period up to the time registration was n:ade with the 
Commission, .many erroneous accounting procedures l'•iere followed., but we 
are concerned. only with the valuation of the Plant, Property.,, and 
Equipment Account. Thi$, account had been charged with $200.,000 which 
was the par value of all the stock authorized at the inception of the 
company. Investigation showed, however, that the, vendor ttdonated back rt 
30% of thosG shares. Disregarding for the moment the actual value of 
the stock:, it follows that the figure for Pla.11t, Property, and Eq_uipment 
should be reducted to 70% of par value or $140,,000. Additional investi-
gation showed that at and during the incorporation period some of this 
:stock sold at 5¢ per share. It was indeed bad accounting methodology to 
2 Ibid., p. 497. 
carry an asset at par value wren current ri:arket px·ice oJ the stock was 50Af 
of par. 
The Commission suspended registration until the asset account had 
been corrected and all pertinent facts disclceed. 
CASE III 4 
In the case of the American Terminals and Transit Company, the Com.-
mission took exceptio.n to the registrant's procedure of including the 
cost of debt discount i11 the property account. 
The registrant, its too subsidiaries, a. coal and terminal compacy, 
and an af .f'iliate of the registrant operated an iutegra.ted enterprise. 
The term.ir1al company, acting as Hfinancial agent" for the enterprise,. 
floated a public issue of notes at a discount an1 loaned a gow part of 
the sum to the other companies. Vdth these proceeds each of the com-
;panies acquired the property which appeared i.'1 t:te balance sheet and 
'which the Commission cites as deficient •. 
The financing or terminal conrpany exchanged its O'Wn notes, par :for 
par, with holders o! certain building and loan stocks... These stocks 
were sold at a discount approxims.ting half of' their par value. The 
terrrl11al company used a part of the proceeds t,o purchase additional 
equip~nt and loaned the rest to the affiliated companies.. The loan to 
the subsidiaries was charged with ti$ debt discount by the ter.minal 
company thereby eradicating th3 debt discount off the books completely. 
'l'he subsidiaries in setting up the cost of the property they purchased 
included the' debt discount as a cost. 
The Co1llmission in its investigation found the cost of the fixed 
assets of the subsidiaries to be ~tated at approxima.tely $75,000 of which 
app:i:·ox:lmately ~lJO,OCO r,as the debt discount. 'fhe Comn.dssion concluded as 
follo-u;s: 
irJ1e held that the figure 'Cf C75,000 givon as the cost of 
the terminal plant is false, am would be false even bad the 
presence of debt discount ti'ierein been fully dioelosed rather 
than hidden at every step of the wey. The investor is 
entitled to a fair opportunity to learn cost, in the sense of 
the monies iw..'nediately expended in the acquisition of aseets, 
in order that he raay check appraisals of the value of those · 
assets ..... u5 
The Cort.mission then laid dcn\n this principle; 
r·rThe inclusion of debt discount in cost of assets pur-
chased with proceeds of notes sold at discount held untrue 
state:mcnt of cost of assets • 11 
Quoting Paton, -the Commission stated: 
"Deb.t discount is part of the interest cost or the 
capital obtained from 'the isst:a am Ehould therefore be 
spread. over the life of the bonded debt. Discount on 
securities can have nothing to do id th assot " ... alues. 
Hence the runount of discount is a pbase of interest to be 
paid in the future and has nothing to do with the V"cLlue o.f 
the property acquired with the proceeds of the issue. n6 
In Regulation S-X--1•Uni.!orm Accounting Requirements for Financial 
C 
Statenients" a r_ule provides that, "Discount on capital shares, ii' 
significan~ in,. a.mount., shall be shown separately as a deduction from 
capit.al shares or from surplus, as circurast&o:::es require., with an 
indication of l'ihat provisionc have been mil.de. for writing them off. ff 
'fhere is little doubt but vna.t this rule has th$ sanction of the account-,., 
ing profession and accounting text authors. 'l'o fully protect investors, 
the Cornrrlssion realized the importance of not allowing Discount on 
Stock to be hid under a title by any other name. At least the Com-
5 ~., p. 715. 
0 ,lbici't-, p .• 'il5. 
mission feels responsible for the disclosure of the danger since the 
discount, later .may be subject to collection by call from the eorporation,: 
or by a lawsuit instituted by creditors. This contingent liability of 
the owm.r of the stock rests on the theory that it is the par value 
rather than the amount paid in which represents the eapital fund avail-
able for the operation of the business and the protection of the 
creditors. 
Certain mi.scellane-ous expenses such as commissions, advertisement., 
revenue stamps;J printing costs, am etc. are conneewd with the .flota-
tion or .any security issues. The Commission has always condemned the 
practice of concealing any of the items in a fixed. asset account; it 
supports the position that debt am stock se~ eJtpe,nses should be 
segregated from other items in the statemant and classified as a 
deterred ehargo. 
Where the amowit o.f such miscellaneous expense cannot be determined., 
the reasons why should be disclosed. SUC,h a sit"Uat;wn may arise when 
the a.coounting syatem used makes,. no provision for the segregation of 
such expenses from other expenditures; nevertheless,, an atte.rrpt should 
ha rm.de to determine what pQrtion of tm total of such expenditures a:re 
properly chargeable to stock or bond selling expense. ·Toe Co.rrm:d.ssion 
Where the books and records of the company do not dis-
close an ad.equate basis for such allocation of expense to 
the costs of security notations, this tact should be stated 
or else an inquiry to determine t.he allocation should be 
rn.ad.e.. Failure to inquire or to quality the eertifi..eate 
casts so.me doubt u.r)on the adequacy of the investigation 
ma.de by the aceountant.7 . 
7. . ... 
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CHAPTER XI 
INTANGIBLE: FiiGm ASSETS 
Intangibles differ from tangible assets largely in that they do not 
possess materiality. These assets have no physical body substance 
but possess value because of the rights which their ownership con.fer, 
such as the po.ssession of a patent, eopyr.ight, or franchise. Other 
intangibles, sueh as goodwill and going concern value, possess no 
distinctiveness apart from the enterprise as a going concern. In:tangibliee 
as a class make no pl'zy'sical contribution to production, as do materials 
and supplies; however in cases of secret formula and processes there is 
a connection between the intangible value o:f s11.ch and th0 operq\tions of 
the plant. 
The value of intangible assets, being closely cormected vdth the 
result of the operation of the ent1,:n1>rise as a whole; is usually 
difficrut to determine. There is a great deal of dependency upon the 
~mount of earnings as to the value of au.ch intangibles. This relation-
~hip between intangibles and superior earning power must be emphasized. 
tfnless earning pow·er above normal can be demonstrated as a result of 
the ownership of certain int.angiblea, there may be no ground for having . 
a. value on such assets. A concern may possea3 secret formulas, franehiae~ 
end patent rights; yet be without. intangible worth due to the faet tha:t 
the presence o:t such rights does not give the concern any special 
advantage over other competitive enterprises. 
Intaniibles my be cla.ac:;ified in several wa:za: u~~ ~j.ect to 
.amortization such as patents., cororrights, fra.,chises, and leaseholds, 
,and those not subject to amortization such as trade marks and good.will. 
'The American Institute classifies intangibles into three broad groups 
as follows: 
1. Those having a term of e.:dstenc.e limited b7 law., regulation., 
or a.g2·eement, or by their nature. ~ples: patents, copy--
rights, leases, licenses, and franchises. 
2. Those having no limited term of existence and a.s to which 
there is a.t the time of acquisition, no indication of limited 
lif'e. Examples: goodwill, going value, trademarks,. secret 
processes and orga.rdzation eosts. 
;3. The excess of a parent oompal'.ly"'s investment in the stock 
of a subsidiary over its equity in the net assets of the sub-
si41ar,r a.a shown by the latter's books at the date of acquis-
ition, in .so far as that excess would be treated as an in-
tangib.le in the. c~nao1f <la.ted financial statements of the 
parent and subsidiazy. 
The Security Exchange Com.mission is particularly critical of the 
intangible elassifications and values presented to them: in registration 
statements. Under this general grouping, registrants a.re most likely 
to be optimistic a.s to the various values which they place on specifie 
intangible items. True enough the valuation of sueh items by account-
ants and auditors is one of the most difficult problems to be faced.,. but 
there are ce-rta.in generally accepted •yardstick' rules whieh are used 
by the Commission to test the reasonableness of the registrants 
Costs ot various intangibles a.re often established on some other 
basies than ca.ah. A payment for goodwill may be made by a transfer ot 
.1 Committee on Accounting Procedure, American Institute ot Account,"* 
:ants, 11Aecounting for IntB.niible Assets., 11 Accounting Research Bulletin 
Jo. 24, p. 1. 
.stock at a nominal or par value; yet, the true price may be much low-er 
,or incapable of determination. In other eases the price paid for in-
tangibles may not be the result of a.n independent bargain between in-
1dependent parties thus leaving a possibility of gross inflation of 
assets resulting from the transfer. Under such eireU!!Wt.a.nees the Com-
mission requires full and absolute disclo(nlre of the transactions betweeft 
vendor and vendee. 
The Commission requires that tangible and intangible assets must 
be separated on the financial statements a.nd adequateq described in 
·npport.ing schedules. Total intangible value may be given on the 
balance sheet with ref'erenee to a. .schedule which must contain tha follow:• 
ing information: 
RULE 12-08 INTANGIBLE ASSETS (1) 
COLUM!l A - Deneription ( 2) 
COLUMN B -- Balance at Beginning 0£ Period. (3) 
COLUMN C - Additio~s at Cost-describe. (4} 
COLUMN D - Deduct ions ( 5) 
(1) Charged to Profit and Loss or Income 
(2) Charged to other accounts..-describe 
COLUMN E -- other changes--debit and/or credit--describe. 
COLt:JMN F -- Balance at close of period. 
(1) If in the accolmts it is not practicable to separate 
intangible assets from property, plant, and equipment,.the 
information here required may be included in the schedule for 
property, plant, and equipment. In such event state in the 
balance sheet an;, known amount of intangibles so included 
with an indication that a. further unknown amount- of: intang:i-
bles is also included. 
{2) Show bJ' major classifications, such as patents, or 
gooawill. If such classification is not present or praeticablE; 
this may be stated in one a.mount. The additions included in 
column C shall, however, be segregated in accordance with an 
appropriate classification. Items of minor importance may be 
included under a miscellaneous caption. 
(3) The balance at the beginning of the period of report 
may be. as pert.he a.eco'U4,lts. If neither the total additions 
nor the total reductions during the period arr.cunt to more than 
10'$ of the closing balance and a state1nent to that effect is 
made, columns B,,C,D, and E Ina¥ be omitted by any corrrpany other 
than o. public utility CO!i.lpany. Aey' irif'ormation required by 
note 4 or 5 shall ho~ever, be given and may be in a sum-
marized; form. · 
{4) If the changes in accou11ts in eolumn C represent any-
thing other than additions from. acquisitions, state clear.!¥ 
the nature of .the changes and the af!counts affected. If cost 
of additio11s represents other than cash expenditures I explain. 
Lf acquired from an af!it.iate at other than cost to the a.f-
filiate, show such cost,. provided the acc1uisition by the af-
filiate was within trio years prior to the acquisition by the 
person for i-;;hich the statement is filed .. 
,, 
(5) If provisions fo:r depreciation and .am.ort.ization of 
intangible assets is credited in the books directly to the 
intangible assets accounts, the amounts shall be stated in 
column D with explanations, including the accounts to which 
charged.2 
A diacuasion of the accepted methods of valuation of intangibles 
,correlated l11ith cases which have come up before the Commission should 
.give a suggestion as to the attitude and influence of this federal body 
over val1lE!tion procedure,. 
Goodwill 
In the beginning goodwill i,as defined in terms o:f the favorable 
;ittitudes of the customers and general public towards a concern. Some-
one has said that '*The Goodwill v"Yhich has been the subject of sale v~as 
11othing more than the probability that the old customer will resort to 
t.ha same old place. tt Good.will may be taken as the typical form of 
14 
intangible aseet 1ivhich represents the advantages of location., reputation., 
.personality of management, name, m'ld etc. A company may be .fair and 
honest. in its dealings; it may attract new customers eontinualzy, and 
2 Security and Exchange Commission, Regulation §.::!-Forms and 
Content ,2.l Financial Sta.tellJents, as amended 194:,2., · p. 37 
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y~t possess no gpoctwill in an economic sense. Goodviill, and other in-
tangibles to .r:, certain degree, depends for its VD-lue on the earning of 
excess profits. Thus according to F'im1ey, 11Goodlii11 .may be defined as 
the capitalized value of the profits of n business i.vhich are in excess 
of a normal or basic return on the capital inveGted exclusive of good-
As a gener:ally accepted rule, Goodwill may appear on the statements 
c,f a registrr,mt only if it has been paid for and at the a.etutl amount 
paid for it. 1i:hen a purchaser buyo a going concern and pays a price for 
goadr,,ill., he no doubt .feels th,::J.t he :::..s paying an amount for the excess 
profits of the future indicated by the highly profitable operations of 
tho past. Sines tbe profits of the are an indication of the pro-
bable earning capacity ir1 the futtare., it is customary to estimate good-
will on the bas:1.s of past excessive earning capacity. There are several 
inethod.s, !iJOre or less arbitra.r;r, for computing the value of goodwill at 
the time o.f purchas,3!, but these will not be discussed here. 
In the p2st the Good:will Aecou..11.t hc:s been used for many ulterior 
purposes. If the account had ahw,ys represented the amount actually 
paid for it at the time of purchHse; it would not be i.11 its present 
atate of disrepute. The Commission has found. .that in many instances 
stock discount, organization expense, early o-i~rating deficits, and 
bonuses of shares oi' stock l:1i;we been charged to it. Under such c.ircum-
tJtances the Comwission requires that the account be elimi.:n.ated and the 
various charf!'.es to it be n .. ro•"lerlw classified in the amended statements. '-' l, J:' ·,.J.,,J 
Some ruling@ by the Co,Iiwission on good1dll valuation follow: 
3 H. A •. Finney, ?,:rinc~-Eles .2f. J~courrtil1J1, Intermediate, p. ,308. 
In the matter o! American Gyro Company an account appeared on the 
, financial statements titled" 0Goodwill Gyroplane•1 represented by- a book 
figure or $260,000. AecQrding t.o the company this aeeount was justified• 
" ....... $ince the most satisfactory results have been had 
from our wind t.unnel tests of our uroplane •••• we have seen 
tit by resolution of the: Board of Directors to give an ap-
preciation or . goodwill value to our gyrgplane on the books 
of the company in tle sum of $260.,000., u) , . 
.Evidence showed that there 1vas little or no basis fot" an intelligent 
opinion as to the value of the gy:roplane, a.rd the conclusion is that the: 
i2-60:,000 is a mere guess. Since the company was new and was producing 
a revolutionary new contrivance whieh was in the experimental stage and 
not proven to be a success:, soodm.11 based on actual or past profits 
,could not exist. Neither, according to the Commission,, bad any' demon-
,stration of tuture possible or prospective excess profits been showi, 
and 11.m.ere speculation as · to the existence of intangible value is in-
sufficient grounds for an aceollllt repres-enting that value, 8 
'!'he Co!i'lUlission has had occaa.ion te dea.1 with the question of 
valuatiorl of busir.ess enterprises on the basis or earnings in .i ta con-
aideration of re-orgf.iniaation plans of various companie::; \iUlier the 
Bankruptey Act. In one ease its report contained the following: 
"In order to translate earnings into a valuation. it is 
customary to use the device of capit.allzing earnings which 
·11.1;,,:9 bei reasonably anticipated. The rate of capitalization 
is determined in the light of the risb inherent int.he 
venture., and ldll reflect the rate of return which the 
4 Security and Exchange Coromission; Decisi®s and Repo1·ts, Vol. 1,, 
/PP• S3-9?. 
investor might fairly require as compensation for an invest-
ment subject to such risks. u6 
In the report from vihich the following is extracted, the Commission 
indicated the factors whieh . it thought should be considered in fixing 
a proper rate appropriate for· the capitalization of (;)arnings in the 
iCase under review: 
nTo ascertain goodwill value it is necessa!'y to capital-
ize reasonably foreseeable earnings at a rate which re.fleets 
a fair investment return, in view of the riaks of the in-
dustry arl.d the relative stability of the compan;r's earning's. 
Frorn. our investigation 0£ factors pertinent to a determin-
ation of a proper rate, including consideration of the 
debtors earnings record in relation to estimated earnings, 
the general outlook for and the highly competitive nature 
of' the cigar ind.ustry., and similar re·lated ele.ments we are 
of the opinion that a rate lower than 10% would not be ap-
propriate for the capitalization of the debtort s antiei-
pa ted earnings after f'ederal income taxes. u7 
In reo:r•ganization, consid:eration should be givan to any abnormal 
conditions that may _have affected adversely the earnings of the pre-
decesf.10r such as change in product, need. for reducing fixed charges, 
or expansion of facilities. All these may h,J.ve prevented the !or.mer 
organization from. shot'iing large profits.,. even though it possessed a 
valuable goodwill on which the successor corporation may be able to 
realize excellent profits in subsequent years. The Commission,._ in 
reporting upon a proposed reorganization plan, took the position that 
th.e circunistances enumerated. may have substantially affected the u;:H;:1-
!'ulness of past earnirigs as a guide to future results: 
11Ir1 examining the past earnillgs of a corporation for 
purposes of guidance in estimating reasonably anticipated 
6, !n the matter o:f La France Industrias et al., Corporate ~-
organizatiq,:µ Release r~o. 12, W2,. 
7 In the matter of F\)rto Riean American Tobacco Company.. CorE9r-
8J .. ,,.:te .. · i~».·.ric:.'aJI.ill',.au .. •on .tt.~le..·a,.,se.·,. ~. 2."'.- .., .... J..9L.a0. 
'~' ,,tr ' · j\ ~· .. . iC. .•. '1,; ,-- k~iil!II!';' •-: • , --- ........ ~  ~~- ~ ~,,,_ 
future earnings, consideration must be given to the poss i -
bility that changes in the volume and nature of its business, 
and the sources of its revenues , may have substantially 
affected the usefulness of past earnings as a guide. In this . 
case an analysis of the factors which affected the debtor's 
operations in its profitable period, 1927-1935, indicates 
that the earnings for those years are not indicative of the 
prospective earning power of the enterprise . "8 
Patents 
When patents are purchased for cash or other consideration, the 
amount of such consideration generally constitutes their cost . If a 
patent is obtained by an inventor, its cost is the total of experimental 
expenses, cost of working models and drawings , and attorney and filing 
fees. A patent is said to have no proven worth until it has stood the 
test of an infringement suit; the cost of such suit, if successful, 
represents an additional cost in establishing the patent . 
Patents on inventions and processes are granted for a period of 17 
years after issuance of the patent lett ers. However in many cases th 
7S 
real value of the patent exists for a much shorter period of time . Since 
it is generally accepted accounting practice to amortize periodically a 
portion of the cost of the patent over the life of the patent, the Com-
mission requires that full disclosure be made concerning the amount and 
regularity of the write-offs of value as the patent expires in usefulness, 
and that costs of patents ascertained to be of no commercial value must 
be written off immediately . 
In mapy eases a residual value remains which merges into the good-
-
will created by the use of a patent.; but this is a different kind of 
S In the Matter of Thos. Mills of America, Inc., Corporate Reorgan-
i aation Rel.eaae, . No . 22, ,l940w 
asset, and one is not justified in anticipating such en outeome which 
may or may not occur and therefore ignoring the diminishing period of 
protection of the pa.tent. Patents depreciate a.lso because of unfa.vorable1 
decisions in lawsuits, obsolescence, or the impossibility of making the 
article a commercial success. Thus a patent may not re.m.a.L.--i valuable dur-
ing its whole life~ and, if it does not, the Commission encourages proper• 
revaluation. 
In some instances it has been the duty of the Com:rd.ssion to require 
registrants to determine the actual cash value of pa.tents which have been. 
acquired in exchange for capital stock. If at the time there was a free 
and active market. fo.r the shares, it would seem evident that willing 
1:nqers and sellers would fix a fair price for the patents. When the 
market :tor such shares is not active other evidence must be sought to 
wpport. such valuation. The following analysis of a case before the 
Commission indicates several methods of .fixing patent values a.nd its 
support of such methods. 
9 CASE I --
In the eaae of Peterson Engine Co., Inc., the registrant presented 
the item, rtpa.tent Rights, Plans and other Intangible Assets" a.t $254,801 
on the balance sheet in the registration statement. The derivation of 
tho sum at which this item was carried was stated in a :f'ootnote as follows; 
'Wfhe above valuation represents the excess of par value of 290,001 shares 
of capital stock of the registrant of $1 each over the cost to the pre-
decessor companies of the net assets of {s3;,200 acquired at organization 
of the company-.11 Thus wrealized appreciation over cost to the predeces-
sor eompanies had. been reflected in the capitali$ation of the :registrant. 
The Commission's investigation disclosed that the eos-t of the 
patent rights to the pred.ecessor company was $11,.577 and that such rights 
were in effect on~ pa.tent applications--no formal letters of patent 
being granted by the government a.t the time. The Conunission's patent 
attorney testified that there were onJ.v fo'W." acceptable ha.sos for apprais•, 
ing a patent, na.meJs': (l) the amount of an actual cash sale between 
parties ~ealing at arms length with each other; (2) the amount of a bona-
fide cash offer to purchase made by a financially responsible person; (3) 
a capitalization. of royalties obtained from a patent; and (4) .. e. eapitaliz~ 
tion of those earnings of a compaey strictly attributable to a patent. m 
the absence of in.formation upon which one of the foregoing criteria of 
value could be applied, any value given to a patent would not be an ac-
teptable appraisal. but. a mere guess, and that under such circumstances, it 
was improper t.o ~ssign more than a nominal value to any patent. 
In concluding the Commission stated; 
0 It is apparent that the valuation of npatent Rights" a.t 
$254,801 reflected on the balance sheet of the registrant repre-
sents at most the guess of the officers of the compa117 as to the 
value of the eompa.ny-ts patent applications. I£ there is &llW 
basis for such guess it lies in the estimate of the potentialit,-
for future profits W'hicb ma:y be inherent in the patent applica-
tions. Courts have viewed with disfavor the issuance of par 
valu.e stock based not upon any eonserva.tive evaluation of the 
property acquired, but on an unsubstantiated estimate of large 
future profits to be derived from the property acquired, 
particularly where the cost to the seller of the property ac-
quired £or the stock is small as compared to the par value of 
the stock issued :for the property by tl'1e purchasing corporation. 
Thus this account has no proper basis and is additionally mis-
leading to prospective investors because cf the non-revelation 
in the balance sheet or in explanatory notes of circumstances 
which ma1 have ir>.fluenced the calculation of the value 
placed upon such Patent Rights.nlO 
,:rademarks 
Whatever value may be regarded as attaching t.o a trademark is closely· 
analogous to goodwill or going concern value. They all represent the 
value of an establi~hed business and become valueless if the business is 
discontinued. Generally no direct cost is incurred in creating value for 
;1, trademark or trade name, although both may have been acquired at great 
cost !or advertising and other sales-promotion expense. 
It is seldom that a separate valuation is placed upon trade-marks 
acquired; whatever consideration is paid for them is almost a.lwayo in-
~laded in the amount paid for, goodwill. Whatever value a trademark may 
have lies in the protection by the courts o! the right .of the originator 
to use it.. Such a right to the use of the trademark is perpetual, and 
posS:e$ses .more intangibility of value tha.n either a patent or a. copyright. 
The valuation of trademarks is not subject to amort.izatiGn and is often 
combined with goodwill in one aecount as a single asset. 
If,. however, a. trade-mark account appears in a registration statement• 
it is considered permissible by accountants to capitalize as the cost of 
the trade-mark all attorney's fees, registration f~es with the u.. s. 
Patent Office, and other oxpenditurea definitely identifiable with its 
acquisition. Any attempt to determine the portion of a concarn•s advertis .... 
ing that may properly be treated as a cost of developing a trade-mark or 
trade name usually involves such difficulties that it is probably v.riser 
t,o treat such expenditures as current expense items. 
lO Jl;id.~ PP• 908-909 .• 
.£o&rights 
The term of .a copyright is twenty-eight years, with the privilege of 
renewal for another period of the eame duration. The cost of ,a copyright 
is generally nominal in amount unless it has been revalued when purchased 
from another. As most copyrights diminish in value rapidly,. amortization 
.should :not be based on their entire life I but usually on a poliq of 
writing off cost against the fir.st edition or printing O·f a publication. 
Formula !BS! Processes 
The rew.a.:rks made previously on the subjects of goodwill and trade-
marks ara applicable also to the valuation of secret· processes and 
;formula. . There is a particularly close analogy between such assets and 
trademarks, and it se\Sms unnecessary to repe'.6,t what has been said on the 
Jubjeet. 
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· In the rare ~ent of payment having been lilade specifically for formula 
.and processes, it ll'J.8;y he possible to revalue the asset to give effect to 
·changing conditions; but it will be found that such assets are most always 
erea~ed on. the books in combination with goodwill, and that ~ pa.rlieu-
la.rity in the designation of the account is only for the purpose of 
expressing the thought that the intangible ae~ts acquired were more than, 
. . ~ 
the general goodwill of the business. 
It is the Commission 1 ,S preference that the various class(fs of in-
tangible assets be stated separately. Where, hcmever, the system of ac-
counting followed by the registrant has made no provision in the accounts 
for a segregation of these items, and where the registrant finds it ex-
ceedingly difficult or wall-nigh impossible, except for a great deaJ. of 
time and expense, to s.eparate these el.asses, the to'tal may be.i stated. 
The i~af:lon for its inability to state these classes separately should bt1 
disclosed~ preferably in a footnote to the balance sheet or to the 
schedule in which the intangibles ara presented. 
The following case before t~e Cow:nission is one in which two in-
tangible assets were intermingled from the time of purchase to tho partial 
sale of such assets. 
£4§!1 ll 
In the matter of Aw Hollander & Son, Ine.-, a fur d.ea.ler and regis-
trant, who in 1925, through Bertram J. Goodman, Inc., a. subsidiary 
speci.tieall.y f'onned for the purpose, paid $460,000 for the goodwill• pro-
cesses and formula. of Bertram J. Goodman of New York, An agreement 
entered into b.r the registrant on April 21, 19.31 permitted B. J,, Goodman 
and certain associated to re ... enter the dressing and dyeing business ader 
the name Goodman & George, Inc., upon payment of $75,000 'in five equa.1 
installments to the registrant. Tho 1931 agreement a.lso bound registrant*$ 
subsidiaey, Bertram J. Goodman, Inc., to rGfra.in after 1936 from. engaging 
in the f'ur dressing and dyeing business under that name. 
Counsel for the Cormssion contended that of 1931 the entire original 
cost of a,cquirL"'lg the Goodman business should have been w-ritten off on 
the ground that Bertram. J. Goodman's re-entry into the dressing and dyeing 
business a.nd the agreement of registrant I s subsidiary to cease .· using the 
name of Bertram J. Goodman rendered valueless for the registrant the 
a.seets purchased under the 1925 agreement .. 
There is little doubt that t~e ~$75,000 which the registrant received 
under the 1931 agreement with Goodman and associates was in effect, con-
sidera.tion for the reconv·eyance of at least some of the rights which tho 
a;;J to the procedure in handling the resale of such right.s, the Chief 
Accountant concluded: 
0 •.••• ·we therefore find that it (~,;75,G'Ov) should have 
been credit,sd to the original $460,000 cost of acq.uiring t-:t,...e 
Good.ui.a.n business. While we find that the registrant erred 
in not handling the transaci:,ion in this .manner, the evidence 
is insufficien:t to convince us th:it the t75,000 VJSS consider-
ation for the conveyance of all the assets acquired in 1925, 
k.nd we fin.d no basis in the record bei'ore us for holding 
that the re[tiGtra11t enied in ft:dlinr,: to va'ite oft the entire 
;tl~6o,ooo c1t ~ ths,t time. "12 -.. , 
~lJhen royalty and license contr0,cts rel<1,tivc patents and copy-
rrights have been .made directly with the ovsners oi.' such intangibles, 
there is usually .no ocee.5i011 to c;ivie them financial recog:rdtion in the 
this character have been assigned 
t.o th® registrant for a consideration., the cost of obtaining the assign-
~D.en:t may be capitalized and ar~iortized over the life of the agree.ment or 
1~he expected period of its utility if shorter. 
For such assets the C-0rt,rnission favors actual cost a8 a proper basi$"' 
JMYl 1cvhere the bariis is not disclosed or is 2rhitrarily set up, it is 
necessary to amend the state:ments as indicated in the foll01:,ing two 
cases. 
C.ASE I 13 ·~-
Certa:i.11 .licenses, permitting ma..Ylu!acture of cert&ir.t airplane pa.rte 
by the Crouch Bolas i'drcraft Corporation, were acquired from tv110 of the 
l2 ~ .. , pp. 6U-612. 
13 Crouch-Bolas Aircraft Corporation, Registration Statement A-1, 
:File No. 2-1649, on file with the S.E.G. 
men who, on the oi~ganization of the corporation, became members or its 
board of directors. The valuation placed on such licenses on tm books 
of the corpora. tion was determined by the board aoo not by independent 
appraisers. 
The original balance sheet .filed vd th the Cor:md ssion failed to 
disclose: (1) the basis used in determining tbs amount at which the 
licenses v,-ere carried in the balance sheet,. (2) by l1hora the valua.tion 
i1as made, and (J) the relationship existing between the vendor and the 
officers of the registrant. In the original balance sheet, the licenses 
1vvere shotm at a value of ~?16),600. ?Jo othe1• :information was contained 
either in the face of the balance sheet or in any of its supporting 
footnotes to e:1tplain these asset.a further. 
In the amended balance sheet, two mtcrial cha.."lges were made. The 
amount tor licenses was reduced to {)117,250, and tht) following :footnote 
was added; 
1•The licenses ar·e exclusive licenses covering the u. S., 
its territories and posoessiorw. Their valuations is arbi-
trary and ,ms made by the Boa.rd of Directors and not by 
independent appraisers. Messrs. Crouch airl Bolas, Vvho are 
directors aud officers, were iniirectly ·the vendors of the 
licenses. The actual value of these licenses has not been 
proven and value is on~r prospective. The pa.tent.s on which 
these licenses are based represent over t-wo years cont.inuous 
work by Messrs. Grouch and Bol&s, plus an ex~ndit:ure esti-
Iilated by the:m as being in excess of' $29.,000. u14 
The Manasco lianuf acturing Company case is slightly different .from 
the one a..bove. This co.mparw., bes::ldes manufacturing, repairing, and 
14 Ibid., footno·te t,o amended bala."lee sheet. 
l5 Filed on form A-1,, File No. 2-2510, filed ,~i th the S.E.C. 
:$elling aire.:raft engine parts and other machine work, also a&lls. its 
license rights for too marmfacture and sale of such engi~s and parts. 
The deficient balance sheet contained the following item: 
Approved License Certifieates. (See Footnote No ... 2) .... $'.35.,000 
fo0t.note 2 stated that the above value was established by appraisal by 
o.Uieer-s of the applicant. In the amended filing, the balance sbeet. 
item remained the same but the footnote was changed to read: 
"Thia figure represents Approved type Certificates at 
$51000 each and is an arbitrary valuation and does not 
represent actual value which is unknown but only prospecti -ve 
am was f'ixed. by t.ts Board o.f Directors of which the Vendor 
was a member and not by independent appraisers.nl6 
l6 ~., footnote to balance sheet. 
CHAPTER XII 
~VES FO!'t FIXED ASSET VALUA'l1IO:N 
Until fairly 1~eeently, many corporations did not make any- provision 
for depreciation, .depletion• am amortization in the computation of net 
.income ~ p.roper asset values for statement purposes.. An investigation, 
conducted in 1916 by the Federal Trade Com.'Trl.ssion, predeeessor to the 
iecurities and Exchange Commission, discovered that out or 60.,000 ap-
j)!U"ently suoeesstul corporations doing at least. $100,,000 a year of 
. :1:n1siness,, fully 50% did not take deprec,iation and other periodic charges 
;into consideration at all. In the yeara before the federal income tax 
laws made depreciation, depletion;, and amortization cwa:rges profitable, 
it was not JTe!"J difficult to disregard the .tact of daily wear am tear 
on physical equipment ,.mi t~ maintenance of intangibles at fixed value:t 
in order to shov1 a favorable income statement and be able to pay 
<lividends. 
It is becoming more and more recognized that depreciation, de-
pletion and amortization charges are as much a cost of doing business 
~s is the cost of eoal consumed in. running the plant; sueh charges diftt:rc 
dt'rom other costs only; in that it does not represent and i.rrilIOdiate out-
lay of eas,h. The provision for such charges a:t't~cts both the iru:ome 
etateme-nt am the bal:mce sheet. 'the de.bit entry represents an expense: 
ebargi, to income J the reciprocal eredi.t en.try or entries is made to a 
r@.al. account thua beco1ning a valuation amount used to redue.e the. book 
1Value of the fi.Dd asset cm the balance sheet. Such val~tion amounts 
a:t ~- ti$ '11'61Mtion ~~Gt U ~ecoi~ai,t~. t.O tile ~~ 
·.u ... shall be sho,m. separately in the st~tements as deductions from the 
epeci!ie assets to ii!'hich they apply.u · 
Since, for commercial and industrial concerns, ti:&.ed assets are 
ire.quired to 'be .separated into tangible and intangible ela1Saes where 
possible, two reserve schedules are necessary·to support the total 
reserves shown on the f:mancial statement,. Rules 12...07 and 12--09 of 
1iegulation s-x call .tor the followine information: 
RULE. 12-07 RESERVES FOR DEPRJOOiil.TION, DEPLETION, AND AMORTIZA"" 
'l'IOU OF PLANT, PROPERTY, AND EQUIPME!JT. {l) 
COLUMN A ..... Description (2) 
COLUMlT B ..... Balance at 'beginning of period .. (3) 
COUJ'lCJ C ..... .Additions 
{1) Charged to profit and loss or ineome. 
(2) Charged to ot.her accounts •• deseribe. 
COLUMN :0 •••• Deductions trom reserves 
(1) Retirements,. renevuals,. and :replacements .. 
·(2) Other •• describe. 
COLtmm E •••• J3alanee at <dose of period .. 
{l.) (a) If other reserves are created in lieu ot depre-
ciation re·servea, the same information shall be given with 
respect to them.. 
(b) Insofar as amounts for depreciation, depletion, 
and amortization U,re credited to the property accounts, such 
amounts shall be shown in the sehadule of property~ plant,, 
and equipment, as there required. · 
(2) If practicable, reserves shall be shown to ,co:rres• 
pond with the .eladsificationa of property set forth in the 
related s.chedul.e of property, . plant, am. equipoont,. separ-
ating especial.13' depreeiation,. depletion, amortization, and 
provisions for retirement. 
{.3) The balance at the ~gin11ing of tm period o! report 
.may be as per the accounts.· 
RULE 12-()9 RESERVES FOR DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION OF IN-
TAlJG!BLE ASSETS 
. The rule provides tor the same columns as in the Reserve 
Schedule for Plant, Property, and Equipment with the follow-
ing explanations : 
1 Com.T.is'sion., Regulation s-x., .~ ~ Content 9J.. Fina.neial State-
~ .. ~ ame-ilded in. l..944, P• 50. 
(1) I11sofar as am.aunts for depreciation and amortization 
are credited to the intangible asset accounts, such amounts 
shall be shown in the schedule of intangible tlssets ,$ as there 
required • 
. (2) Lf pr&ctieable, reserves shall be shov.n tc corres-
poiid VJith the classification in the related schedule ot il1. ... 
tangible assets. 
(3) The balance at the beginning of the period of report 
rr:,.ay be as per the accounts.2 
Tb.ere is little doubt but wh,it the Commission eo.mpels full dis-
elosure as to depreciation,. depletion., arrl amortization policies. The 
e~lanation of the Registrantls policies should be in such detail as 
to pe1·mit, a cl~oo:· understanding of the l!Bthods followed and the adequacy 
of the periodic charges. Where the company follows the policy of 
crediting the fixed asset account instead of a reserve valuation account 
with the periodic credits 1 full disclosnrrt~ should be rmide in the schedul~ 
p1?1rtaining to the tangible or intangible asset section. 
Oi'ten times a registrant may fail to maintain consistency ir;. the 
treatment of its periodic: debits vnd credits to the income and to ·the 
valuation reserve account. ~'¥here there are such inconsistencies, the 
Co.rru1tl.ssion requir(')s tha. t a full explanation be made in tre reserve 
schedules or in the accountantt s certificate.. The Comntlssion has held 
various financial statements to be deficient because of lack of d.is-
1closure on the general. points f'ollov1ing: 
(1) No clear statement as to policy, both present and 
future, for the accounting 0£ depreciation, depletion, and 
am.o:diza.tion. 
(2) No explanation in changes of method of accounting 
from the preceding :r,seriod or periods regarding valuation 
accounts. 
(:3) No reason given r or failure to provide tor periodic 
charges to ineor.oo arrl. valuation reserve. 
(4) No statement as to policy in regard to the tNatment 
of repairs and replacements.,. · · 
(:.5) Ho explanation why periodic eharges to inco:me and 
v-aluation reserves are dif.t'.erent than t.hose charges claimed 
f'or income tax pur~es ~ 
The Cormnissicn examiners have repeatedly" critioi~ed aecountant.e and. 
auditors for not observing more closely the rules and requirements set 
forth in the various registration forms am tm accom,1tin.g relea~es. 
Su.eh responsibilities of accountants for proper fixed: asset valuations 
v.rill be discussed in a f'cllowing soction. 
S.E.C. INFLUENCE ON AUDITING PROCEDURE AND 
P RACTICE -
CHAPTER. !III 
THE COMMISSIOlE' S INVF.STIGA'l'ION 01 MCKESSON AND ROBBINS, INC. 
MID ITS lllFLUE.tJCE ON M EXTE!i!SION OF AUDITING PROCEDUFl.:ES 
One or the most important eases ever to eo:oo before the Commission 
was the case of McKesson and. Robbins, Inc.,l drug wholesalers operating 
in the United States and Canada. The :fraud committed by certain 
,,officers of the corporation was on such an immense scale that interna-
tional attention and cormient. was given to the case. In this tresis 
particular attention is given to the part that the Securities and Ex-
change Commission playe.d in lending its authoritative support to the 
extension of auditing procedures in the verifica.tion and valuation of 
inventories. 
The first public intimation o:f the inflation in assets on the 
books and statements of 1IeKe$son & Robbins was contained il1 a complaint 
which sought a receivership for the corporation. The coraplaint filed 
:in U. S. District Court, Hartford.., Connecticut, by V. W .. Denni.s., corpor,.,,, 
ation counsel, alleged that: 
nu .. through its officers and directors, for a long time 
prior to the date hereof, had i'ruudulent.ly rep:cesentetl. i ta 
assets to be of substantial character antl in its statements 
to stockholders, security holders, and to ,the .general public 
ha.a included in its inventory and accounts receivable, 
inventories which do not and have not existed and accounts 
receiv~ble 1~hich do not and m.ve not existed .... vr2 
l Securities a.'lld Exchange· CommisGion, Report .2ll Invastigatio,n-
JMcICesson ! Robbins, 1.!!£,., pp. 1-500. 
2 - . -
~., p. l.3,, 
The suit for receivership further stated that fictitious inventories 
and accounts receivable aggregated in excess of $101 000,000. 
On Deeember 6, 1938 several important things happened. All trans-
~ctions in McKesson & R.obbirw' stocks and boms vere prohibited on the 
J~ew York Stack E.~hange, and several directors of McKesson invited in 
the Security Exchange CorP.raission for a thorough investigation by a 
6pecial ,examining bourd.. It ~"las ,at this point,. and with little factual 
knowledge of the case that tre Comrn.ssion instituted proceedings. Find-· 
ing reasonable grounds to believe that the financial statements, eon-
1l:,ained in t.he most recent annual report filed by l~cl(esson Co. 'l1:1ith the 
Commission and the New York Stock Exchange as required 'by the Security 
Laws, did not fairly present tre .financial position of the compacy and 
its subsidiaries as of the date of such statements and were .false and 
misleading as to various assets shown,, the Commission began o. full 
inquiry. 
On the basis of this investigation. into certain auditing phases 
tmd in view of the substantiated false and wfaleading statements pre-
pared and certified by Price, v.a terhouse & Company which were contained 
in the annual reports filed 1'~i th the Commission,, the Commission on 
J)eeember 29,. 1938 entered an order directing public hearings to be hel.d 
tor the purpose ot determinine; and investigating the following: 
(1) the charaeter,, detail and scope of the audit pro-
cedure followed. by Price,, Waterhouse & Co. in the preparation 
of the finaJi.cial statements included in the said registration 
statement and reports; 
(2) the extent to vihich prevailing and. generally ac-
cepted standards. and requirenents of audit procedure v,e:re 
adhered to and applied by Price, liaterh,mse & Co.. in the prep-
aration of said financial statef1lQnts; a..l'ld 
(3) the adequacy of the safeguards inhering in the said 
generally accepted prattices and principles of audit procedure 
t.o assure reliability and accuracy of financial statementa.,:.3 
The facts disclosed by the investigation were indeed startling. 
:Financial statements of the corporation and its subsidiaries for the 
year ending December 31, 1937 eerti.fied to., by Price, Vfoterhouse & Co. 
:reported total c.onsoliclated assets in excess of ~$7, 000 ,ooo. Approrl-
.mately $19,000,000 of' these assets proved to be fictitious. The 
fictitious items consisted of inventories of $10,000:,000; accounts 
lr'~eeivable, $9,000,000; and cash in bank, $75,000. These false assets 
,arose out of the operations at the Bridgeport office of a wholly 
fictitious foreign crude drug business shown on the books of the Con ... 
:ne.cticut Division of McKes:;ron & Robb:i.ns.,, limited,,, (Canada), one of its 
subsidiaries. For the year 1937 approximatel,y 18 billion dollars of 
fictitious sales 1.iere made through this office with an estimated two 
million dollar profit. At the time of exposure of the fraud on Decembel!" 
5, 193S, the fictitious assets bad increased to approximatel;y $21.,,000,0t)!),. 
The fraud was engineered by Frank Donald Coster, president of 
McKesson & Robbins since its rrerger with Girard & Co., Ine. in Iiovem.ber 
1926. In reality Coster irms I'hilip Ji. Musica who, under the latter 
name, had been convicted of COtlJlllercial .frauds. ln earryi.Iig out the 
,fraud Coster, in the la. ter years, was assisted p1•incipally by his three 
brothers: George Dietrich, assistant treasurer of the corporation_. who 
was in reality George liusica.; R. J. Dietrich., head of the shipping., 
;receiving, and wmrehousing departruent of the firm at Bridgeport and who, 
was in reality Robert Musics; and George Ve:rnard, who was in reality 
Arthur Musioa., manager of the offices, mailing addresses, bank accounts: 
3 Securities and Ex.change Commission., fo.~countin__£ .Series Release 
Ii• 12..,. pp.. J.-2.. 
and other activities of the dummy concerns with i,hom the :r.tcKessor1 com-
pany strpposedly conducted trn fictitious business .. 
':ro accomplish t,he deception, purchasEHs vrere pretended ta have been 
by the McKesson Cornpanies live Canndian vendors.,, Hho there-
ltfter ptl.rpcrtedly retained the nerch;:;ndise at thei1• warehouses. Ja.les 
tvere pretended t.o have been .m11de for :uicKesson1 s account by v\. W. Smith 
& Company Dud the goods shipped directly by this conrpany f:rom the 
Canadian warehouses to the costom.ers. Payme:rrts for goods pm"ehased and 
collections .from customers for goods sold '!iW:)re pretended to have been 
ir,13.de by a lfontreal banldng firrn of 15a:rmir,g & Company for the account of 
llcKesson. Smith Company, Mar1.ning & Company, arid. the five Carmdian 
ve11dor s were blinds used b:ir C0s ter for the pu:r·pose of supporting the 
fictitious tr~:,nsactions. 
I:nvoices, advises, and other docUire:nts prepared on printed forms 
in the names of these fir.ms were used to g1.ve an appearanc1:~ of reality 
to thems t:ra.nsactions. In addition to this ni.anufactu.re of documents, 
ti serier, of c:ontrai:!ts and gu.a:rBJlties with Smith Manning and f 01·ged 
eredi t reports on Srn.ith were also utilized. The foreign firms to whom 
goods v,ere supposed to have been sold v.xe1·e :real but had done no 
business cf the type indicated vd. th :McKesson. 
'l'he fictitious transa,ctions origini2.ted early in the lif'e of Girard 
f: Co • ., Inc., Coster's predecessor concern, incorporated 011 J2...nuary 31, 
1923 and increased until they reached the proportions mentioned a.bove. 
1:fhe manner of handling the transactions described a hove vms instituted 
in 19J5. Prior th"1t time, the fictitious goods were supposed to 
have been received and. shipped fro.m the Bridgeport office:::; of McKesson 
instead of f*ro1u the Canadian vendors. 'l'he investigation of this system 
dis:elos•tl that of the twenty-four million dollars of cash outgo for £al.st 
purehases all but approximately three million dollars eam.e back to the 
:McKesson Coll!Pany as collections 011 fictitious :receivables or as cash 
'transfers from the fictitiou-s bank of Manning & eom,,Dany. 
The investigation by the Commission ole&rly disclosed that the 
audit of inventories by Price, Waterhouse & Co. was essentially that 
t»hich v.-aa pre.scribed by generally accepted auditing procedure at the 
particular time. li,.ny examination of inventories !alls into three large 
categories; (l) tests of the accurac7 of computations and footings,, 
(2) investigation of the basis of vaJ.uation., (3} a. check on the quantity» 
quality, and condition o! the inventory. In the first two categories 
mentioned above, the accountant must check the inv~mtories sufficiently 
to satisfy himself as to the substantial accuracy of the clerical work 
per.formed and to see that the goods are valued in accord with accepted 
valuation methods in that particular type o.f business. This~. Price 
fiaterhouse & Co.- had perf or.med to a certain degree. Members of the 
accounting firm had .meticulously checked the .footings and computations 
of McKessonts book records. The inventory was stated as being valued 
t.tt ncost. or market whichever is lo.v;.er0 1 which is an accept.able basis 
in a crude drug btl.siness. In making their tests the auditing !irsa 
compared inventory prices with the previous year's invento:ry prices, witJ.1. 
current year• o purchase pci.ces, v.i'..~h the client's sales prices !or a 
period subsequent to too inventory date, and vd,ta quoted market prices. 
Testing in this manner disclosed that book values ot .foreign crude drug~ 
iWere at variance with quoted prices in various trade journals. Wide 
discrepancies appeared between quoted prices and selling prices; the 
quoted purchase price or som.e drugs in some instances vm.s above the 
· J.icltesson sales price to customers. The auditors accepted tbe exp.l.~ation 
,c;.t'fered by the company that this was dm to the superior buying power 0£ 
.1.icKesson because such large quantities were handled. 'I'he auditors mde 
110 attempt to verify the quantities to 1,.bich the quoted and book priee.s 
~ppliad. 
In regard to the condition .. quality and quantity of inventory, the 
nuditor must rely, ill sow..e instances, upon officers and employees of 
the co:rripany for this inf or.mation. The accountant is not an appraiser 
.and does not possess the technical knowledge to properly value some in-
wntories such as ore piles 8nd chemical. mxtures in proeess. In the 
case o:f a business which. does not call for technical knowledge,. the 
accountant ma; be justified in assund.ng a. larger responsibility for in-
ventory valu.es than in cases where expert knowledge is essential. There, 
is little doubt that if physical verification or spot checking of the 
inventory helcl in the V"arious ware-J:iouses had been carried into ef f'eet,. 
the fraud would heve been discovered years previously. Professional 
curiosity as to the business being audited might well have prompted a 
request to see the huge stocks and piles of crude drugs carried a.t the 
Bridgeport and later at the Canadian warehouses. .A wide-awake tour of 
eueh establishments would have been er1tirely sufficient to reveal th& 
shortages. 
The Commission stated during its public hearing that: 
nm our opinion the complete omission of any attempt at 
physical contact with the. inventory when it was supposed to 
have been at Britlgport cannot be justified oven on the theory 
ot non-assumption of responsibility by the auditors tor in-
ventory quantities.. While in view or the size of this f'raud 
sueh inquiry, if boldly attempted, might V1ell -have disclosed 
the inflation, a mere cursory inspection cannot of course be 
relied upon in place of a regular test ot and assumption of 
reasonable :responsibility for inventory quantities. 
There are two generally recognized methods for malting 
such tests . The auditor may arrange with tre client to be 
present as an observe r hile the inventory is being taken and 
make or supervise such t e st counts as he deems necessary dur-
ing the course o ' the or • .' the audito may go in at some 
other dat e and make s mple counts of stock for c01 arisen v ith 
pe manent invento y recor s or for reconciliation t.it e 
ph sical inventory by taking purcha es and sales in the 
inter: into ccount . »4 
Expe ts , roombera of other accounting irms, testifi d at t e public 
heu · 1g tha s · pl counts or test checks re feasible in many lines of 
bus'ness an th t such checking procedure was by no means new and 
revolution ry to tle accounting profession. y oft experts dis-
c osed th t the· firms re'1,uired such thods be use in certain circum-
s ances , but 11test checking" was not an invariable r le o a di ting to 
be ollovie in every case . Testi ony f o the various v1itnesses dis-
clo.sed many points of substantial a reement. ; 
(1) cco tants in tak' ,7 inventory tests should have a 
general knowledge of t he client' s products , but should not 
profes ~ to have a technical kno-,ledge of all technical items . 
2) h sical tests e should be based on or n· ry 
business judgment an:i are support for accounting tests based 
upon the book records . 
(J) ue co 1 ideration shoul be given in all cases to the 
internal check and contr ol over inventories and to the manner 
in whic l the bu ine s is co uucted in judgin whether pac a e 
goods really contain material described on the labels . 
(4) Certain industries and lines of business in which the 
ature o; . .' re prod·...i t r character of t e rcha 1ui me: s 
physical testing impossible in which case t est checking ould 
ot b Q reaso ble and pr· cticab e requirement . 
In their co 1c din remar s on the ca:3e on ·which 500 ages of 
viritten tes imony · s ta n, tl1e Co ·ssion surr.imarized d concluded: 
"Our conclusion based upo th3 facts revealed by the re-
cord ., the testimony of the expert witnesses , arrl the writings 
9' 
of recognized: au'thorities is that the audits per·for.mecl b;y 
Price I Waterhouse & Co. substantially conformed.,. in form, as 
to scope and procedures employed, to what generally was con-
sidered .mandatory du.ring the period of the Girard-liJlcKesson 
engagements. Their failure to discover the gross overstate-
ment of assets and of earnings is a.t,tributable to the manner 
in which the audit nork was done. In carrying out the v~ork 
they failed to e£J.ploy that degree of vigil<lrtce, inquisitive-
ness., and analysis of the evidence available that is necessary 
in a professional undertaking and is recommended.,in all well-
known and authori ta.ti ve works on u udi ting. In ad.di tion, ·the 
ove;rstatement should have been disclosed if the auditors had 
corroborated the Compony•s records by actual. observation and 
independent confirmation through procedures involving regular 
inspect.ion of inventories and confirm.ation of .accounts re ... 
eeivable., audit steps l~hich., although considered better 
practice and used by many accov.ntant.s, nere 11ot considered 
mandatory by the profession prior to our hearings. 
In our opinion., the time has come vihen auditors must, as 
a part of their ex.amina tion when ever reasonf.!ble and pra.cti-
ciable make physical contuc,t with tlJk'J :inventory and assume 
reasonable responsibility the-.refor as had already become the 
practice in many eases bet.ore the present hearings. By this we 
do not mean that auditors shoul-d be, or by making such test 
become the guarantors of inventories any more than any of the 
other items in the statements, but we do me&n that they should 
all make reasonable tests and inquiries and not Brn•ely those 
limited to the books in order to state their professional 
opinion, as auditors, o.s to the truthfulr.tess of that item in 
the sar.e l'iay as trey do for other items in the statements. 
i!Je do feel, however, that. there should be a material 
advance in the developnent of auditing procedures whereby the 
facts disclosed by the records and documents of the firm 
being examined are to a greater extent. checked by auditors 
thr·ough physical inspection or independent confirmation. 
'rhe time has long passed, if it eve1~ existed vihen the basis 
of an audit was restricte.d to the materinl appearing in the 
books filld :records. 
lile have carefully considered the desirability of speci-
fic rules and regulations governing the auditing steps to be 
performed by accountants in certifying financial statements to 
be filed with us. Action is being taken by the various ac-
counting societies adopting certain auditing procedures con-
sidered in this case .. Particularly.,. it is our opinion that 
auditing procedures rel.a.ting to the inspection of inventor-
ies and confirmation of receivables should be accepted as 
norrool auditing procedm"es in connection w.i th the presenta-
tion of co11:g2rehensiw and dependable finunciG.1 statements to 
inveators.".5 
Because of the great deficiencies in generally recognized auditing 
standards brought to light by the McKesson Case , professional societies 
immediately formulated additional steps to be followed in an audit pro-
gram. for inventories . Under the date of ay 9, 1939 the council of the 
American Institute of Accountants adopted a report entitled rtExtensions 
of Auditing Procedure" . This report placed tie responsibility upon the 
accountant to adopt such procedures as his judgment deemed appropriate 
and reco nded that certain additional auditing practices be considered 
as generally accepted procedure. The action of the council r ecei ved 
widespread support of state organizations of accountants , and the pro-
posed r e commendations received the hearty approvel of investors , credit 
men, the public, am tre Security Exchange Co ·ssion whose co~nts 
previously irentioned at the public hearing of t he cKesson Case greatly 
encouraged the adoption of addi tional procedures as being normal and 
necessar y . 
The auditing procedures for inventories considered s ufficient 
be fore the tine of the McKesson Case were set forth in a bulletin 
prepared by the Alrerican Institute, "Examinationof.Flnancial Stateioonts 
by lndl:)pendent Public Accountants". The routine for such procedure is 
outlined briefly: 
(1) Obtain copies of inventory instructions and deter-
mine how complete the physical stocktaking has been or 
whether t here has been substantial reliance on book inven-
tories . In t he latter case inquire as to how fre quently 
they have been tested by physical inventories throughout the 
period. Discussion of situation with client before actual 
stocktaking is desirable . 
(2) Obtain original. stock sheets if they a re in exis-
t ence . Test final inventory sheets by comparison with 
originals, and with tickets or other means used in making 
original count. 
(3) See that inventory sheets are signed or initialed 
..;:_1. 
·by persoas responsible tor taking stock, d-eterminhg prices 
and .mald.ng calculations and footings. Obtain from a 
responsible o.f'fieial a clear and detailed statement in writ-
ing as to methods foll01:.ed., and as to accuracy of the in-
ventory as a whole. · 
(4) Test the accuracy of the footings an,i extensions., 
especially the larger ones. 
(5) Make a test of comparison of the inventories with. 
thEl stock :rec.ords., i.f any, o.s to quantities and prices.. Any 
material discrepanCJ' should be satisfactorily explainei. 
(6) See that goods which are not owned but are on eonsign-
men.t from others have not been included in tb:.i inventory. 
('Z) See that goods set aside for shipnBnt., the title to 
which has passed to customers,. hav-e not been included in the 
."iwentory. 
(8) When a cost system is not adequately controlled by 
the financial. accounting.,. special attention should be given to 
work in process records. 
(9) See that no machinery or other material which has 
been charged to plant or property aeeount is included in in-
ventory. 
(lO) Iiiake inquiries am tests. to ascertain that pur-
chase invoices for stock included in the inventory bav~ been 
entered on the books. Look for post-dated invoices am give 
s:pecial attention to·gooo.s in transit .. 
( 11) If' it is customaI'y to receive deliveri•s lmder 
purchase contracts not proniptly billed, confirm the qu.anti• 
ties deliw:red by .communication Yd.th contractor. 
(12) See that accept.able pric:µig bases have been ued. 
Jia.rket prices mq be determined by obtaining current quota-
tions, consulting trade journals and by comparison with 
recent pur-ebasea.. Replacement costs should be considered. 
also selling prices, less shipping and sell.ing expense. 
(13) For materials and merchandise purchased make test 
comparisons of cost prices vii th purchasea invoices. For work 
in process and tinished goods, exantlne tl"e cost system as to 
overhead items ineluded, interc9mpany profits,. and ete. 
(U.) Du.ties, freight, insurance am ot,her charges added 
to th:) inventories should be tested to ascertain that theJ' 
are proper .. 
{15) Give considerations to possibility that obsolete •. 
~xeessive~ or damaged stocks are included in the ir.tvento:i."'i&s. 
100 
at greater than ree.lizable values. Make tests of detailed 
stock records to determine if' the quantities are reasonable 
in relation to average consumption and purchases. 
(16) If firm. has dis continued the m.anuf acture or any of 
i t.s products du.ring the period, the inventory o! these goods 
shou.ld be scrutinized and provision nnde for untieipated 
losses. 
(17) In the caae of part shipments or uncompleted con-
tracts pm1 tial profits should be recognized only where this 
is clearly justified. If a loss on uncompleted vmrk is 
anticipated prov:wion should be L£2de therefor. 
(18) Check the inventory total by the "gross profits. 
metfaod. 
(19) Ascertain that the inventories at the beginning and 
at th~ end of the pe1"'iocl. are stated on the same busis, or if not, 
the approximate effect on the operating results. · 
(20} Advance payments on account of purchases contracts 
for future deli very should preferably be sho1:m in the balance 
sheat under separate heading. 
(21) lf stocks have been hypot,hecated, that fact and 
the book value of the stocks hypothecatecl should be st&ted ou 
the balancG sheet. ,, 
To this pre-McKesson standerd .for inventory audit procedures must 
be added the ne"' rules or extensions advoeated by the Security Co.::1irrd.s-
lO.l. 
;sio11 and reeomr,imded. by the Institute in their bulletin,, ttEx:tensiona of 
Auditing Procedurei:•: 
(a) That hereafter, where the independent certified 
public accountant intends to repo:i.--t over his signature on 
the financial state.ments of a concern in v,ihich inventorie:J 
are a material factor, it should, be generally accepted audit-
ing procedure that, in addition to making auditing tests and 
cheeks of the inventory accounts and records.,- he shall, where 
ever practicable mii reasonable., be present., either in per-
son or by his representatives., at the inventory-taking and 
as to the measure of rellance which may be placed upon the 
client-ts represent.;J.tions as to inventories and upon the re-
cords thereof. In thi& counection the · independent eertified 
6 American Institute of Accountants, Examination .2f Financial 
Statenents J?z Independent f'ublic Accountants; pp. 17-20., 
public accountant may re1:1uire physical tests of inventories 
to be made under his observc:.tion. 
In Cb.ses where tm inventory .is determined solely by 
means of a physical inventoI'y a-l:. the end of the ~ccounting 
period (or at a date prior or subsequent thereto but within 
a reasonable time thereof, with adequate records SU-.t"porting 
the interim charges), .it will ordinarily be 11ec~ssary for 
the !ore going procedures to be f'olloi,-ed at the tine. 
In cases \,here the concern maintains well kept and con-
trolled perpetual inventory records supported by (1) a com-
plete physical i...'lve.ntory at a date not eoiJ1eident with the 
balance sheet date,; or (2) physical inventories of individual 
items taken .f'rom time to t:Lme so that the quantity of each 
item on hand is compared with the inventory record for thut 
item at least once in each year, it will be satistaetory to 
undertake the procedure outlined at any interim. date or 
dates :selected by the auditor, his purpose being to satisfy 
himself as to the credibility of the perpetual-inventory 
records and whether they .may be relied upon to su:pport the 
inventory totals as shovm on the balance sheet. 
(b) That hereafter., in the case of inventories which in 
the ord:inar-y course of business are in the hands of public 
warehouses or other outside custodians., direct cmlfirmation 
in 1;..,ri ting from such custodians is acceptable procecl:ure; 
except that, where the umount ir1volved :represents a signifi-
cant proportion of the current assets or of the total assets 
of a concern, tr:ie independent public accountazit shall .liW.l::e 
supplerrentnry inquiries.7 
Several questions have come up as to the meaning and implication 
!Of several passages in the abo·ve procedures. 'l'he ter.m nphysical tests.~ 
needed explanation, and the Institute declared that it meant for the 
.auditor to attend the inventory taking and observe the method ot taking 
the inventory, making in conjunction such inquiries or test cheeks ~s 
deemed achdsable. Such additional procedures are generally accepted 
practice only \"Jl-,.an they are practicable and reasonable, such being 
determined by the facts of the particular case. 
7 Committee on Auditing Procedure, American Institute of Account-
ants, n,Extensions of Auditing Procedure., Statemnts 2!! Auditing ag-
;cedure 1!2,. !•, pp. 6 ... 7. 
In regard to the increased responsibility of the auditor., it must 
be stated that the certified accountant holds himself out to the public 
as being professionally qualified . His function is to examine a con-
cern's account' records and supporting data, to obtain outside con-
firmations , and to require supplemsntary information from t ha management 
and employees, to the degree and effort necessary hich will enable him 
to form an intelligent opinio · s to the materi 1 accuracy and truthful-
ness of the financial stateroonts , but in no case is he to be considered 
a guarantor, insurer, appraiser, or expert in materials . The public 
must understand that he ( auditor) can take the additional s teps in 
verifica tion of inventories; yet such rocedure according to profession-
al dictum does not invest his opinion ·ith a degree of authorit y which 
he does not claim for it or impose upon him a measure of responsibility 
t hich the nature of his ork does not justify. 
A novel question raised by the c esson Case and refe r+ed to in 
art B above of the 11Ex:tensions of Auditing Procedure" is whether an 
au:iitor should investigate custodians of tle client's merchandise . In 
many instances tre storing of goods in public warehouses is a common 
practice and the holding of customers' merchandise by ndors was not 
uneommon before this case . Price , tvaterhouse & Co . c cnfirrred merchandis 
held off the client1 s premises by direct confirmation; ho ever tm 
results as to receive confirmation ocuments hich h d been forged 
f rom the dummy concerns set up by the Coster brother s . 
Authorities are in substantial agreeirent that goods stored off the 
client ' s premises should be confirimd if material in amount . In this 
,case or in any case confirmation alone would not disclose a misappro-
priation of goods. by the holder, but this leads to the point of requir-
lC 
ing evidence of the .financial responsibility o! the holder of the goods . 
In this c se, Ritts , employee of Price, aterhouse & Co ., had sugge sted 
securing financial statements of the five Canadian vendors who su posedly 
held inventories of KcKesson of around seven ·llion dollars; Ritts , 
however , allowed himself to be overruled by Cost r mo convinced him 
that such rocedure was unnecessar1 . 
If Ritts had insisted upon financial r eports of the vendors , it 
is vecy likely that f lsified reports of some t ype would have been pro-
duced . However, if the auditoro had conducted an independent investiga-
tion of the legitimacy of these concerns by requesting the Canadian firm 
of Price , Vaterhouse & Co . to make an inquiry, no doubt exposure of the 
fraud would have resulted. The Commission at the public he aring voiced 
the opinion that Price, aterhouse & Co. should have mde supplemental, 
independent inquiries since the inventory represented to be outside the 
client•s premise was definitely substantial in amount; thus the respon-
sibilities of auditors and accountants V4ere rnateri lly enlarged in 
scope . 
CHAPTER XIV 
INVENTORY VERIFIC TION UNDER WARTIME CONDITIONS 
In orde r to avoid any possible interruption in the production of 
uar mat erials , the Commission has established a liberalized policy with 
respect to its requireroonts regarding the ver ification of physical in-
ventories by certifying accountants . here t~ customary t aking of in-
ventory (including observance or test-checking by auditors ) ould hinder 
production of such materials , such procedures may be omitted so long 
11as all reason ble and practical alternative measures are taken by the 
company and its independent public accountants to assure the substantial 
fairness of inventor y amounts stated in the financial statements and 
proper disclosure is de . " 
The Commiss ion has encouraged correspondence between itself and 
registrants concerning the extent to which normal procedures may be 
f ollowed ithout curtailment of production, and the extent to which it 
is reasonable and pr acticable t o employ alternative procedures with a 
vie of determining in the most satisf actory nanner available the 
correct inventory valuations . On the basis of such conferences and cor-
respondence where full disclosure of the circumstances has been rmde in 
the financial statements ani certifica tes , no objections have been 
raised to the omission of normal procedures under the prevailing con-
ditions . 
A statement of procedure , prepared by illiam ·erntz, Chief Ac-
countant, addressed to registrants with the Commission reads as follows : 
ttTne taking of an inventory has always been considered 
an important part of t~ accou.nting ot a corporation :J..n 
reporting its position and the results o:f its operations. 
Observaticm of the taking of inventory or the test-checking 
of tlte inventory has for some time been recognized as a 
110.nnal procedure to be followed hy independent public ac-
countants i.n audits 1mde for the purpose of expressing ·their 
prpf~ssional opinion as to whether the statements fair4' 
reflect tbe financial. position of a company and. the resu.lto 
of its operations in accordance with generally accepted. 
accounting principles e.rrl practices applied on a basis 
consistent 1c1ith that of the preceding year. 
Unde.r present circwnstances, however, it may in par-
ticular cases be :impossible to take a satisfactory physical 
inventory i-vithout interruption of the :produc.tion and deliveri 
of nar materials. It m.y also be irapossihle for the inde-
pendent accountants to have such physical oontaet with the 
inventory ;,w normal auditing procedure calls for. vihere the 
hook inventory reeords provide sufficient control over in-
ventories., a te:mpora:i.~y cessation of the periodic comparison 
with the physical stoeki:.akings would ordinarily he less 
serious than where book records are inadequate 01" lacking. 
However, it is clearly in th$ public interest that as 
positive .'md effective substantiation of' the inventory 
amounts be made as circumstances J)flrmit.. The auditor by 
devising SU1,,;plemente.l procedures based on t119 cirou.mstances 
of the particular case and by extending the sco:pe of nornial 
procedures v,hich do not require the cessutiou ot production 
should endeavor wherever possible so to satisfy himself ai::; 
to the subatantii!i.l fairnes£; of the inventory amou . .t>its that 
his certificate, while indicnti."lg the om:i.ssion of' the normal 
procedure of observation or test-checking, need not contain. 
an exception to the substantial fairness of the presentation 
of' inventories. 
It is the administrative policy of thfo, Commission not 
to objeet to the omission of normal procedures, provided all 
reasonable and practical alte:cnatlve a11d a.1.i.dltioiial .measures 
a:re ta.ken by the company an:1: :tts accountants to su-pport the 
substantial fairness of tr.i.e an:ounts &.t v,hich inventories are 
included in the financial statements and prov;tded further 
that by 11:eans of a letter the company indicates the necessity 
fo:r o.mitti~ such procedures mid gives tl~ follo1rd.ng infoi".ma-
tiom 
(1) Its priority ratings end the extent to which the 
eornpany is engag~d in production of war niaterials, in term.$ 
for example of the proportion of inventories, production 01~ · 
other appropriate basis. 
(2) A stateI:!Ji:tnt as to whether normal procedures in tfu3· 
taking of inwntories are to he follm'fed except where inter-
.ruption to thfl·. vrodu.ctJ.on of war mater;l.al_s would result. 
(3) The delay that vwuld. be eau,sed by shutting down to 
take inventory. 
(l~) A statemrnt as to lihether it is reascnabJ.e. and practi-
cable .for the particular compariy to take reasonably accw-ate 
physical inventories i~1ile the plants are in operation or at 
times v,hen the plants are shut dovm for other purposes. 
( 5) If o. t the time of too last physical inventory it was 
necessary to make significant adjust.n:ents in order to recon-
cile book and physical inventories, a summarized statement of 
the general nature and amounts of such adjustments is proper.1 
'l'he nreasonable and practicable alternative and additional measures:, il 
,referred to in the above statement, mu.st necessarily be based on some 
type of,book records o:t the registrant's costing system. Particularly 
will this be true for work-in-process inventories s-inee it woul.d be the 
roost dii'fic.ult to physically test-check without holding up the manufact1:J.l"<-· 
ing proeess of essential materials. If such an inventory account can bE; 
broken down and a section or sections of it. can be cheeked at diffe:rent 
ti.Hes by the inde1::endent accountant by physical inspection v.i.thout in-
ter:rupting production., it is doubtful that any al tarnate procedure 
·would be acceptable. Thus., if no opportunity exists !or physical test-
ing., the auditor must place his reliance on tr.ie book records baaed on 
su.fficlent tests of such records am supporting data and a careful review 
of the system. of internul. control. 
In addition to the usual accmmtine reeoz'ds, production and 
engineering data ii,ill often furnish further evidence as a bas.is for 
over-all and specific tests to su.p,?ort the reasonableness of book in-
ventories .. .,Such data m.ay includt.:). production schedules., records of units 
:in process am completed thereafter., reports of engineers as to percen-t-
l Securities and Exchange CoJ>.mdssion., A~counting Series Release 
Jl2· lQ, pp. l-.3. 
age completion of contracts, and e tc . Any information as to units and 
costs completed shortly aft er t he inventory date may be helpful to the 
auditor in substantiating the work-in- process inventory. 
In the case of all companies using strategic materials subject to 
priority ratings , the War roduction Board requires the maintenance of 
inventory production schedules and planning records in ode to obtain 
allot ments of scarce materials . These records gove1·ning the no of 
materials can be of value in determining the credi bility of the various 
inventory amounts . 
The e mmission emphasizes that in many cases the difficulties 
. caused the independent accountant may be nearly eliminated by con-
sultations of the accountant and hi s client previous to the year end. 
In w.any cases a physical inventory of r aw materials, supplies , and 
finished goods can be t aken, possibly on a staggered basis , without 
interrupting production, thim an alternate procedure _ would not be ac-
ceptable to the Commission. 
1( 
CHAPTEU XV 
AUDITORS RESPONSIBIIJTIES FOR FIXED .AS~ET VALUATIONS 
The Commission does not prescribe any specif ic or uniform au'.liting 
J)rocedure to be used in the valuation and determination of fixed assets 
nor any other balance sheet item for that matter . Such procedure is 
left for the accounting profession to determine . In order to leave no 
doubt s to the complete libe rty allowed to, and the corresponding 
r esponsibility of, tre members of the accounting profession in respect 
of the audit procedures to be followed in any given case , Rule 2- 02 o! 
.Regulation S-X concerning certification by accountants is quoted: 
rtNothing in this rule shall be cons trued to imply 
authority for the omission of any procedure v.hich independ-
ent accountants , ould ordinarily employ in the course of an 
audit made for the purpose of expressing the opinions re-
quired by paragraph ( c) of this rule . 111 
In explanation of this rule , • Blough, former Chief Accountant 
of the Commiss ion, said : 
11According to nzy- understanding, it means that too in-
dependent accountant shall not omit any audit procedure 
necessary to present a comprehensive and dependable 
financial statement . 
The accounting profession has certain well-es t ablis hed 
requirements for a general periodic audit. The Institute, 
in its bulletin entitled E:x:am:lnation of Financial State-
ments , has laid down a program which , •here applicable, 
must sure}¥ be recognized by the profession as a guide in 
determining the extent to v.hich an auii t of this kini must 
go . Recognized authorities have written extensively on the 
l Security and Exchange Commission, Regula tion .§.-! - Form and 
Content .2f Financial Statenents ~ as amended 1944, p . 5. 
subjeet; it is part ot an aecountant•s training and e.dnca .... 
t .. 82 ion .• · 
through this ackncmledgment.., the Commission recognizes: the g~neral 
.audit principles laid down by the accounting profe$sion as being ac• 
iceptable to them; but the Cormnisaion does, however, reserve the right 
to d~termin.e .rar itself wh~th.er the scope of th& audit as yell as the 
procedures foll~d by the independent accountant in making the audit 
.are adequate ,mier the particular circumstances. The certain tf>well-
e.stabllshed reqw.rements •••. by the aee:ounting prote.s8ionn to which 
tr. Blough refers, must be ceuched in general terms since the auditore 
:investigation method and procedure o! fi.Dd assets must necessarily 
vary from case to case; it follows, hov,sver, that the· auditor in his 
investigation must weigh and give consideration to the: f'ollo\dng points 
,recogniZl!1Jd. as ttreasonable and practicable" by the pro:i'ession: 
l. Verify the omership of the fixed asset., 
2. Ascertain the cost of the tixed asset., if purcl1i:1.sed. 
J. See that cost is properly computed, if construeted. 
4. Obtain and examine all vouchers oonneeted 'With .major 
fixed asset purchases. 
;.. See that all cost additions are a.t the propEJr figures. 
6. See that capital and revenue expenditures are properljf 
distin£uished. 
y,, Examine· the minute book and other record~ for authority 
to purchase or build assets. 
S., Be sure that fixed as.sets are carried in sepa.rat& accounts, 
ii' possible. 
9.. See that insurance on fixed aeaets is adequate, 
2 C. G .. Blough, tt-Accountant''s Certificates",. Journal. 21. Aecountanci. 
;Vol. ~ ... (February 1938), p .. 116. . . · 
10. See that taxes on fixed assets are recorded or paid. 
ll. Check profit and loss computations on the sale of fixed 
assets . 
12. ee that all accounts are correctly treated upon dis-
posal by sale , abandonment, and trade . 
lJ . See that leasehold improvements are written off over 
the life of the lease . 
14. Examine and trace all fixed asset account additions 
and deductions , inspecting invoices for urchases and 
tracing receipts for all major disposals to the cash 
book. 
15 . scertain fixed assets owned but not used . 
16 . etermine the extent of fixed asset revaluations 
during th:3 year and asce r t ain the disposition of the 
r evaluation surplus or deficit . 
The Commission has criticized certi fying accountants for failure 
to make full investiga t ions as outlined in the above points and/ or 
failure to ex.press an opinion a to some of the accounting principles 
follo ~d by the registrant . ithout bringing into consideration the 
independence of the certifying accountant ~ich is discussed in another 
chapter , certificate deficiencies as cited by the Commission are dis-
cussed in the follo ing paragraphs: 
(1) Failure.!:£ verify ownership of fixed a sets . 
Any certificate shall be held deficient in hich the auditor dis-
claims any or all responsibility as to the validity of the r egistrants 
title to· the property ihich appears on the balance sheet . The verifi-
cation as to title deemed necessary is set for th by Mr . Blough. In 
part, he said : 
11 ••• e do not believe too accountant should be permit.ted 
to avoid the ordinary responsibilities of an auditor by dis-
claiming them in his certificate. Our rule s provide t hat 
there shall be no omission from the audit "of any procedure 
v~hi.ch independent public accountants would ordinarily employ 
in t he course of a regular annual audi t . 11 
ll 
Generally an auditor is not required to make a s pecific 
s tudy of the ublic records to verify the companyt s o mer-
ship of its property or to obtain legal opinion as to such 
owner ship, provided the usual indicia of ownership appear 
in tl'i:3 accounts and nothing is revealed by the audit to in-
dicate otherwise . 
If the auditor finds and examines deeds showing evidence 
of having been recorded; if tax payments , special asse ssments , 
maintenance and repair charges, etc . , properly supported, re-
lating to such property are found to be reflected in the 
accounts; if r entals received from the pro rty are found re-
corded; if no rental payments are shown that might indicate 
lack of ownership; if no cash receipts from unentered mortgages 
are revealed and no payments of princ..ipal or interest or un-
entered mortgages are found; and if similar lines of exarrdn-
ation customarily followed in the normal audit reveal nothing 
to create suspicion as to the ownership of the property-the 
accountant ordinarily is not expected to make a search of 
public records as to title or liens . 
If, on the other hand, the audit reveals something that 
leads the accountant to suspect that the property is not 
o :ned in fee or that existing liens or mortgages against the 
property have not been recorded on the books, I think he is 
bound to make such inves tigation of the public records or 
get such opinion from attorneys as iill convince him that 
the f acts are properly recorded . u3 
(2) Failure to fullz investigate ~ c0Im10n~ .2n appraisals £! 
fixed assets in ~ certificate. 
11 
\' here appraisals have been de, t~ auditor is required to disclose 
all pertinent facts either in schedules to the balance sheet or in his 
certificate . Any a raisa.l amounts resulting from revaluations, re-
organizations , mergers, and etc ., affecting fixed assets in some manner 
1.ust be explain fully-date s of appraisals , the basis thereof, the 
name of the appraiser , and a comparison of the previous ledger value 
and appr isal value of the property must be shown . 
'I'he Co · ssion has pointed out that accountants whose training 
does not qualify them to serve in the capacity of appraiser should 
3 ~ ., pp. 113-114. 
neither assign values to property nor certify to the accuracy of the 
values placed on such properties. In many c ses befor e the Commission 
dealing vii th mining property revaluation, the follm ing principle has 
been enunciated: 
11Es tima te of value of .mining proper ty by an accountant 
without experience as an appraiser of mining pro rty or 
kno ~ledee of methods of valua tion1 held to render the bal-
ance sheet false and misleading. u4 
The accountant may certify to a report although he disagrees ith 
l] 
certain of the f acts presented on tB? balance sheet . He should, hQ ever, 
in his certificate point out those items which in his opinion do not 
follo • accepted accounting practice . Co nting on this , Mr . Blough 
said: 
"It is not uncommon for an accountant to present 
financial statenents and, in his certificate, point out 
certain facts of inclusion an:l exclusion without express-
ing any opinion as to whether the statements properly 
reflect the f acts or not . Thus the accountant who would 
certify to a financial statement in vhich plant and 
equiprent is carried at twice its cost ani three times its 
present sales value on the basis of a 1928 appr aisal at 
~ hich time the appreciation was carried to , and is no 
included in the earned surplus accounts , · ht very well 
attempt to protect ~elf by including in his cer tifi-
cation a statement of such f acts without expressing his 
opinion as to tha propriety of such treatment . In our 
opinion, the protection re l1uires that the accountant who., 
by a narration of facts . in his certificate , ~ttempts to 
protect himself, should be required to express his 
opinion with regard to the propriety of showing the facts 
in tha manner in hich they have been shown. If all of 
the facts have been treated in the st u:nent in a manner 
he considers to be in accordance ith accepted accounting 
practice, he should so state . If he is prevented fro. 
properly presenting the facts , he should qualify his state-
ment \'id. th respect to such it s and should express his dis-
appro 1 of ha~ them in the manner in which they have 
been handled . u5 
4 Security and Exchange Commission, Decision and Reports , Vol . l , p . 
621. 
at' onshi O the s .. ;R . C. tc tlle .nGGOuntant, u 
. o . 6, (Jan .. 193 ), p, • . 2 · 29. 
{3) faiJ:u1'e. -2.i audito:r ~ investigate eosts of fixed assets: 
transferred !rom predecessor compam,r. 
J 
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In one case before the Corumission .. the certi.tieation" was held de-
:capitalized developmental expenses carried forward as an asset f:rom the 
iboolre of the predecessor conipaey. The CoE,mJ.ission held that it the 
decessor eo:mpany -v.:hich. render sueh items incapable of verification, ex-
~ept, in the memories of the officers of the company, the accountan.t's 
ee rti:f.'ieate should have so indicated. 
(l1>) Failure .i£ comL.~nt £?:l .2.r. 1£ proi?!grly distinc;uisb various 
~ba:r·gelji included as costs .2! fixecl. assets. 
The auditor is responsible for disclosing and comn1enti.ng on any 
cedure au,d practice would exclude from such classi.ficutions. The 
auditor must investigate the validity of all debits and credits to 
fixed asset accounts-stock and bond discounts I payments tor leases an~l 
options, ccw:mdssions and p1"0motional e:.iq:Jense£J are not to be considered 
~ ·cost o.:t such assets according to the Oorfilf-U.SDion ~.nd should be 
separately shown .in the .financial. statements ... 
aceord oi· iu substantial agreement as to what i tema are properly in-
eluda.ble as a cost in tl:e various :fixed asset c.lassifications. How-
ever, it is ·u:d.shfltl thinking to presums that all publie accounting 
praetioners, or t.hose who claim to be I f ollovf recognized procedures 
~d practices consistently. When an auditor follows such practices 
or allows accounting principles to be used in valuation for which therEW 
exists no substantial authoritative Sll}Yport, with or without comment 
in his certificate, t Commission will hold such state nts deficient 
until amended to confor v ith recognized practices . 
\,here the auditor finds that shares of stock have been issued for 
fixed assets and then in part donated back to the corporation, it is 
his responsibility to disclose such transactions either in a footnote 
or by comnent in his certificate . The auditor is like ise responsible 
to disclose all information regarding t he valuation of property par 
of stock is sued when tm cash value of such stock sold to the publi c 
is much less . Where all the stock issued is for property ithou.t a 
concurrent sale to the public , th auditor should ke an investigation 
as to the costs of such property carried on the books of the vendor 
company. 
(5) Failure 1Q express any opinion~ !,,Q total .fixed ~ 
values constitutes!! deficiency in certification. 
In the case of Resources Corporation International, the auditors 
certificate stated, 
" • •• it is not possible for us to make any determin-
ation of the value of such assets ( timber tracts); con-
sequently v e are not in a position to ex.press an opinion 
dth respect to the accompanying balance sheet that 
embraces the matter of value assigned to the timber 
tracts . 116 
Such an accountant's report is clearly insuffici ent to satisfy tl'e 
requirezoont that the registr ant file a certified balance sheet. The 
:requirements for certified statements re not met when the accountant 's 
:report e.xpresses no opinion or only an opinion coneerning part of the 
total assets . Thus, according to the Commission, a report by the 
auditor is not a certificate unless a clear unequivocal opinion is ex-
pressed on the accounting practices follo ed by t he registr ant. 
ll, 
CHAPTER XVI 
ACCOUNT TS 1 CERTI FICATE ~ UIREMENTS 
The Co ssion has done much to improve the standards of auditing 
procedure and practice . To this end the Commission has provided flex-
ible as ell as rigid rules for accountants ' certificates , has fully 
upheld the principle of full independence by certifying accountants , 
an has ~orked hand in hand with professional accounting societies for 
the adoption of better auditing practices . No one can deny that 
financial statements to be or real orth must be certified by respon-
sible , independent accountants who have followed generally recognized 
and accepted principles in the de te rmination of financial statement 
values . The 1933 Security Act makes certification of financial reports 
by independent public accountants mandatory , an:l gives the Commission 
the power to prescribe the form, IOOthod , and content of such certi!i-
cates presented to it for registration purposes . Under this Act the 
rules overning the content of the report reads as follo\s : 
"The certificate of the accountant or accountants shall 
dated, shall be reasonably comprehensive as to the sco 
of the audit made ., and shall state clearly the opinion of 
the accountant or a countants in respect of t he financial 
stateIOOnts of , and the accounting principles and procedures 
followed by, the rson or persons 1hose state ents are 
furnished . In certifying to the financial statements , 
independent public or independent certified public account-
ants may give due weight to an internal system of audit 
regularly maintained by n:eans of auditors employed on the 
registrant's o ·n staff. In such case the independent ac-
countants shall r eview the accounting procedures followed 
by the registrant and its subsidiaries &ni by ap ·ropriate 
IOO asure a shall satisfy themselves that such accounting 
procedures are in fact being followed . Nothing in this 
rule shall be construed to imply authority for the omis-
s ion of any procedure hich independent public accountants 
would ordinarily employ in the course of a regular annual 
audit. The certificate of the accountant or accountants 
shall be a plicable to the matter in the registration state-
ment proper to which a reference is required in the financial 
statemmts . nl 
In analyzing the above general rules which were applicable to all 
certificates filed with the Co ssion prior to the cKesson Robbins 
11' 
Case of 1939, one notes both rigid and flexible requiremrnts . Thus there 
is a degree of rigidity in that a certificate must be prepared, dated, 
and presented to the Commission by independent public accountants , along 
'With a reasonably comprehensive statement as to scope of the audit made, 
the opinion of the accountant must be given in respe ct to the financial 
statements of, and the accounting principles and procedures followed by 
the person or rsons whose statements are furnished . 
It may be noted that i n t he ay of flexibility t ere is no specifia 
ording required; the accountant may use his o~n language to describe 
his procedures carried into effect . Though tm opinion of the account-
ant as to the financial stateirents and accounting practices of the 
client is a rigid re irenent, he may express himself in such language 
that ould most aptly fit the facts of the case . 
As a survey and aid to the accountant who practices before the 
Conmission, the Commission prepared Accounting Rel ease No . 7 hich 
gives an analysis of the deficiencies commonly cited by the Commission 
in connection w.ith the financial statements and auditor's certificates 
filed under . the Securities Act of 1933 and Securities Exchange Act of 
1931+. This an lysis, prepared by Carman G. Blough, Chief Accountant at 
1 Securities and Exchange Commission, Accounting Series Release 
,!!2,. 22, p . 1 
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the time, cove.is accountants certificates , consolidated financial state-
ioonts , balance sheets , profit and loss statements arrl the various related 
schedule s . Mr . Blough' s anal ysis of commonly found deficiencies was 
preceded by a letter addressed to accountants practicing before the Co 
miss ion: 
To Accountants Practicing Before the 
Securities and Ex.change Commission 
Gentlemen: 
May 6, 1938 
As an aid to regis trants ·nd their accountants in the 
preparation of financial statements to be filed with this 
Cornmi~ ·ion pursuant to th:3 ecurities Act of 1933 and the 
ecurities Exchange Act of 1934 ther e i s submit ted herewith 
a list of the more COJlUIX)n deficiencies which it has been 
found necessary to cite in connection with financial dat e 
included in registration statements filed with this Com-
ssion. 
It will be no ted that many of the deficiencies cited 
do not involve al\Y important problem in accounting and that 
some involve simply the failure to follow the express regu-
l ations and instructions of the Comnission. 
It is thought that if particular at tention is gi ven 
to the items comprising this list and to too instructions 
pertaining thereto, contained in the Commissions forms and 
r egulations , considerable inconvenience and expense to 
registrants will be avoided ani the ork of the Commis sion's 
staff in reviewing the statements filed ill be greatly 
f acilitated . 
Very truly yours , 
Carman G. Blough 
Chief Accountant 
Of particular interests and with which we are wholly concerned at 
this tine I are the Conmtlss ion ' s comments on too deficiencies of account-
ant1 s certificates . oire of the criticisms am. co nts read as fol-
lows: 
(1) Accountant's op1IU.on in r es et of (1) the finan-
cial state nts of, and (2) the accounting principles and 
procedures follo ed by the r egistrant, not clearl y stated . 
(2) Use of equivocal phrases such as "subject to the 
foregoingn, "subject to the above co ents", 11subject to 
co ents and explanations in exhibits 11, "subject to the ac-
companying co ents 11 , etc . , 
(3) reasonably comprehensive stateimnt as to scope of 
the audit made not included in the certificate . 
(4) Adequate audit not made by certifying accountant. 
In this connection attention is directed to th regulation 
that accountants shall not omit "an,y procedure which in-
dependent public accountants rould ordin rily employ in the 
course of a regular annual audit" . 
(5) Failure to certify all financial s tatements re-
quired to be submitted, e . g . , failure to certify profit and 
loss state ent as well as balance sheet, and failure to 
certify statements of registrant as well as statements of 
registrant and subsidiaries consolidated. 
(6) Financial statements and supporting schedules 
covered by the certificate not clearly indentified . 
(7) Certifying t hat the accounting principles follow-
ed by the registrant are in accordance ith the system of 
accounts prescribed by a state regulatory oody, or in a 
particular industry, but i thout indicating whether the 
practice of the regis trant is in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles and procedures . 
(8) Effect upon the financial statenents of the regis-
trant • s failure to folio ge rally accepted accounting 
principles and procedures not commented upon arrl explained 
by the certifying accountants . 
(9) Effect upon the financial statements of substantial 
changes in accounting olicies of the registrant not com-
mented upon an explaired by the certif:i ing accountants . 
(10) Disclaimer of responsibility on the part of the 
certifying accountants with respect to matters clearly with-
in their province . 
(11) Reservations on the part of the certifying account-
ants with respect to matter s not ~ithin their province 
which might indicate that apparently the accountants were 
not satisfied that such matters as legal titles , outstanding 
liabilities, e tc. were properly reflected in the f inancial 
statements . 
(12) Certificate undated, or not manually signed.2 
.2 · curitiss am lli2Wh .. 
-2• z. p . 2-J . 
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In viev; of the nu;n:ierous deficiencies cited above , the attempt of 
some accouxi.tants to l:1J1llt thei r res:::>onsibility i n their certification, 
1:1nd t he startlins ffrnts di scl osed. in the :·lcl{e:.rnon Robbi ns Ca",e , the Com-
nlission revised. its rules to correct deficiencies :found i n its analysis 
of accountantt s certificates a.r!.cl to r ai s e the st.a:miard.s for certif icu-
tion thus requiring tho 0xt...ensions of auditing procedure for inventories 
udvocat ed by it (Coin,:·j_ssion) a ::: a resul t o.f the public hearing oi' the 
lt cKesson Gase . At the tine of the revisi on of Rule 2· {12 and 3-07 of 
negulc:1.tio:n S- X. , de<ll:Lng vJi th t he form :md content of' .financial state-
inents , i.t vms stated: 
"In view of the case of L:cL:.esson r:md Robbins , Incorpor-
ated; and seve.n'c,1 other ca Geb , the rules governing cel~tifi-
cation by accountmrts , ,,i lthougb altered. and clarified in 
some respects , have betm r etaine d i n substantia.11J the .form 
uo1,i found in the General Hule2> and. Regulci tions under the 
Securities Act of 1933 a.nd the several najo:c forms tmder 
the 1933 ,md 193h acts . Upon cornpletion of these proceed.i.>1gs , 
hm;:;ever, ouch rules u1:·e to b e cons idered with a view t o r e-
visi ons deemed nece ::mar;/ as ,'.l reoult o.f tlies<; ca se s . 11.3 
Thus on February 5, 191~1 the Commission, acting viithin its l av,ful 
authority, n:men.ded its previous ru..les on aceountant 1 s certificates of 
lte gu:U.i tiQlW S- 2C to read. as .fo llovJs : 
(a} Tecl1n.ical requ.iren:ents: 
wrr,.e acco1_mt anV s cer·tificate shal 1 be dated , shal l he 
signed manuBclly, D.nd sht1ll identify r,ithout detailed enumer-
ation the financial ~:;tatern.ent.s cover0d by tl1e ecrtif:ieate. 
(b) Representations as tc; the :::rudit: 
'1.!1.ccou.ntant' s certificate (i) ::;hall C'.Jntain a reasonably 
corIJ)refie11s i,.re stu.teEier1t a.s t o t t1e sco1Jc o1.._ tl1.e u.udi t a1uzJ.e i11-. 
·---·-------
3 (;,"'.· C'""· ·• ~ t.-i ,..,, "',.''' 1 ·- J. C . . . , . -- . 'b l '"'"" ....,_.,. .... " '" i::.mzt ~x.c,1ange 0D11uss:i.on.,. Ac c oun,~l!"£ 0 €n'J.E:S n,e ease 
.N2• ~' p . 1. 
eluding if with r espect to significant i tems in t h:l financial 
st t e ents any auditing procedure s gener lly recognized as normal 
have been omitted , a s cific de ignation of such procedures and 
of the reasons for their omis::.i on; (ii ) hall s tate rhether the 
audit was made in accordance with generally acce ted auditing 
standards applicabl e in the circumstances; an:l (iii ) shall 
state whether the audit ms.de omitt ed ny procedure deemed nec-
essar y by the accountant under the circumstances of the arti-
cular case . 
In dete rmining the scope of the audit necessary, appropri-
ate consider tion shall be given to the adequ cy of the syst em 
of internal check and control. Dw weigh may be given to an 
internal system of audit r egularl intained by means of 
auditors employed on the registrants oln staff. The accountant 
shall reviev the ccounting procedures follo ·ed by the person 
or persons whose statements are certified and by appropriate 
measures shall satis fy himself that such accounting rocedures 
are in fact being followed . 
othing in this rule shall be construed to imply auth-
ority for omission of an;y rocedure which independent ac-
countants would ordin rily employ in the course of an audit 
made for the pur ose of expre:. ing the opinions required by 
par agr aph (c) of this rule . 
(c) Opinions t o be expressed: 
The accountant's certificate shall s tate clearly: 
(i) the opinion of the accountant in res ct of the 
financial statements covered by the ce tific t e and the 
accepted principles ard practices r ef lected therein: 
(ii) the opinion of the accountant as to any changes 
in accoW1ting rinciples or pr ctices , or adjustments of 
the accounts , required to be set forth by ule 3-07; and 
( iii) the nature of, and the opim.o of the account-
ant as to, any s igni icant differ ences bet een t he ac-
counting principles an practices r eflected in the 
financial state ents and those r eflected in the ccounts 
afte r the entry of adjustments for the period under 
r evi ew. 
( d ) Ex.ceptions: 
lmy matters t o whic the acco1.u1tant t kes exception shall 
be clearly i dentified, the exception thereto specifically and 
clearly stated., and , to the extent practicabl e, the effect of 
each such exception on the related financial staterrents given. 
i lJLE 3 7 Changes in accounting principles and practices: 
12: 
"If any significant change in accounting principle or 
practice or any significant retroact ive adjust:1ren t of the ac-
counts of prior years, h s been made at the beginning of or 
during any period oovered by the profit and loss s tatements 
filed, a sta tement thereof shall be given in a note to the 
appropriate statement , and, if the change or adjustment 
supst antially af feets proper comparison d th the preceding 
fisca l period, the necessary explanation . 114 
Amendments of the rules as to accountants ' certificates had for 
some time been the subje ct of correspondence an:i discus sion betv,een 
committees representing the Anerican Ins titute of Accountants , the 
Controllers Institute of America, the American Accounting Association, 
and various members of the Securities Exchange Commission. Afte r much 
discussion with these profess ional bodies , th Commiss ion revised its 
Rule 2-02 and added Rule 3-07 hich are stated above. 
Rule 2-02, now in effect, sets forth tre require.nents as to the 
contents of the accountant's certificat e in four distinct sections . 
Section (a ) of the rule sta tes tm various technical requirements 
and is no different from pre- exis ting rules . 
Section (b) contains the requireioonts for the accountant's repre-
sentations as to the nature of the audit iihich he has made . ore dis-
closure must be made than previously to meet the re uirement sub-
section (b) (i) . Previously it had been stated t hat if in the judgment 
of the auditor it was not pr acticable and reasonable to undertake the 
full normal auditing procedures for inventory or any asset verifica-
tion, and he had satisfied him.self by other methods r egarding those 
assets , it l ould s er ve no useful purpose to give an explanation in his 
report . Ho ever , under this new ruling by the Commi3sion, a specific 
l+ ~ -, pp. 3-4. 
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de signation of all normal auditing procedure s omit ted is r equir ed along 
dth the reasons f or such omissions . By the t e rm, "designations of pro-
cedure s o.mi tted., n the Commi ssion meant for s uch desi gnations to extend 
only to t hose auditi ng requirements vmich have been recognized as 
standard or normal procedure s ., s uc h as the physical- testing or observa-
tion of inventory taking by an auditor--not the de t ailed or mechanical 
steps of s uch procedure~. 
Sub-section (b) (ii) of the rule further calls for a representa tion, 
as to hether the audit v as made in ac cordance with generally accepted 
auditing s tandards applicable in the circumstance s . The Commission, in 
r eferring to genera lly accepted auditing standards , means 11in addi ti.on 
to the e mployment of gem rally recognized normal a uditing procedures., 
their a pplication ,rith professional competence by properly trained 
persons . " The Commission defines "ge nerally recognized normal auditing 
procedures 11 as those ordinarily employed by skilled accountants and 
those prescribed by various governmental bodies and recognized account-
ing societie s . Thus auditing standards are regarded as the l.U'lderlying 
principles of audit ing vtiich control the nature and extent of t he 
evidence to be obtained by means of the various auditing proce ures . 
'l'hus auditing standards would require in inventory ve r ification t hat 
the accountant must satisfy himself by evidence and approved ~thods 
that values had been determined on a basis recognized as be ing acce pt-
able under the circumstances and t hat physic al tes t-checks or observa-
tion of inventory counts by the client support the inventory qunntities 
involved. The means used and the detail work to fulfill such standar ds 
are desi gnated as procedure s . 
Sub-section (b) ( iii) re quires t hat any procedure omitt~d yet 
deemed nece sary by the ccountant under the particular circumstances , 
be stated in the certificate. This is included as a r equireroont because 
the Commis sion felt that circumstance , in some instance s , may call for 
,extensions and additions to normal procedure s perhaps due to the lack 
of sufficient internal control or other causes . 
Section (c) concerning tte opinion of the accountant as to the 
statements covered by the certificate arrl the accounting principles 
follov.ed is to a great extent a clarificati on of previous existing 
rules . Sub- sectipn (c) (ii) r equires t he opinion of the ac countant 
along ith proper explanation of any significant changes in accounting 
principle or pr ctice of the client ani of any current retroactive ad-
justments of s i gnificance dea ling with prior years . The t erm, 0 s ign1fi-
cant r e troactive adjustments" is taken to mean the extra-ordinary types 
of surplus adjustme nts such as major depreciation adjustments when t he 
basis for fixed assets is changed from cost to appraised value s or 
vice versa . 
Sub-section ( c) (iii) presents a new r equirenent. It concerns the 
difference between the amounts shown on the registrant• s books \lhen 
finally closed and the amounts shown on the financial statements . I f 
the difference is significant the accour,tant must e xplain the differ-
ences . 
Section (d) provides for clear statement of exceptions to the 
normal standards , arrl to the extent practicable, the effect of each 
excepti on on the financial stateroonts . If an exception is taken to the, 
use of cert ·n accounti ng rinciples by the registrant, a clear state-
100nt of the effect is deemed neces s ary if investors ar e not to be mis-
lead. 
12! 
In commenting at tl'e time on the revised rule of the Commission, 
particularly Sub-section (b) (i), (c) (ii), and (c) (iii), the Committee 
on Ex.tensions of Auditing Procedure or the American Institute of Account-
ants stated: 
"The revised rule is, of course, applicable only to 
reports filed with the Commission. As a practical matter , 
ho-waver, practising accountants may in course of ti.me con-
sider it advisable to v.pply the same standards of disclosure 
in reports for other purposes also, though the old form will 
doubtless continue to be used for an intermediate period. "5 
It is evident at this tim that the Committee did not give full 
support to all the requirements set forth by the Commission, particular-
l.y to Sub-section (b) (i) in which the Commission required that a111 
normal and generally recognized auditing procedures omitted in the 
course of an audit must be specifically stated along with reasons for 
such omissions. The Committee's attitude has been stated as follows: 
"It i s the responsibility of the accountant-and one 
which he cannot escape-to determire the scope of the ex-
amination which he should make before giving bis opinion 
on the statements under review. If in his judgment it is 
not practicable and reasonable in the circumstances of a 
given engagenent to un::ier take the auditing procedures 
regarding inventories and/or receivables set forth in this 
report as generally accepted procedure and he is satisfied 
himself by other nethods regarding such inventories and/or 
receivables , no useful purpose will be served by requiring 
an explanation in his report. If physical. tests of in-
ventories and/or confirmation of receivables are practical 
an:i reasonable and the auditor has omitted such generally 
accepted auditing procedure, he should make a clear cut 
exception in his report . "6 
The Conunittee in 1942, realized that the difference in certificate 
5 Committee on Auditing Procedure, American Institute of Account-
ants, 11The Revised S.E. C. Rule on Accountants ' Certificates11 , State-
ments .2!! Auditing Procedure, No. 6, (1Aarch 1941), p. 48. 
6 Committee on Auditing Procedure , Anericun Institute of Account-
ants, "Extensions of Audit~ Procedure", State.rrents £a Auditing !:!:2-
cedure, No. 1, (October 1941;, p • .2 .. 
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requirements between tre Co ; ssion and the n:erican Institute was eaus- , 
ing ,vi.despread misun:lerstandi.ng and that many of the accounting pro-
fe ssion ocd already adopt ed the new standards of disclosure advocated 
by the Coi.umi.s ion, amended i ts Bulletin, "E.x.tensions of Auditing Pro-
cedure' to read : 
nAccordingly, the committee on auditing procedure here-
by reco. ends that hereaft er discl osure be required in the 
short for of inde ndent ccountant 1 s 1eport or opinion in 
all ases in hich the extended procedures regarding inven-
tories and receivables s e t fort h in "Extensions of Auditing 
Procedure 11 are not carried out, 1egardless of 1, hether they 
are racticable and r easonable , ~ ~ thought the in-
depen ent accountant ~ ~ satisfied himself ~ other 
m thods . 1t7 
After aiving the objections which it saw to the aforementioned 
requirements of the Go n.ission ' s revised rule, the Committee proposed 
the addition of the tU1deracored sentence t o the first par agraph of the 
1939 short forra of Institute certificate lhich r eads as foll o s: 
~.e have examined the balance-sheet of the XYZ Company 
as of (Month) (Day) (Year) , and the statements of income and 
surplus for the fisc a l year then ended, have reviewed the 
system of i.I_lternal control and the ac counting procedures of 
the company and , without making a detailed audit of the 
trans ctions, have examined or tested accoW1ting records 
of the company and other sup orting evidence , by methods 
and to the extent · deemed appropriate . 1a ~ opinion, 
.2!:Y: examination~~ .in accordance .!!.i1Jl generally 
acceptad auditing standards ,ru.icable Jon~ circumstances 
_.!!ld it includes all procedure s v,h ich ...!. considered necessa-
rz. •. 
In our opinion, the accompanying balance-shee t and r e-
l ted s ta tenents of income and s urplus present f airly the 
position of the XYZ Company at ( onth) (Day) (Year) , d the 
r e sults of its operations for tre f iscal year, in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent i th that of the preceding year . 8 
' 
7 Commit tee on udi ting Procedure , American Institute of Account-
.ants, 11Amendreents to Extensions of Auditing Procedure "., .2E.• cit . , 
No. 12., • 89 . 
netit.u of CCOWlt-
rti!icat.es ', o .~ ., 
The Com11iission held that the proposed use of the words., 0 1!1 om· 
,opinionu of the afore.mentioned new sentence in the certificate was in-
consistent with Section (b) (ii) of the revised 1"Ul$. because the phrase 
£ails to connote n/!1 positive r1:1presentation consistent with the implied 
:r'e11resen.tation he { the auditor) 1aa.1<es by hold:L.'lg himself out as a pro-
Jessio.nal .11'1£1 e1q;ie:rt accountant or auditor. 119 
In order t,o avoid an im.passe with the Cornmission and upon being 
advised by counsel that, .. 0 regardless of 1vhether,. the statement wa.s made 
\',it.bout the use of the words, 11in our opinion.If., or specifically as a 
ar.att,er of opinion, it could be in fact 0111.y a statement of the cpinion 
of the auditor., the Coni.mittee decided not to pursue the :rmtter further. 
ConElequentl.y, accountants and auditors om.it the words, n1n our opinion11 
from the ne1N sentence in respect of financial statements filed vdth the 
Commission. 
It is very likely, as previously :mentioned, th.at this ,1raplified fol!'m 
of certificat,e ·will co.me i.r1to general u:5$. Clients 1;hose securities ar~ 
listed on a 3toc!c exchange, and who must therefore .file reports armually 
with the Commission, will probably wish to have the identical form of 
,certificate used. in such reports m"'lcl in. their pu.bl:1,shed reports to 
,stockholders,. This in turn will probably lead to the adoption of the 
,amplified form for use in rc-,pcrrts to stockhohlers, and other interested 
;parties., of companies v;h ose securities are not listed,. Thus., as in 
;respect of' other ll1!2.tt,ers of particular interest to the aud.itor and 
aee.ountant, provisions of the securities acts a11d the authoratntive 
rregulatory requirement& of the Security and &cb.cme;e Com.mission v1ill 
9 Ibid., p. 40. 
'tend to influence the standards of accounting pr~ctiee, not only in the 
case o.r companies coming under the jurisdiction of the Commission but 
in the business anf financial world in general. 
CHAPTER XVII 
INDEPENDENCE OF CERTIFYING ACCOUNTANTS 
Along v.ith the importance of maintaining sound auditing standards 
is the necessity of mintaining high standards ·· Of jndependenee and ,. 
profe ssional conduct among certifying acc ountants . The Securities Act 
of 1933 and 1934 have alv.ays upheld the concept of independence as a 
basis or prerequisite t o any certification made by an auditor. The 
rules of the Commission have always required that the independence of 
the auditor be in f act and have refused to consider an accountant in-
dependent jn respect to his client when he has a substantial interest, 
direct or indirect, i n the client' s busir:ess, or with whom he is , or 
as , during the period of the report, connected with the firm as 
director, officer, p remoter, underwrite r , voting trustee, or employee . 
Rule 650 of the Securities Act, or Rule 2-01 of supplenental 
Regulations S-X concerning qualifications as to independence of account-
ants reads as f ollov1s : 
Rule 2-01 Qualification of Accountants 
(a ) 0 The Commission will not recognize any erson as 
a certified public a ccountant who is not duly registe red 
and in good standing as a certified public accountant 
un::ler the accounting las of the State , Territory, or 
country of bis residence or principal office . The Com-
mission v,ill not recognize any person as a public ac-
countant who is not in good standing and entitled to 
practice as such urrle r th:? laws of the State , Territory, 
or country of the residence or principal office . " 
(b) "The Comn.i.ssion will not recognize any certified 
public accountant or public accountant as independent who 
is not i n f act independent . An accountant Yvill not be con-
s idered independent with r espect to any person in whom. he 
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has a subst antial inter e s t, direct or indirect, or ith hom 
he is connected as an office r , employee, pro oter, under-
writer, trustee , partner, director , or person pe rforming 
similar functions . 11 
(c) 11In deter rether an accountant i in f act 
i.rfde pendent with r e spect to a particular registrant, the 
Co · ssion ill ive appropriate co ider tion to 11 r e l -
evant circumstances including evidence bearing on all 
r e ationships , bet een too accountants and that registrant, 
and ill not co fine itself to the relations existing in 
connection 11 ith the filing of reports with the Commission . 111 
Through the decisions and accounting releases of the Co ssion, 
informa rulings have been handed do n which ·ve a suggestion of the 
attitude of the Commission towards tre independent r e lationship be t een 
auditor and their clients . 'Ihis requirement of t Securitie s Exchange 
Co, :mis ·:ion tha t an accountant be in f ct independent th respect to a 
company , hose financial statements he certi f ies is grounded on the con-
viction that · · existence of certain types of relationships between a 
company ni its certifying account nt may bias the accountant ' s judg-
nent on accountin a auditing matte rs . Certain relationships between 
an accountant and his client ap ar so apt to influence the accountant 
away from complete objectivity in his analysis that he would not in 
f act be independent . ince the Commission does not r e cognize statement$ 
and certificates by accountants \.ho are independent according to the ir 
standards , it is appropri ate to analyze sone of the c ase s de al ing with 
this particular point . 
~ l Determination of Independence easured by Auditor ' s Invest-
ment in e gistrant 1 s Stock . 
In ccounting Release No . 22the Commission pres ented a case in 
1 "ecurity and Exchange Commiss ion, Regulation .§.-!-.E.Qrm ~ Q2u-
~ of Financial Statements, as amended , ( ay 1943) , p . J . 
2 Securities and Exchange Commiss ion, ccounting Series Release 
No . !, P• 1 . 
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which one member of a firm of publi c accountants , doing mrk for the 
r egistrant, owned stock in the client ' s corporation. The Commission re-
fused to hold that the firm was independent for the purpose of certify-
ing the financial statements of such corpor ation a nd based said r efusal 
upon the fact that the value of such holdings was substantial and con-
stituted more than 1% of the partner ' s personal furtune . 
In this case the Commission seems to have gone to the ultimate 
ext r e in its definition of independe nce. It is extrenely di ficult 
to see how ovmership of the registrant's stock constituting 1% of the 
personal assets of a member of a large firm of public accountants could 
be considered a "substantial inte rest" by the Commission . In co nt 
the Journal of ccountancy said , in ref erring to the 1% ownership of the 
registrant ' s stock by the accountant, 11 the idea •• •• •• •• • is so novel that 
it is hoped the Commission will make clear its interpretation of this 
ruling, if it is inteooed to be a ruling . n 
nether important case , A. Hollander & Son, Inc .,3 is pertinent to 
the question of the "substantial interest ruli.ng n issued by the Com-
mi sion. In this case the accounting work v-as done by Puder and Pud.er 
Accountants for the registrant . Investigation by the Commission s howed 
that there were substantial stockholdings held by this firm in its 
client. The tv.o Puders and their wive s bad from 1935 to 1940 owned stock 
of the r e gistrant ranging from! to 9 percent of the ir personal fortune . 
Suc h a condition was held to void the.certification of the registrant ' s 
statements by independen t accountants . In addition to this stocko ·ne r 
relationshi , the Commission further pointed out that loans bad be.en 
3 Securitie s and Ex.change Commission, "In t he atter of A. Hollan-
er & ->on, lnc . , U.uecisiv c:::d !Y:wrts, 8, .rP• 586-620. 
made by the Hollanders to the accountants ani vice versa . On such a 
point the Commiss ion e xaminer held that: · 
11In ce rtain circumstances it may be as detrimental to 
the independence of an accountant for him to be on the land.-
it as on the borrowi ng s ide of a loan transaction; t he ac-
countant Is interest as a lender in seeing to it that the 
borrower is ble to repay the loan may be a otent f actor 
in depriving the accountant of his independence ."4 
In summing up their findings as to the independence of Puder & 
}uder , it as s tated: 
11 Under the circumstances of the c ase, we have no 
hesitation in finding that neith r the firm of Puder & 
Puder nor A. H. Pude r individually are i ndependent public 
accountants ithin the sreaning of our statute and regula-
tions iith res ct to the f inancial statements filed by the 
regis trant. Accordingly, we find that the reports filed by 
the registrant are further de f icient in t hat the financial 
statements included therein have not been certified as re-
quired by the approEriate regulations , by an independent 
pub l ic accountant . 0 5 
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CASE II (a) loyee of accounting firm preparing statements as office r 
- - in registrant• s corporation. 
(b) Accounting firm receiving annual percentage of gross 
proceeds of r e gistrant . 
he Cornucopia Gold li.:1.nes Case6 heard before the Commission on 
:February 7, 1936 proved interesting an:i unique. The examiner for too 
Commission questioned tl'.e staterr~nt in the accountant 's certificate that 
"too r elationship between accountant and registrant was the usual r e-
lationship of independent accountant to their client . " In this par-
ticular instance , t actual accounting and audit as prepared chiefly 
by one, David 1 ill, s employee of :llii te and Currie, certi f ying public 
4 ~ - , p . 612. 
5 ..!ej4., p . 617 . 
6 ecurities and Exchange Colillllis s ion, nm the lu.atter of Cornupia 
Gold Mines"• Decisions !ns! Reports , l , pp. 364-370. 
:accountants. In the examination of the relationship bet\'>een the regis-
trant and White and Currie, who signed the certificate, the examiner 
,found that t;hite and Currie had entered into a contract Viith the regis-
trant by the terms of v'Jhich they {accountants) were to receive $5000 
1:;er a.m1um. plus one percent of the gross proceeds of the ~tal sales for 
one year. Their eon.tract with said registrant called for a system in-
etallation, audits, and the furnishing of office space for use by the 
peg;istra.nt. Evidence was further shown that this was the only contra.ct 
of such nature 1.,hieh White and Currie had with their clients; all others 
viere on a fixed fee basis. 
Investigation concurrently disclosed that David Hill., employee of 
'.t~hite and Currie was comptroller of the registrant's corporation 1.;;ith 
pov;ers over accounting matters, check issuance, and etc., of the 
:registrant' a firm. Hill., also, 1Nas a stockholder, having purchased 
1760 shares of stock previous to the filing of the registration state-
ri.ent. 
From. these facts as presented:, Fr. Hill as employee of Yihite arid 
Currie ruil comptroller of the registrant corporation with substantial 
st,oekholdings could or v,ould not; (1) a~;proach the accounting problems 
()f t}~ firm as a1 independent accountant, and (2) view the accounting 
1:iroblem.s td.th the objectivity of an independent accountant.,. criticising 
imd correcting accounting practices of the corporation's st.a.ff,- since, 
in part, he vmuld be reviewing his own ,01ork. 
Concerning the contractuul arrsngement of 1% of the annual proceed~ 
trom metal. sales, the Co1ru.-rd.ssion stated: 
"A continuing pecuniary interest which an accountant has 
in a regisJ,rant may be so small or so indirect as to give 
rise to no inference that the accountant has lost or is likely 
to lose tbat objectivity v.hicb is implied in the concept of an 
"independent" accountant. This case is not such an instance , 
for a claim of 1% to the gross proceedsof the metal sales of 
mining company is a substantial and pecuniary continuing in-
t erest . The holder of such a claim has too close an identity 
with the financial destinies and too inti.mate personal concern 
with the managerial policies of the ente rpris e to bring to 
bear in his accounting and auditing work the objectivity 
1;hich is the "essence" of an "indepen ent" accountant . 
~e t her efore find that the statement of relationship 
contained in the certificate nnde . by ' hite and Currie was an 
untrue and misleading statemmt. 117 
CASE III Conscious falsification of f acts by certi.fying account-
~~ ~- ants held to re fute presumptions of independence arising 
from absence of direct interest or employment . 
In the matter of American Terminals and Transit Company, 8 the 
financial data furnished in the registr ation statement was collect ed 
ani certified by a F. J . Kopecky, whose certificate read : 
111 hereby certify that the above (financial s tatements ) 
have been prepared by me for the books and records of the 
corporation and are true ani correct copies to the best of 
m;y kno ledge and belief . 11 Signed: F. J . Kopecky, Independent 
Accountant .9 
The truth of such a statement as questioned in the investigation 
that follo ed . Cash was stated at $1482. 82 on the balance sheet; yet.. 
there as no cash . Kopecky admitted that the figure shovm as cash was 
the amount of an overdraft and that he ms.de an adjustment of the figure 
for accounts receivable in order to compensate for the overdraft and 
the cash amount sho m on the s tateimnt . In order to force this balance 
the accounts receivable showed a fictitious reduction in comparison 
with the actual amount shown on the books of original entry. 
7 ~ ., pp. 366-367. 
8 Securities and Exchange Commission, "In the Matter of American 
Terminals and Transit Company 11 , Decisions ~ Reports, 1, pp . 701-742. 
9 U>id.,,. p . 706. 
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L"'l concluding on this point the trial examiner sto:ted: 
ttAccordi:ngly ·we find the certificate an untrte statement 
of material .fact. 'l'he facts just recited. concerning the 
manner :u1 'Which this balance sheet was drawn, however, suggest 
thc.t there h) a further deficienc;r :iJ:1 this and all other 
ce1~tifi.cates s i.gned by Kopecky for ths regis t:runt, by raising 
the question v1hether in view of Kopecky• s approach to regis-
trant1 s accounting problenm he can be considered. 11independfJntrt 1 
in accordance -.iith the requirement of the stutute .. 
lfThe methods an:-1 results of his auditing 1:cork cause us 
to doubt i,hz ther ar1y presTu,,ption of inde;pende:nce v;hich thEi 
absence of rel[i:.tion,.s or contr0.ctual connoctions with regis-
tl'.·&nt hould normally jus t.ify., can be indulged here. To be 
sure not every error in a financial statement can be con-
strued ,as reflecting a lack of independence on the part of 
the accountnnt who set it u.p.. But ·where the accountant hus 
conseioooly fulsified the fo.cts, as here, an inference of 
actU2.l absence of independence would seem to be j~tified. 
Ho v;ho, as a result of cormi vance with, or loyalty or sub-
serv-lence to his client., purposely or rl'.;ckle:.:isly misrepre-
sents the facts can.not bE> said to qualify as an r*independentu 
expert. nlO 
CASE IV Accountants 1.,ubordinatiri.g their jude;men:t to the desires of 
their client deemed not independer1t. 
In the ea.se of 1lfltropolitan Personal Loon Compa:ny-11 the acem~acy 
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i.:;uf.ficiency of the certificate of Carr,pbel1 and Carr, eertifyi..flg ac-
com1.tants., was challenged. Said registrant liCtG a simll, incorporated 
com;.oany in Nevada a'id 1;mv qualified to do business in Pe:nnsyJ.vanfa and 
blaryltmd. The sale o:f.' sEJcurities covered by the r0gistr,1tion statem.ent 
began JuJ.;:,, 6, 1936 and ·wtls continuinr; until the Comm:i.ssion cr:illed a hea:r ... 
;ing to determine i,hethe:c a stop-order shoulo. be placed su.t1p(md.ing the 
di:::posal of the secm·i ties. 
I:rrvestigation of' t.he :financial dat~, ari.d certii'icate of the ac-
lO .9.J2. cit .. , p. 707. 
countants sho d numerous violations of accounting principles and lack 
of competence or independence on the part of the auditors . The annual 
reports of the accountants for the years 1933 and 1934 disclosed that 
the offices ot the r egistrant outside of the hone office had not been 
visited in order to examine the receivables an:l collateral held for 
such loans. During 1935 two audits were made in hich examination of 
collateral as not made . The report for .the year (1935) stated : "our 
work for this quarter consisted mainly of adjusti the books to recom-
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mendations contained in the minutes . " Testimony was also taken as of 
:tlarch 31, 1936 (date of balance sheet) that no verification had been 
made of cash on hand, cash in banks or loans payable for the reason that 
as of that date, 11 the report was primarily for examining the collateral 
at the home office . 11 
The accountant I s failure to make such investigations as would sub-
stantiate the correctness of various balance sheet items is a violation 
of one of the Commission's cardinal rules ,hich prohibits , "the omission. 
of any procedure 1 hich independent public accountants · ould ordinarily 
employ in the course of a r egular annual audit . " Such certification 
ithout investigation of assets hich by their very nature, are r eadily 
convertible into cash or are pledgable, is of little or no value with-
out the actual examination or verification of such assets . 
In questioning the independence of Campbell and Carr, the facts 
that they (accountants) had completely uborclinated their judgment to 
the desires of their client in setting up items on the s tatements com-
pletely nullified their status as being independent. The Commission 
declared that independence was lacking because: (1) the accountants 
had accepted registrant's statenents as to various ma terial values with 
little or no independent investigation, (2) no independent judgment had 
been used tdth respect to the adequacy of the reserves, (3) various 
credits in reduction of liabilities were improperly made to income at 
the order of their client. 
'fhe concluding statem.ent of the examiner: 
ttHe who as a I'iBult of co:nnivance with, or loyalty or 
subservience to his client, purposely or recklessly mis-
represents the facts cannot be said to qualify us a.n in-
dependent e.xpert •. Protection of invest,-0rs in these 
situations requires not only that these fiduciaries be free 
of entangling alliances 1..vhich relational and eontractual 
connections with registrants frequently engender, but also 
that they approach their task with complete objectivity--
critical of the practice an.i procedures of registrants, 
and unwilling to aid. and abet in making staterHe:nta which 
the facts do not viarrant.Hl2 . 
CASE !. Accountant not independent when employee or partner relation-
ship exists with other accountant owning large block of 
registrant's stock. 
In the case of Richard Ramore Gold !::lines ltct •. .,13 the original regi:~-
tration statement was certified by a V. D,. Harbinson&. Company. V. D. 
llarbinson was ov.iner of 11,.0CO shares of the registrant's stock of which 
:10,000 represented the .number given him for various accounting services 
performed at the time of incorporation of the registrant. In an a.p-
parent effort to circumvent the Com.rnissiont s rule concerning Uie in-
dependen.ce of certifying accountants, an amended balance sheet and 
,certificate was filed with the Commission certified by a H. L. Johnston, 
1employee or associate of V •. D. Harbinson &. Company. For such certifi-
,cation Johnston was paid in cash for his service by the registrant; 
thus attempting to satisfy the Commission regulation. since Johnston 
12 Ib'd ~--•_,. pp. 
13 Secu1°ities and Exchange Commission, 111n tbe Matter of Richard 
l~1;.ioiie Gold~$, ~w .. , .~i~.iq;ee ~~ f:.S.Bf?f~, 2, pp .. 37'1~:ifl.., 
owned no stook in the firm. 
This: case presents conflicts of interests comparable to a preceding 
c-ase. Harb:L11.son as a substantial stockholder would not be likely to 
approach the accounts of the registrant as an independent accountant 
in view of the f ae:t that the value of the registrant-' s stock eould be 
enhanced by windo-w dressing the statements. Since Johnston was either 
an employee· or partner of Harbinson, the Commission's rule on independ-
ence· would bEI invalidated or evaded if by its provis:.i-ons Harbinson was 
disqualified, and .. Johnaton was not likewise disqualified.. Thus certi-
fieation ~as required by another firm o:f accountants" 
In re-view of' the preceding cases, one readily sees that the Comm.is-
sion has been a powerful influence in maintaining and abetting proper 
accounting ethics. Heretofore stata laws governing the issuance and 
revocation of licenses to practice as a certified or independent public; 
aceountant ha. ve recognized the necessity of maintaining hi.e;h standards 
of professional conduct. Through various ~tate and national organiza-
tions.~ the a.c.counting profession has voluntarily' established codes of 
ethics lihieh) if violated, rray be grounds for public admonition, 
suspension, 01" expulsion f'rom the society, or in the- ease of state and 
federal regulatory bodies-the revocation of the legal right to 
praetieEt. Because of the close relationohip to the accounting work of 
the Commission, the naures of Professional Conduet11 of the American 
Institute of Accountants may be quoted. Rule 5 reads as follows: 
"In expressing an opinion or representation in finan-
cial statements which he has examined, a member or associate 
(of the Institute) shall be held guilty of an act dh>-
ered.itable to tm profession if: 
(a) He fails to disclose a material fact known to him 
which is not disclosed in the financial statements but dis• 
clos..we of \1hich is necessary to make the financial state-
ments not :misleading; or 
,. 
(b) He fails to report any material misstater.wnt kno1m 
to him to appear in the .f'i.nancial stateuants; or 
( o) He is gross,ly negligent in the conduct of his ex-
WJJinat..ion or in making his report· thereon; or 
(d) He fails to. acquire sufficient in.t"o:rmation to warrant 
expression of an opinion., or his exceptions are aufficiently 
material to negative the expression of an opinion; or· 
(e) He fails to direct attention to any- material de-
parture !rom generally accepted accounting principles or to 
disclose BJly material omission o:f generally acc~pted audit• 
ing procedure applicable to the eireumstances. 1.t:L4 
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Because of the e.id.stence of various methods of disciplinary action 
it has been th.e practiee of the Commission to bring to the attention 
et the appropriate societies and government agencies each ease in 
·which the Commission has publicly criticized the vmrk or professional 
conduct of accountants practicing before it. The Council of the 
American Institute has, us a trial board on cases called to its atten-
tion by the Commission, .found some of its members guilty o! violating 
the Codes of the .Institute and -were therefore suspended from member-
ship i~ the organization. Voluntary disciplinary action of this kind., 
if diligently and wisely applied, can be of great importance in the 
maintenance of proper standa1"Cls o:f prof'essional conduct. Such volun. 
tar:, disciplinary action., hovze11er, cannot supplant the Commission•:, 
direct authority under its Rules of Practice. This power of the Com-
mission is stated in Rule 2 which reads: 
11Tbe Commission may disqualify, and deny, temporaril;r 
or permanently, the privilege of appearing or practicing 
before it in any v,iay to any person who is found b;y the 
Commission after hearing in the matter: 
14 Americs.n Institute of Accountants, R$s .2.f Professional Con-
di!JR~t,, P• ?. 
(1) Not to possess the requisite quulifications to re-
present others,,. or 
(2) To be lacking in character or integrity or to have 
engaged in. lli-'lethica.l or· improper professional conduct. ril5 
l5 Sta.t~d in footnote; Securities and Exchange Comrrd.ssion, !!-
counting Series Release lli?.• ~' p. 3 .. 
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SU Y ~ CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
All of the acts of Congress enforced under the jurisdiction of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission affect the work of accountants and 
bring them into close contact with that body. These acts are the 
Securities Act of 1933, Act of 1934, Public Utility Holding CompapY 
Act of 1935, and the Investment Company Act of 1940. 
The passag~ of the Security Act of 1933 caused somewhat of a panic 
in the accounting pr ofession for two pr incipal reasons: (1) Because of 
the unreasonable degree of liability imposed on accountants, and (2) 
because it was feared that the enormous powers conferred originally on 
the Federal Trade Commission and later transferred to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, which included the power to prescribe forms of 
financial statements , might not be wisely administered. When the Act of 
1934 was passed, the accounting profession breathed more easily because 
the basis of recovery against accountants who were responsible for 
material misrepresentations was made more reasonable and the period with-
in which action could be taken against said accountants wa.s reduced from 
ten to three years . 
The powers of the Com.mission to prescribe rules and regulations, 
including forms of financial statements, was formerly the cause of 
great fears on the part of accountants that either unsound or unworkable 
principles of accounting would be enunciated. The first registration 
form, Form A-1, administered by the Federal Trade Commission under the 
Act of 1933, was criticized as being inelastic and obviously designed 
primarily for public utility companies, and therefore was not suitable 
for other types of concerns. When the Act of 1934 was passed which 
provided for the appointment of the present Commission, an investigation 
of the charges was immediately started. 
In its investigation, the Commission approached its problems by 
calling a group of prominent accountants into consultation and asking 
them to appoint a committee to cooperate. The Commission readily agreed 
that a more elastic form of registration statement, one which called for 
less historical information, would be more appropriate. Finally, after 
ma.l\1 months of cooperation between the Commission and various committees 
of accountants, form A- 2 was promulgated. It received the full endorse-
ment of the accountancy profession as represented by the commit tees both 
of the American Institute of Accountants and of the New York state Society 
of Certified Public Accountants . As was to be expected, it was not found 
to be perfect in all respects, but suggestions for amendment initiated by 
the committees were welcomed and many were approved, and in cases where 
proposed amendments were initiated by the Commission, the committees of 
accountants were given ample opportunity to express their views . This 
happy relationship has continued down to the present date and will pro-
bably continue . 
It is obvious that with the close harmony which has existed between 
the Commission and profession, the influence of the Commission, backed 
by the effective powers bestowed upon it by law, has been applied in the 
direction of insisting on the presentation of financial statements pre-
pared in accordance with sound accounting principles . No doubt exists 
that corporate reports and the underlying principles on which these re-
ports and the underlying principles on which these reports are based 
have shown vast improvement this past decade . It may be said that: 
(l) Recognized principles,in many instances, of accounting 
have replaced questionable accounting practices heretofore 
follo ed by certain corporations in the preparation of the re-
quired financial reports. The profession's success in the last 
few years in convincing management of the wisdom of ing 
various changes, in many cases is directly attributable to the 
Commission's present policy. 
(2) Financial statements have become more informative and 
the items contained therein more reliable. 
(3) As a result of the conditions mentioned above , ac-
countant ' s reports are free of many of the exceptions and 
qualifications which formerly could not be omitted • 
.More progress in this direction may be expected in the years that 
lie ahead. In answer to the Commission's dictum contained in the pre-
viously mentioned Accounting Release No . 4 which states that financial 
statements prepared in accordance with accounting principles for which 
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there is no substantial authoritative support will be presumed to be mis-
leading or inaccurate despite disclosures contained in the certificate of 
the accountant or in footnotes to the statements , prevailing accounting 
conventions are being reexamined and revalued more critically and 
analytically than ever before. From the cooperation between the various 
accounting societies, teachers, professional schools of accountancy, and 
the S.E. C. there i s developing a body of authoritative accounting doc-
trine which it is hoped will come closer to universal acceptance as 
"recognized and accepted accounting practice 11 than has been the case in 
the past . The pronouncements of the American Institute in its accounting 
research bulletins and its statements on auditing procedure represents a 
major step in this direction. 
But there are inherent dangers which must not oe overlooked. The 
greatest of these would be the failure of the profession to continue to 
eooperate and assist the Commission, and the unlikely possibility that 
control of the Commission might fall into hands which would disregard the 
experience and advice of those vmo have spent a lifetime in the profess-
ion and that it might not continue to recognize its tremendous responsi-
bility in establi bing accounting principles and practices, but would 
make invariable rules without due consideration of the peculiar cir-
cumstances which eall for exceptional treatment . It is true that all 
legislation which aims at controlling or regulating business transactions 
must , necessarily, start from the premise that there are certain defin-
able standards which should control all business transaction. Within 
certain limits, this in no doubt true . However, disagreement develops 
when an agency of the government proceeds on the assumption that all 
business transacti ons and their reflection in a set of financial state-
ments can be reduced to a definite set of rules . Of course general 
principles can be developed, however, rules intended to cover every type 
of transaction are not only impractical but, if attempted, can result in 
a lower standard so far as accountancy i s concerned and, for that reason, 
they are deplored by the profession as a detriment to sound social and 
economic development. The bridge should not be crossed before it is 
reached, however. All the dire possibilities of inflexibility and rigid-
ity in accounting practice promulgated by government control seem to dis-
appear when one looks in retrospect at the fair, open-minded attitude of 
the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
In closing this thesis and basing an opinion on an intensive survey 
of S. E.C. Accounting Releases , Decisions and Reports , books, articles, 
and pamphlets on the subject, the writer feels qualified to say that the 
influence of the authority of the Securities nnd Exchange Commission 
constitutes one of the greatest, if not the greatest , single aid to the 
development of sound accounting principles and forms of presentation of 
financi al statements in the history of the accounting profession. 
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